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To Tong Mankei (Maggie)

Whatever presentation of the activity of many men or of an individual 
we may consider, we always regard it as the result partly of man’s 

freewill and partly of the law of inevitability.
(Leo Tolstoy in War and Peace)

If you know the enemy and know yourself, you will not be in danger 
in a hundred battles.

If you know the Heaven and you know the Ground, the victory is 
complete.

(Sun Tzu in Art of War)
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This book reports on an inquiry, conducted in three phases, exploring 
mainland Chinese students’ language learning experiences with a focus 
on their shifting strategy use prior to and after their arrival in an English-
medium university in Hong Kong. The inquiry was motivated by my 
personal experiences as one of thousands of students moving from the 
Chinese mainland abroad to pursue tertiary education in English. Like 
many others, I faced daunting linguistic and academic challenges as a 
postgraduate student in English-medium universities or study pro-
grammes in the United Kingdom, Belgium and Hong Kong. I therefore 
became interested in understanding the experiences of students like me.

Although I initially intended to i nd out how mainland Chinese 
 students coped with these challenges in British universities (Gao, 2003, 
2006a), my educational experiences in Belgium and Hong Kong have led 
me to undertake inquiries into another group of Chinese students’ lan-
guage learning experiences (Gao, 2006b, 2008a; Gao et al., 2008). Unlike 
their counterparts in British, North American or Australian universities, 
they do their academic studies through the medium of English in multilin-
gual settings, where English may be a less frequently used language. 
Nevertheless, they still need to develop English competence for their 
 survival and success in the new learning contexts because in these settings 
English is often a socially important language. In the case of Hong Kong, 
Cantonese, a regional version of Chinese, functions as the major medium 
for socialization in daily life and in most social, cultural and political occa-
sions, while English is one of its ofi cial languages and widely used in the 
business and professional sectors. In addition, Putonghua, or Mandarin, 
the variety of Chinese spoken on the Chinese mainland, is a language of 
rising importance due to Hong Kong’s increasingly economic, socio-
cultural and political ties with the mainland since 1997. Thus, Hong Kong 
presents itself as an interesting setting for an inquiry into learners’ 
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 strategic learning efforts in order to gain insights into their pursuit of 
 linguistic competence in a multilingual setting.

At the outset of the inquiry, it was noted that language learners tend to 
be advised to be efi cient language learners in terms of strategy use in 
many learner development programmes due to a popular belief in the 
importance of strategy use for language learners’ learning success 
(Chamot, 2001; Cohen, 1998; Dörnyei, 2005; Ellis, 1994, 2004; Hsiao & 
Oxford, 2002; McDonough, 1999; Wenden, 1987, 1998, 2002; Zhang, 2003). 
In recent decades, the belief in learners’ strategy use as a signii cant cause 
of variation in their language learning achievements, coni rmed by many 
studies, has given rise to an explosion of research on language learning 
strategy (LLS). However, it has also attracted many criticisms, such as the 
under-theorization of the construct itself (Dörnyei & Skehan, 2003; Ellis, 
1994; Macaro, 2006) and methodological inappropriateness in LLS research 
(Dörnyei, 2005; Tseng et al., 2006; for a recent overview of criticisms of LLS 
research, see Macaro & Erler, 2008), leading to the possible marginaliza-
tion of LLS research in mainstream language learning research. Moreover, 
the emphasis on the cognitive and metacognitive aspects of language 
learning in LLS research has also become problematic as language learn-
ing researchers have become increasingly cognizant of the importance of 
sociocultural contexts in learners’ learning (Atkinson, 2002; Block, 2003; 
Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Norton Peirce, 1995; Norton & Toohey, 2001; 
Sealey & Carter, 2004; Watson-Gegeo, 2004; Zuengler & Miller, 2006). This 
has made it possible to introduce sociocultural perspectives, rarely pur-
sued in LLS research, into research on language learners’ strategy use in 
particular settings (Donato & McCormick, 1994; Oxford, 2003; Palfreyman, 
2003; Parks & Raymond, 2004).

Overview of the Inquiry

Drawing on a sociocultural language learning research perspective, the 
inquiry aimed to understand mainland Chinese undergraduates’ lan-
guage learning experiences and strategy use in an English-medium 
 university in Hong Kong. It addressed the following questions:

(1) To what extent and in what ways does mainland undergraduates’ LLS 
use change during their stay in Hong Kong?

(2) What does this reveal about the relationship between strategy use and 
context?

‘Strategy use’ in the above research questions refers to language learn-
ers’ efforts directed towards success in language learning and/or use 
(Cohen, 1998). Cohen (1998: 4) further states that ‘the element of choice’ is a 
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dei ning characteristic of strategic learning behaviour. Thus, strategy use is 
related to learners’ exercise of agency as it reveals their self- consciousness, 
rel exivity, intentionality, cognition, emotionality and so on (Carter & New, 
2004; Giddens, 1984; Sealey & Carter, 2004). While research to date has 
usually associated learners’ strategy use with cognitive and meta cognitive 
processes (Chamot, 2004; Dörnyei, 2005; Macaro, 2006; Oxford, 2003), the 
inquiry relates strategy use to learners’ broader behavioural engagement 
in acquiring linguistic competence (Deckert, 2006). Consequently, in this 
book terms like strategic learning efforts are used interchangeably to refer 
to learners’ strategy use.

The inquiry was conducted in three phases, lasting for two years 
(Table 1.1). The study in Phase 1 dealt with the questions related to the 
study participants’ strategy use on the Chinese mainland. The study in 
Phase 2, a longitudinal follow-up phase, focused on six case study partici-
pants’ language learning experiences and shifting strategy use in Hong 
Kong. The study in Phase 3 involved the same participants as those in 
Phase 1 and explored their strategic learning efforts in Hong Kong. Such a 
design aimed to examine the participants’ shifting strategy use both as a 
group and as individuals.

Methodological Approach

The inquiry, which aimed to achieve a rich and contextualized picture 
of learners’ strategy use, resembles a longitudinal ethnographic-like 

Table 1.1 An outline of the inquiry

Research
Research 
methods

Number of 
participants Remarks

1st Study (Phase): 
Baseline (August–
September 2004)

Biographical 
interviews

22 21 interviews 
transcribed

2nd Study: Follow-up 
phase (August 
2004 to July 2006)

Longitudinal 
ethnographic-
like methods

 6 Two dropped out 
after one year’s 
participation. 
Another one left 
Hong Kong for 
exchange

3rd Study (Phase): 
Exit (April–July 
2006)

Biographical 
interviews and 
questionnaires

15 Including six 
longitudinal 
study 
participants
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research approach. Rooted in anthropological research, ethnography has 
been a long-standing research methodology in the social sciences, includ-
ing education and sociology (Case, 2004; Cohen et al., 2000; Harkalau, 
2005; Pole & Morrison, 2003; Ramanathan & Atkinson, 1999; Richards, 
2003; Watson-Gegeo, 1988). Ethnography is ‘an approach to social research 
based on the i rst-hand experience of social action within a discrete loca-
tion, in which the objective is to collect data which will convey the subjec-
tive reality of the lived experience of those who inhabit that location’ (Pole 
& Morrison, 2003: 16). Traditional ethnography emphasizes the study of 
cultural behaviour in groups, although most ethnography studies start 
with individuals (Watson-Gegeo, 1988). It also values an insider perspec-
tive and usually requires the researcher to have an extended engagement 
with research participants in order to obtain a ‘thick description’ and 
holistic understanding of the phenomenon under research (Geertz, 1973, 
1988; Skyrme, 2007). As a result, ethnographic research tends to be longi-
tudinal in nature. Nevertheless, the ethnographic approach adopted in 
this inquiry should not be equated with full-scale ethnographies aiming to 
‘convey the subjective reality of the lived experience’ of particular groups 
of individuals (learners) (Pole & Morrison, 2003: 16); it is best described as 
‘ethnographic’, in line with Ramanathan and Atkinson (1999) who argue 
that ‘ethnographic’ research bears features of the full-scale ethnographies 
dei ned as above but can be distinguished from them by their narrower 
focus. In the inquiry, I studied and worked with the participants on campus 
for two years and even lived with one of the longitudinal phase partici-
pants in the same student residential hall for a year. In this manner, I 
gained i rst-hand experience and knowledge of the setting where the 
 participants’ language learning took place.

The inquiry was also informed by a sociocultural perspective on 
 language learning (Norton & Toohey, 2001; Sealey & Carter, 2004; Zuengler 
& Miller, 2006). The use of the sociocultural perspective was not intended 
to be restrictive, but rather operated as ‘a well-established i eldwork tradi-
tion, a strong conceptual orientation, or a trustworthy sense of intuition’ 
to guide my data collection and analysis in the actual research (Wolcott, 
1995: 108). It also helped me to focus on gathering data broadly relevant to 
my research issues and facilitated my treatment of unstructured data, pro-
viding an organizing and sorting structure when analysing the data 
(Erickson, 2004; Smeyers & Verhesschen, 2001). Far more signii cantly, it 
gave me a ‘plot’ to construct the research narratives contained in this book 
(Polkinghorne, 1995; Smeyers & Verhesschen, 2001).

The longitudinal nature of the inquiry had an inevitable impact on the 
research process. Firstly, it was difi cult for me to ensure that the number 
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of research participants remained stable throughout the whole inquiry 
while the small number of participants in the longitudinal follow-up study 
might limit the generalization of the i ndings. However, in-depth analysis 
of the research participants’ experiences allows ‘analytic generalization’ to 
take place as the participants’ experiences were used to ‘illustrate, repre-
sent, or generalize to a theory’ (Yin, 1994: 44). Secondly, as the research 
moved on, the participants developed their own ideas about the research 
and reassessed its relevance to them. It was therefore necessary for me to 
negotiate and re-negotiate with the participants about the forms of the 
research. Thirdly, as a qualitative researcher constantly in the process of 
examining and interpreting collected data, I was open to and prepared for 
new but related research questions to answer and to deal with alternative 
but relevant research issues as part of the continuous research process. 
Therefore, although I had a theoretical perspective to guide my research, 
I also let my data collection and data interpretation evolve as informed by 
the shifting research reality. For instance, I stopped using a strategy use 
checklist after negotiating with the research participants in the longitudi-
nal follow-up study. In other words, the methodological approach in this 
study has certain features of methodological ‘bricolage’ (Kincheloe & 
Berry, 2004).

Enhancing Trustworthiness

As a rel exive researcher, I was aware that my position in the research 
process was never neutral, objective and distant. Instead, my research 
activities, like the engagement of researchers with the social world, as 
argued by Bhaskar (1979, cited in Corson, 1991: 233), ‘always and neces-
sarily [consist] in a semantic, moral and political intervention in the life of 
the world, in ways that condition, mediate and transform each other 
continually’.

In order to retain the involvement of the participants in the longitudi-
nal research process, I also tried to ensure that there were mutual benei ts 
to the participants (Harrison et al., 2001; Sonali, 2006). Regular unstruc-
tured interviews or conversations were used to provide the participants 
with opportunities to use English with a relatively proi cient English 
speaker. In addition, I offered extra help to the participants, such as proof-
reading their cover letters, resumes and essays. I invariably listened to 
their struggles in learning English and Cantonese with an empathetic ear. 
Sometimes I shared with them my own overseas language learning expe-
riences and vulnerability as a non-native speaker teacher in the university. 
The participants gradually accepted me as a friend. In our conversations, 
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I witnessed two participants burst into tears when academic and language 
learning experiences at the university became particularly stressful. Such 
mutual sharing might have inl uenced the participants’ language learning 
and had an impact on the research i ndings. However, ‘friendship’ can 
also be considered an important way of obtaining reliable data from the 
participants (Tillman-Healy, 2003). Nevertheless, I did act as one of many 
social agents in the context of who mediated the participants’ language 
learning. Consequently, I took extra care to ensure that the i ndings from 
this research stage were trustworthy.

In Phases 1 and 3, before I interviewed the participants each time, I 
explained the purposes of my research and informed them of their rights 
as research participants in the study. In Phase 2, I largely relied on ongoing 
rel ections on the data and preliminary interpretations and regular 
attempts to clarify meanings of the data from the participants (Cho & 
Trent, 2006; Merriam, 1988; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Firstly, I kept a 
research journal at the start of the research stage, which recorded my expe-
riences as a non-local resident at an undergraduate residence hall, obser-
vations and preliminary interpretations of the data. In order to undertake 
observation of the participants, I spent a year and a half living in an under-
graduate hall, which enabled me to appreciate what it was like to live like 
a mainland Chinese student among local students. The conversations I 
had with local and non-local students at the hall of residence helped me to 
construct and interpret the case study participants’ language learning 
experiences with a focus on their strategy use. I constantly contrasted my 
own experiences with those of the participants and attempted to relive 
what they had lived.

Among the many steps I took to enhance the trustworthiness of the 
research i ndings, one of the most important things I did was directly put 
forward some of my initial understandings and impressions to the partici-
pants for coni rmation or clarii cation in our regular conversations. During 
the data collection in Phase 1, I tried to meet all the participants on social 
occasions such as for lunch to seek clarii cation related to their interview 
accounts. I asked them to check and coni rm the interview transcripts after 
interviews were transcribed (Krefting, 1991). When I interviewed 15 of the 
original 22 participants, including six longitudinal study participants, in 
Phase 3, I again coni rmed my initial i ndings with them. In the longitudi-
nal research phase, I made repeated attempts to focus some part of the 
regular conversations on language learning, which helped me to rel ect on 
the different accounts that the participants produced on similar topics at 
different times. These attempts also helped my critical reading of different 
accounts and my assessment of how changing life circumstances impacted 
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on the participants’ storytelling and how as language learners they had 
evolved, particularly in terms of strategy use.

With the above-mentioned steps, my involvement enabled me to go 
more deeply into the participants’ language learning experiences in Hong 
Kong without undermining the trustworthiness of the i ndings contained 
in the book.

Organization of the Book

This book consists of seven chapters. Chapter 2 briel y reviews LLS 
research and then puts forward an argument for adopting a sociocultural 
perspective in LLS research. As there are many reviews of LLS research, 
this review does not duplicate such efforts. Rather, it aims to situate socio-
cultural LLS research in the context of shifting language learning research 
paradigms and an increasingly problematized i eld of LLS research. It also 
introduces the research framework that guided the inquiry and data anal-
ysis. Chapter 3 presents contextual conditions on the Chinese mainland 
and Hong Kong. The chapter describes how mainland Chinese students 
came to Hong Kong and what kind of challenges they faced.

Chapter 4 presents i ndings about the research participants’ strategy 
use in acquiring English on the Chinese mainland from the study con-
ducted in Phase 1. The focus of the chapter is to create a picture of how 
various social agents mediated the participants’ language learning pro-
cess on the Chinese mainland through the use of cultural artefacts and 
sociocultural discourses, highlighting the interaction of learner choice and 
contextual conditions underlying their strategy use.

Chapter 5 looks into the participants’ shifting strategy use and its 
underlying processes in Hong Kong using experiential accounts col-
lected from Phase 3. Before a description is given of the study and its 
i ndings, the participants’ perceptions of Hong Kong are summarized to 
set the scene. Then it is demonstrated how contextual conditions medi-
ated the participants’ language learning, leading to changes in their 
strategy use and learning discourses. Chapters 4 and 5 present an overall 
view of the participants’ shifting strategy use as a group in two learning 
contexts and also illustrate the underlying interaction of agency and 
contextual conditions.

Chapter 6 goes into more depth, reporting on four case studies drawn 
from the follow-up study on the participants’ learning experiences in 
Hong Kong in Phase 2. The reporting focuses on the extent to which these 
individual participants were able to utilize the resources in the learning 
environment in learning English and how their strategy use was mediated 
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by the existing contextual realities. Together with Chapter 5, Chapter 6 
presents a holistic picture of the participants’ shifting strategy use and the 
underlying interaction between agency and contextual conditions.

Chapter 7 concludes with the major i ndings and insights gained from 
this study and proposes directions for further research.
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Chapter 2

Towards a Sociocultural Perspective 
on Strategic Learning

As stated in the introductory chapter, this chapter describes and justii es 
the theoretical perspective that has informed the inquiry. The particular 
theoretical perspective draws on sociocultural language learning research, 
which utilizes a variety of approaches to learning, sharing an emphasis on 
the importance of social, political and cultural processes in mediating 
learners’ cognitive and metacognitive processes (Sealey & Carter, 2004; 
Thorne, 2005; Zuengler & Miller, 2006). In doing so, I relate the need to 
have a sociocultural perspective in LLS research to the shifting paradigms 
in language learning research. In the following sections, I give a short 
account of LLS research, including the dominant theories, major research 
methods and problems in the i eld. Then I go on to explain what the 
adopted theoretical framework, developed from sociocultural perspectives 
on language learning, can contribute to LLS research. As language learn-
ers’ strategy use is seen as resulting from the interaction between agency 
and contextual conditions in this new perspective, this chapter also exam-
ines a variety of positions that can be adopted in the debate of agency and 
context to inform research on learners’ strategic learning efforts.

LLS Research: A Brief Review

In the last three decades, LLS has generated a mass of research from 
language learning specialists, driven by the assumption that language 
learning success is at least partially or potentially related to strategy use 
(Anderson, 2005; Chamot, 2001, 2004; Cohen, 1998; Ellis, 1994, 2004; 
Grifi ths, 2004; Hurd & Lewis, 2008; Macaro, 2006; Oxford, 1989, 1993, 
1996; Zhang, 2003). Given the size of the existing LLS research, I do not 
intend this section to be a comprehensive review but endeavour to 
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 highlight as concisely as possible the issues and tensions relevant to this 
particular study (for comprehensive reviews, see Anderson, 2005; Cohen & 
Macaro, 2007; McDonough, 1999; Oxford & Crookall, 1989).

Theoretical approaches in LLS research

In one recent review of theoretical conceptions of autonomy, Oxford 
(2003: 76) conceptualizes context, agency, motivation and learning strate-
gies as integral parts of ‘a more systematic and comprehensive theoretical 
model’ of learner autonomy. She also lists i ve approaches to conceptual-
izing LLS in research (Table 2.1). Reviews of LLS research indicate that 
cognitive psychology theories dominate the bulk of LLS research as 
attested by the dei nitions of LLS in the i eld. Wenden (1987: 6) dei nes 
LLSs as ‘language learning behaviours learners actually engage in to 
learn and regulate the learning of a second language’. O’Malley and 
Chamot (1990: 1) regard LLSs as ‘the special thoughts and behaviours 
that individuals use to help them comprehend, learn, or retain new infor-
mation’. Oxford (1993: 175) considers LLSs ‘specii c actions, behaviours, 
steps, or techniques that students employ often consciously to improve 

Table 2.1 Learning strategy from different theoretical perspectives

Perspective Learning strategies are . . .

Technical Tools that are ‘given’ by the teacher to the student through 
learner training (strategy instruction)

Psychological Psychological features of the individual features that can 
change through practice and strategy instruction. Optimal 
strategy use relates to task, learning style, goals, etc.

Sociocultural I Clearly implicit in sociocultural theorists’ work (e.g. 
Vygotsky)

Sociocultural II Learning strategies grow out of the communities of practice. 
In cognitive apprenticeships, learners gain strategies from 
expert practitioners. Also learners already have many 
strategies from their initial communities

Political-critical Hardly discussed by those who adopt the political-critical 
perspective, other than to say that they do not belong 
there. However, learning strategies can help open up 
access within power structures and cultural alternatives 
for learners

Source: Adapted from Oxford (2003: 77–79)
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their progress in internalizing, storing, retrieving and using the L2’. Cohen 
(1998: 4) further points out that learning strategies are ‘learning processes 
[. . .] consciously selected by the learner’ with ‘the element of choice’ giving 
‘a strategy its special character’. In her review of autonomy theories, 
Oxford (2003: 81) locates LLSs in two domains, namely behavioural 
(observable steps) and cognitive (unobservable) processes, and dei nes 
strategies as

specii c plans or steps – either observable, such as taking notes or 
seeking out a conversation partner, or unobservable, such as mentally 
analysing a word – that L2 learners intentionally employ to improve 
reception, storage, retention and retrieval of information.

What emerges from these dei nitions is a portrayal of language learners as 
‘active mental processors of information and skills’ (Chamot et al., 1992: 3) 
and a picture of language learning as a process whereby learners deal with 
input and output.

Moreover, LLSs are often represented as ‘psychological features that 
can change through practice and strategy instruction’ (Oxford, 2003: 77). 
However, somewhat paradoxically, despite the assumption that such 
practice or strategy instruction can occur, individual learners’ patterns of 
strategy use are usually presented as enduring traits. Such conceptions of 
language learners and language learning have come under scrutiny. Yet 
criticisms of the theorization of LLS as a psychological trait are not limited 
to those holding different theoretical perspectives. Even among LLS 
researchers drawing on cognitive psychology theories, there are a variety 
of theorizations of LLS and the i eld has yet to reach a consensus on what 
constitutes LLSs, especially when conl ated with terms such as tactics, 
skills, techniques and moves (Ellis, 1994, 2004; Macaro, 2006; Zhang, 2003). 
Ellis (1994: 553), in particular notes that ‘[d]ei nitions of learning strategies 
have tended to be ad hoc and atheoretical’. Reviewing dei nitions of LLS, 
Dörnyei and Skehan (2003: 611) ask whether LLSs, as an enduring indi-
vidual difference construct, could be conceived as ‘neurological, cogni-
tive, or behavioural processes’ (also see Dörnyei, 2005; Tseng et al., 2006).

Development of strategy taxonomies and inventories

In spite of its dei nitional fuzziness, one of the major contributions 
made by LLS research ‘has been the elaboration of taxonomies, which 
focus on a range of strategy types’, driven by an assumption that ‘an under-
standing of the types of strategies used by good language learners will be 
[. . .] benei cial to those who have been less successful’ (Parks & Raymond, 
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2004: 375). Most LLS research has focused on listing, classii cation and 
measurement of language learners’ strategy use, hoping to establish rela-
tionships between learners’ strategy use and their learning success 
(Benson, 2001; Donato & McCormick, 1994; Ellis, 1994; McDonough, 1999). 
Like the dei nitions of LLS, there are a variety of strategy taxonomies and 
inventories in the i eld and this section discusses only three major ones 
(see Table 2.2).

Among the three strategy inventories, Oxford (1990) and O’Malley and 
Chamot (1990) are two of the most inl uential taxonomies and inventories 
in the i eld. O’Malley and Chamot (1990) have 26 strategy items and three 
categories, namely metacognitive, cognitive and socioaffective strategies, 
among which the category of socioaffective strategies has three strategy 
items including questioning for clarii cation and self-talk. Oxford’s (1990) 
strategy inventory for language learning (SILL) has six categories: cogni-
tive, metacognitive, memory, compensation, social and affective strate-
gies. Strategies in the i rst three categories of the SILL overlap with the 
cognitive and metacognitive strategies in O’Malley and Chamot’s (1990) 
inventory, but the SILL appears to have a wider focus and includes strate-
gies associated with the social and affective aspects of language learning 
and use. Oxford’s (1990) SILL has demonstrated great adaptability in 
strategy research in a variety of academic and independent settings at 
various educational levels, often in modii ed and translated forms (Goh & 
Kwah, 1997; Grifi ths, 2003; Huang, 2006; Lan & Oxford, 2003; Mistar, 
2001; Nyikos & Oxford, 1993; Oxford & Burry-Stock, 1995; Oxford & 
Crookall, 1989; Peacock & Ho, 2003).

Cohen et al.’s (2006) checklist is a unique list of strategy items as it 
departs from the traditional emphasis on measuring the frequency of 
learners’ strategy use. It draws on Oxford’s SILL and classii es strategy 
items according to particular language skills, including listening, speak-
ing, writing, reading, vocabulary and translation. It does not ask learners 
to rate the frequency of their use of particular strategies. Instead, it asks 
learners to comment on whether they i nd particular strategies useful and 
whether they are interested in using new strategies. Therefore, it is not a 
tool to measure learners’ strategy use as a psychological trait but a check-
list for them to rel ect on the efi cacy of their strategy use.

Research methods in LLS research

Most LLS research involves some sort of learners’ self-report (Oxford & 
Burry-Stock, 1995) while other methods, such as observation, have also 
been used to triangulate interview i ndings (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990). 
Based on previous LLS reviews (Cohen, 1998; Gao, 2004; Oxford, 1993; 
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Oxford & Burry-Stock, 1995; Oxford & Crookall, 1989), major data collec-
tion methods adopted by LLS researchers include the following:

• survey tools or written questionnaires (Ehrman & Oxford, 1989; Fan, 
2003; Goh & Kwah, 1997; Gu & Johnson, 1996; Peacock & Ho, 2003; 
Rao, 2006);

Table 2.2  Three major strategy inventories and checklists

O’Malley and 
Chamot (1990)

Three categories (26 items)

Metacognitive strategies: managing or regulating one’s own 
efforts in the learning process

Cognitive strategies: related to cognitive processing, such 
as inferencing, guessing and relating new information 
to old, etc.

Socioaffective strategies: how to interact with other learners 
and manage one’s feelings in the learning process. This 
category only has three items

Oxford (1990) Six categories (50 items)

Cognitive strategies: how learners think of their learning

Metacognitive strategies: how they manage their own 
learning

Memory strategies: how learners remember and retain 
language

Compensation strategies: how learners make up the limited 
language to achieve successful language use

Social strategies: how learners learn language through social 
interaction

Affective strategies: how learners adjust their affective status 
in the learning process

Cohen et al. 
(2006)

This is a skill-specii c taxonomy. It has 90 items, in six skill 
categories including listening, vocabulary, reading, 
writing, speaking and translation. In each category, 
strategy items are further divided into strategies for 
different learning scenarios. In the case of listening 
strategies, scenarios include ‘increase my exposure to new 
language’, ‘become familiar with new language’ and so 
on. The checklist, based on this taxonomy, asks language 
learners to rel ect on the efi cacy of their strategy use, 
rather than measure the frequency of their strategy use
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• think-aloud protocols or verbal reports (Block, 1986; Goh, 1998; Lam, 
2009; Lawson & Hogben, 1996; Nassaji, 2003);

• interviews (Gan et al., 2004; Gao, 2003, 2006a; Gu, 2003; Li & Munby, 
1996; Parks & Raymond, 2004);

• recollective narratives (He, 2002; Oxford et al., 1996);
• diaries or dialogue journals (Carson & Longhini, 2002); and
• observation (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990).

In most LLS research, student-completed, summative rating scales (i.e. 
survey methods) are the most popular method of data collection for LLS 
researchers (Bedell & Oxford, 1996; Oxford & Burry-Stock, 1995). The 
development of strategy taxonomies and inventories has contributed to 
the increasing use of survey methods in LLS research. According to Ellis 
(2004: 545), survey studies in LLS research ‘[allow] a systematic investi-
gation of the various factors that inl uence strategy use’. However, they 
also tend to project an ahistoric, decontextualized and static picture of 
learners’ strategy use (Donato & McCormick, 1994; Ellis, 1994; LoCastro, 
1994). In contrast, a limited number of qualitative LLS studies, includ-
ing those of Carson and Longhini (2002) and He (2002), have revealed a 
much more dynamic picture of learners’ strategy use in particular learn-
ing contexts.

The work of Carson and Longhini (2002) is a study of Joan Carson’s 
eight-week stay in Argentina, during which she kept a detailed diary of 
her efforts to learn and use Spanish. Carson completed the SILL on three 
occasions, at the beginning, middle and end of her stay, and the Style 
Analysis Survey at the beginning. Her diary entries were also coded for 
references to strategies and style by Longhini and a colleague. The main 
i ndings of the study were based on statistical analysis of these data: 
Carson’s learning style remained relatively constant, but her strategy use 
varied over the eight-week period, while remaining consistent with her 
learning style. As another example, He’s (2002) autobiographical study of 
the development of her language learning strategies over the course of her 
life is divided into six stages: as a teenage English as Foreign Language 
(EFL) student in pre- Cultural Revolution China, as an independent learner 
working on an assembly line in a tractor factory during the Cultural 
Revolution, as a university student after the Cultural Revolution ended, 
as postgraduate student and a lecturer in Australia, and as a teacher edu-
cator in Hong Kong. Relating changes in her strategy use to the demands 
of each of these contexts, He explains how she mainly used cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies in school, but made much greater use of meta-
cognitive strategies as an independent learner. A second i nding of He’s 
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study was that in the early stages of her learning in China she did not 
consciously select the language learning strategies that she used. Instead, 
they were acquired in the context of instruction and gradually became 
automatized. In the later stages of her learning, however, with more expo-
sure to alternative options, she became more conscious of her choice of 
strategies. Although He emphasizes the ways in which her strategy use 
changed in response to different contexts of language learning and use, 
her article conveys a strong sense of her strategy use developing over time 
and as a consequence of accumulated experience.

Research on learner variation in strategy use

Another major contribution made by LLS research is that the i eld now 
has a much more sophisticated understanding of individual differences in 
learners’ strategy use. Research studies have examined in great detail the 
relationship between learners’ strategy use and other individual learner 
characteristics (Benson, 2001; Benson & Gao, 2008b; Donato & McCormick, 
1994; Ellis, 1994; McDonough, 1999).

Reviewing LLS research exploring the relationships between strategy 
use and individual difference factors, I noted that these learner character-
istics could be classii ed into three categories, innate, acquired and social 
background, according to the malleability of the characteristics under the 
inl uence of context. Learners’ innate characteristics are those variables such 
as age, gender (sex), personality and learning styles, which it is assumed 
they have little control over, were born with or have been socialized into 
over a long period of time (Ehrman & Oxford, 1989; Goh & Kwah, 1997; 
Gu, 2003). Learners’ acquired characteristics are attributes that include moti-
vation, belief and language proi ciency, which language learners can effect 
changes to through conscious and deliberate effort; they have acquired 
these in the socialization process and these characteristics are subject to 
dynamic changes in particular contexts (Oxford & Nyikos, 1989; Yang, 
1999). Learners’ social background characteristics, such as study programmes, 
career choices, institutions and ethnicity, to some degree rel ect the fea-
tures of learning contexts as experienced by language learners, be they the 
ones that they were born into or chose to afi liate themselves with (Ehrman 
& Oxford, 1989; Gu, 2003; Oxford & Nyikos, 1989; Peacock & Ho, 2003; 
Rao, 2006). In these studies, learning strategies, situated on the border of 
‘context’ and ‘language learner’, are considered ‘learner actions’, reveal-
ing the inl uences of ‘learners’ cognitions and their explicit beliefs [. . . and] 
self-efi cacy beliefs’ (Ellis, 2004: 544). They connect the contextual pro-
cesses with inner  processes taking place within the learners.
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In recent years, strategy researchers have displayed a greater aware-
ness of the necessity to explore strategy use among particular cultural 
groups of learners in specii c sociocultural contexts and/or task settings. 
The number of such studies is steadily on the increase (for recent studies, 
see Goh & Kwah, 1997; Gu, 2003; Oxford et al., 2004; Peacock & Ho, 2003; 
Rao, 2006), but more LLS research is needed to explore learners’ contextu-
alized strategy use (Chamot, 2004; Hsiao & Oxford, 2002).

Major criticisms of LLS research

As mentioned earlier, although LLS research has made a major contri-
bution to language learning research, it has also been challenged by both 
researchers who adopt cognitive approaches to language learning research 
and those who endorse alternative research perspectives. Most of these 
criticisms are related to the conceptualization of the construct of LLS and 
methodological approaches in LLS research (Dörnyei, 2005; Macaro, 2006; 
Macaro & Erler, 2008). In addition, researchers using sociocultural per-
spectives call for a more holistic perspective on learners’ strategy use by 
shifting the focus from the learner to the learner-in-the-context.

Firstly, critics i nd it problematic that LLSs are dei ned as being both 
cognitive and behavioural, contending it is often not possible to differenti-
ate between ‘an ordinary learning activity and a strategic learning activ-
ity’ (Dörnyei, 2005: 164). Strategy researchers such as Cohen (1998) assert 
that ‘the element of choice’ could be a dei ning characteristic of strategic 
learning behaviour. However, Dörnyei (2005: 165) argues that

students tend to make several choices concerning their learning pro-
cess that are not strategic in the strict sense, that is, which do not nec-
essarily involve appropriate and purposeful behaviour to enhance the 
effectiveness of learning.

Tseng et al. (2006) propose the use of self-regulatory capacity and self- 
regulation to replace the construct of LLS and strategic learning so that 
cognitive and metacognitive mechanisms underlying the behavioural 
aspect of learners’ strategy use can be captured.

Other researchers question the dominance of questionnaires as strategy 
measurement instruments, arguing that some popular strategy question-
naires can be psychologically l awed because the frequency of individual 
learners’ strategy use measured by these questionnaires cannot be cumula-
tive in representing LLS as a psychological trait (Dörnyei, 2005; Dörnyei & 
Skehan, 2003). It remains questionable whether these questionnaires ‘mea-
sure what they purport to measure’ and ‘do so consistently’ (Ellis, 2004: 527). 
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It is also questionable whether simple strategy questionnaires  measure the 
reality of learners’ strategy use in particular contexts (Gao, 2004). Phakiti 
(2003) points out the problem when the frequency data of learners’ strat-
egy use are analysed together with constructs such as gender, which is 
both biologically static (sex) and socioculturally dynamic (gender). He 
argues that learners’ strategic behaviour is dynamic and, in order to have 
a proper understanding of their strategy use in relation to many of their 
individual characteristics, one has to situate their strategy use in specii c 
settings and identify what particular goals or aims these learners use strat-
egies for (also see Macaro, 2006). Phakiti (2003: 681) also contends that 
learners’ self- reported strategy use ‘should be seen as [their] stable long-
term knowledge of their strategy use’. This indicates a need to explore how 
individual learners develop appropriate strategy use in response to differ-
ent learning tasks in particular learning settings across time, while it also 
questions the postulation in LLS research that successful language learn-
ing is at least partially related to the frequency of learners’ strategy use.

Researchers using other theoretical orientations, namely sociocultural 
perspectives on language learning, have come to a similar conclusion from 
a different angle. Although few in number, sociocultural LLS studies prob-
lematize the connection between language learners’ performance and 
their strategy use in the bulk of LLS research (Gillette, 1994; Parks & 
Raymond, 2004). Parks and Raymond (2004) are critical of the correlation 
studies on learners’ strategy use and other individual factors, such as 
motivation, as these studies tend to present these attributes as relatively 
i xed and stable across contexts. They argue that these studies often pres-
ent strategy use as ‘largely [pertaining] to individual will and knowledge’ 
(Parks & Raymond, 2004: 375). If choice is a dei ning characteristic of 
learners’ strategic learning behaviour (Cohen, 1998), they are concerned to 
what extent the choice rests with learners or is mediated by the particular 
social contexts in which learners are engaged. Moreover, they call for a 
shift in the conceptualization of language learners, learning, context and 
LLS (Norton & Toohey, 2001; Oxford, 2003), which will be presented in 
detail in the following sections.

The Shifting Language Learning Research Landscape

In what Block (2003) regards as the ‘social turn’ in SLA research, socio-
cultural perspectives have recently become more established in language 
learning research (Atkinson, 2002; Block, 2003; Ellis, 1994; Lantolf & 
Thorne, 2006; Littlewood, 2004; Morgan, 2007; Sealey & Carter, 2004; 
Watson-Gegeo, 2004; Zuengler & Miller, 2006). The landscape of language 
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learning research is now characterized by diversii ed research foci and 
increased attention to the sociocultural contexts of language learning 
(Table 2.3). Cognitive theories of language learning, which have provided 
the foundations for mainstream SLA research for years, are being chal-
lenged by the claim that language learning takes place not just in indi-
vidual learners’ minds but also in society. Terms like community of practice 
(COP) (Lave & Wenger, 1991; also Wenger, 1998, 2000) are increasingly 
used in research to describe social networks in which language learners 
i nd themselves.

Table 2.3 A simplii ed contrast between cognitive and sociocultural LLS 
research

Cognitive psychological 
approaches

Sociocultural perspectives 
(a political and critical version)

Context An immediate material 
learning setting and an 
important variable 
modifying learners’ 
cognition and 
metacognition

Fundamental to language 
learning, a combination of 
material conditions, 
sociocultural discourses, 
sociocultural networks and the 
social relations underlying the 
alignments and arrangements 
of various contextual elements

Learners Autonomous actors 
processing language-related 
information and skills 

Social beings that have a range of 
socially constructed elements 
in their identities and their 
relationship to learning, such 
as class, ethnicity and gender. 
They also have a dynamic, 
rel exive and constantly 
changing relationship with the 
social context of learning

Language 
learning

Cognitive and metacognitive 
activities in individual 
learners’ brains

Both a kind of action and a form 
of belonging

LLSs Cognitive and metacognitive 
procedures that enhance 
the mental processing of 
language

Learner actions to subvert the 
contextual conditions for 
alternative learning 
opportunities, apart from their 
role in enhancing the 
cognitive/metacognitive 
processes

Source: Based on Mitchell and Myles (1998), Oxford (2003), Palfreyman (2006) and Wenger 
(1998)
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Meanwhile, the social turn is also accompanied by an advance of 
 critical perspectives in language teaching, promoting a shift from ‘a pre-
occupation with language as an end-in-itself ’ to ‘a vehicle for self-discovery 
and social transformation’ (Morgan, 2007: 1035, also see Corson, 1991, 
1997; Norton & Toohey, 2004). Concepts like power, identity and agency 
have been given close attention in the works of those who endorse criti-
cal and poststructural theories (Corson, 1997; Norton Peirce, 1995; 
Norton, 2000; Norton & Toohey, 2004; Morgan, 2004, 2007). In doing so, 
some of these researchers criticize sociocultural perspectives, in particu-
lar the view of learning contexts as COPs (e.g. Lave & Wenger, 1991; 
Wenger, 1998), for ‘exaggerating the internal cohesion and cooperation 
of collectivities and for understating the operation of discourse and 
power through the communication of group norms’ (Morgan, 2007: 
1046). Morgan (2007: 1046) also notes that sociocultural and COP research 
tend to grant ‘individuals a degree of autonomy and self-awareness’ 
more than in critical perspectives. He concludes that sociocultural 
research may be invigorated if combined with more critical approaches. 
For this reason, this book draws on a more critical version of the socio-
cultural perspective (Oxford, 2003, also see Table 2.1).

From such a sociocultural perspective, researchers assume that context 
or real-world situations are ‘fundamental, not ancillary, to learning’ 
(Zuengler & Miller, 2006: 37), while in cognitive theories, context tends to 
be treated as a variable modifying the internal acquisition process occur-
ring in individual minds (Block, 2003; Norton & Toohey, 2001; Sealey & 
Carter, 2004; Thorne, 2005; Watson-Gegeo, 2004). For this reason, the term 
‘context’ needs some further elaboration and can be dei ned in a variety of 
ways. For instance, ‘context’ may be used to refer to aspects of the imme-
diate physical setting of learners’ language learning, for example the class-
room. It can also be dei ned in terms of less tangible forms, namely cultural 
capital (Bourdieu, 1986) or social capital (Putnam, 2000), underscoring the 
benei ts that individuals can have by possessing certain skills/knowledge 
or having privileged access to certain social networks (Norton, 2000; 
Palfreyman, 2006). It may also refer to social relations or the structure 
underlying the social alignments and arrangements of other contextual 
elements (Layder, 1990).

Researchers also take this sociocultural perspective to view learners as 
social agents in active pursuit of language-related competence and non-
linguistic objectives (Norton Peirce, 1995; Norton, 2000). In addition, they 
conceptualize language learning not only as individual metacognitive and 
cognitive activities but also as social acts that are meaningfully related to 
learners’ identity formation (Norton & Toohey, 2001; Oxford, 2003; Thorne, 
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2005; Watson-Gegeo, 2004). Thus, language learning in the COP ‘combines 
 personal transformation with the evolution of social structures’ through 
learners participating in those communities (Wenger, 2000: 227); it is also 
‘both a kind of action and a form of belonging’ for learners (Wenger, 1998: 4). 
Such paradigm shifts and theoretical reconceptualizations also help 
researchers to capture learners’ dynamic strategy use in LLS research.

Sociocultural Perspectives and LLS Research

As a result of this shift in the conceptualizations of context, learners and 
language learning, sociocultural researchers regard learners’ strategy use 
as both a cognitive choice made by individuals and an emergent phenom-
enon ‘directly connected to the practices of cultural groups’ (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994: 453). From this perspective, learners’ strategy use can 
also aim to subvert the imposed learning context to create alternative learn-
ing opportunities, and not just facilitate their cognitive and metacognitive 
learning processes (Norton & Toohey, 2001; Oxford, 2003). Consequently, 
the emergence of learners’ strategy use can be considered closely related to 
a process of contextual mediation and learners’ exercise of agency (Gao, 
2008b; Gao & Benson, 2008; Norton & Toohey, 2001; Thorne, 2005; Toohey & 
Norton, 2003). The following sections look at the nature of sociocultural 
perspectives on language learning and highlight those components that 
are of particular relevance to LLS research, including mediation and activity 
theory. They also focus on the features of research methods in sociocultural 
language learning inquiries and LLS research.

Sociocultural Perspectives in Language Learning Research

Fundamental to a sociocultural perspective on learners’ strategy use is 
the concept that the ‘human mind’ is mediated (Lantolf, 2000: 1). The con-
cept of mediation can potentially be used to demonstrate the link between 
learners’ strategy knowledge and their actual strategy use at a macro-
level. Human activity, conceived as tool-mediated goal-directed action by 
Zinchenko (1985, cited in Lantolf, 2000: 7, original italics), integrates 
socially and culturally constructed forms of mediation and provides the 
basic unit of analysis in the sociocultural framework; this helps research-
ers to interpret learners’ learning behaviour at a micro-level in terms of 
their goals, roles and means in particular settings (Donato & McCormick, 
1994). Therefore, sociocultural LLS research aims to achieve a balanced 
theorization of agency and context in relation to their explanatory roles in 
understanding learners’ strategy use.
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The sociocultural perspective stresses the role of agency in learners’ 
strategy use through its theorization of activity. Human activities, including 
learners’ learning activities, are understood at three levels of  abstraction: 
the level of activity, which refers to human behaviour in a general sense 
and is closely associated with motives, the level of action, which is goal-
oriented and inseparable from a conscious goal, and the level of condi-
tions, under which a goal-oriented action is carried out (Lantolf, 2000; 
McCafferty et al., 2001). Activity theory emphasizes that specii c goal- 
directed actions, mediated by appropriate means, help individuals to fuli ll 
their motives under particular spatial and temporal conditions (Lantolf, 
2000: 8). Therefore, on the one hand, sociocultural perspectives offer 
frameworks that cut deep into the complexity of human behaviour by 
examining social contexts where such behaviour takes place (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994; Lantolf & Appel, 1994; Mitchell & Myles, 1998). On the 
other hand, they also help shed light on the reality that the same activity 
can mean different things to individual learners as they pursue different 
goals. It is agency that underlies the learners’ dynamic strategic behav-
iour as they constantly transform their strategy use to pursue their goals 
in response to contextual changes.

The concept of mediation highlights the critical importance of context in 
shaping language learners’ strategy use. There are three types of contex-
tual resources that potentially mediate learners’ language learning and 
strategy use, including learning discourses (‘discursive resources’), arte-
facts and material conditions with their associated cultural practices 
(‘material resources’), and social agents (‘social resources’) (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994; Palfreyman, 2006). Contextual learning discourses, 
rel ecting the dominant values, attitudes and beliefs attached to learning a 
foreign language, can cause changes in language learners’ discourses about 
values, attitudes and beliefs in the learning process and, in turn, their strat-
egy use. At the micro-level, learners’ discourses empower them to orga-
nize and control mental processes, such as selective attention to the 
environment, planning, articulating steps in the process of solving a prob-
lem and so on. At the macro-level, discourses about learning a language 
rel ects the values that learners attach to the target language and goals that 
they want to achieve through strategy use, while learners’ motives or goals 
are crucial in determining their strategy use (Gillette, 1994; Oxford, 2003).

The availability and accessibility of material and cultural artefacts helps 
language learners to adopt different strategies from the time when these 
tools and artefacts are not available or accessible. In mediating learners’ 
strategy use, these artefacts are often associated with various cultural 
practices in particular contexts. For instance, an English text can be used 
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by teachers in one context in forcing learners to memorize chunks of 
English. It could also be read by learners for fun in another context. Since 
all the material and artefacts are activated by other humans to mediate 
language learners’ thinking and strategy use, these mediators or agents 
are also inl uential in the development of learners’ strategy use. Various 
social agents’ actions not only mediate discourses to language learners but 
also provide the material support and assistance that are crucial for learn-
ers’ engagement in acquiring linguistic competence. Language learners 
interact with these agents for assistance or inspiration in their language 
learning and strategy use.

In some cases, these contextual resources can be distinguished from 
each other, but in many others they are often integrated with each other 
and the distinction between them is somewhat artii cial. For instance, 
a textbook containing a message to encourage students to work hard 
to learn English can be considered both a piece of motivating dis course 
and an artefact (part of material learning conditions). Nevertheless, a 
close look at the three contextual (mediation) sources, namely discursive 
resources, social agents as well as material conditions and cultural arte-
facts, is likely to enhance our understanding of the developmental process 
of learners’ strategy use (Donato & McCormick, 1994; Palfreyman, 2003, 
2006). The next section will look at two empirical LLS studies that use 
sociocultural perspectives and examine the mediation of contextual (medi-
ation) sources on learners’ strategy use.

Sociocultural Perspectives and Empirical LLS Research

In reviewing sociocultural LLS research, it is noteworthy that sociocul-
tural perspectives, although considered ‘robust’ in investigating the devel-
opmental process of learners’ strategy use, have not been widely utilized 
(Donato & McCormick, 1994: 462). In an exploratory attempt, Donato and 
McCormick (1994) link learners’ shifting strategy use over time with the 
introduction of a new mode of assessment, namely portfolio assessment. 
Donato and McCormick (1994: 459) found that their French learners devel-
oped their goals in learning and ‘identifying a goal is the i rst step [. . .] in 
the genesis of strategic action’. Moreover, resulting from the learners’ goal 
setting and self-assessment, they also became more skilful in adopting 
specii c strategies to achieve particular learning goals. Donato and 
McCormick (1994) also found that all the participants increased the fre-
quency of strategy use as recorded in their portfolios. They argue that 
sociocultural LLS research provides a robust framework that can be 
 utilized in explaining learners’ strategy development.
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Drawing on data from a longitudinal inquiry into a group of Chinese 
students’ participation in an English for Academic Purposes (EAP) 
course in a North American University, Parks and Raymond (2004: 374) 
see learners’ strategy use as ‘a complex, socially situated phenomenon, 
bound up with [. . .] personal identity’. They examined how the students’ 
interaction with native speakers had mediated their strategy use in three 
areas: reading textbooks, attendance at lectures and participation in 
group work. For instance, the paper observes that one participant (Helen) 
learnt to use note-take strategies from her Canadian study mates so that 
she could improve her understanding and recall of textbook materials. 
Parks and Raymond (2004: 384) further note that learners’ ‘desire to 
speak and interact with native speakers may not be totally dependent on 
the will of the [individuals], on the mere knowledge that social interac-
tion is a good learning strategy’, but also on their need to ‘reposition 
themselves’ vis-à-vis their interlocutors, namely Canadian students in 
the learning context’.

In contrast to other LLS research, both Donato and McCormick (1994) 
and Parks and Raymond (2004) adopted a longitudinal qualitative research 
approach to capture language learners’ sociocultural history and develop-
mental process of strategy use. The longitudinal nature of these inquiries 
helps researchers to explore how individual learners choose appropriate 
strategies in response to contextual changes across time and thus to cap-
ture their dynamic strategy use. While such research aims to reveal insights 
into learners’ situated strategy use, there are a number of criticisms of 
sociocultural LLS research that need to be addressed. These will be exam-
ined in detail in the next section.

Criticisms of Sociocultural LLS Research

Although giving promise of insights into learners’ emerging strategy 
use in response to contextual mediation, sociocultural LLS research has 
also been challenged like those studies endorsing other theoretical alter-
natives. One criticism that has been made is that sociocultural LLS 
researchers are unable to distinguish i ndings or research claims from the 
actual research data (Mitchell & Myles, 1998). Another concern is whether 
researchers should place the emphasis on learner agency or learning con-
text in learners’ strategy development (see Palfreyman, 2003; Wenden, 
2002). These criticisms will be dealt with in turn.

On methodological grounds, Mitchell and Myles (1998) criticize 
 sociocultural research for its failure to establish cause–effect relation-
ships between the evidence and their claims. They point out that the 
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 sociocultural approach is beset by the problems associated with inter-
pretative naturalistic research. For instance, Donato and McCormick 
(1994) fail to clarify whether the portfolio assessment, which required 
their students to document how they learnt, only records development 
in the student participants’ strategy use or whether it also fosters such 
development. The mediation role of portfolio assessment as claimed by 
Donato and McCormick (1994) is thus called into question. A possible 
solution is proposed by Palfreyman (2003) who suggests that researchers 
have a broader research concern, going beyond simply documenting 
learning strategies. As a result, the inquiry reported in this book not only 
examined learners’ learning contexts and language learning experiences, 
but also explored social mediation and strategy development. In addi-
tion, it developed LLS research in terms of its methodological design by 
adopting a multi-method research approach so that the data could be 
mined to generate robust research claims.

Another difi culty in adopting a sociocultural approach in LLS research 
is in how to reach a careful balance in assessing learner agency and learn-
ing context. Wenden (1998, 2002) acknowledges the valuable contributions 
that sociocultural research can make to enhance our understanding of lan-
guage learning. However, she is also critical of the sociocultural theorists’ 
over-emphasis on the deterministic role of the learning context or setting 
in learners’ strategy use. She argues that sociocultural LLS researchers, 
while recognizing the importance of contextual mediation on learners’ 
strategy use, tend to ignore the role of learners’ beliefs, knowledge or 
metacognitive knowledge in their choice of strategy use. Commenting on 
studies including those of Gillette (1994) and Coughlan and Duff (1994), 
Wenden (1998: 530) reminds readers that:

In these studies the knowledge/beliefs embedded in the setting or 
which emerge through the interaction that takes place in it is over-
looked as a source of insight on learner’s motives, goals and opera-
tions. The review, on the role of metacognitive knowledge in the 
self-regulation of learning, highlights this variable that appears to be 
ignored and underdeveloped in sociocultural theory.

In contrast, Palfreyman (2003: 244) warns that, by placing an emphasis on 
agency as part of learners’ ‘personal assets’, there is also a danger of rein-
forcing the ‘cognitive individual’ and divorcing learners from contexts, 
thereby presenting an impoverished view of learners.

To address this theoretical difi culty, this book draws on the sociologi-
cal debate over agency and structure to develop a more rei ned under-
standing of these two concepts. In the next section, I will review this debate 
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in social science research and explain the rationale for adopting a realist 
solution (Layder, 1990) in sociocultural LLS research.

Structure and Agency in LLS Research

The debate over agency and structure has been an ongoing one in the 
social sciences (Carter & New, 2004; Giddens, 1984; Layder, 1990; Sealey & 
Carter, 2004). In this book, the sociological debate has been adapted so that 
its relevance to sociocultural LLS research could be highlighted. I there-
fore begin this section with some explanation of the two key terms.

The notion of ‘structure’ in the original debate concerns social struc-
ture, or social relations underlying social and contextual alignment and 
arrangements, and has more ideological and abstract connotations (Dean 
et al., 2006; Layder, 1990). It is understood that the more abstract one par-
ticular element is, the more difi cult it is to capture its interaction with the 
participants’ agency in an empirically straightforward manner. Therefore, 
in this book, the term ‘structure’ stands for the tangible contextual ele-
ments that are indicative of the social relations underlying their align-
ments and arrangements. Consequently, the term ‘structure’ is used 
together with ‘contextual conditions’, ‘contextual realities’ or ‘context’ to 
refer to contextual resources that constitute learning contexts and medi-
ate learners’ language learning and strategy use, such as materials (arte-
facts), discourses and social networks (Donato & McCormick, 1994; 
Palfreyman, 2006).

Agency is related to a human being’s self-consciousness, rel exivity, 
intentionality, cognition, emotionality and so on (Carter & New, 2004; 
Giddens, 1984; Sealey & Carter, 2004). It is also logically connected to 
power, another central concept in the social sciences (Giddens, 1982, 1984). 
To be an agent, who could act otherwise, ‘is to be able to deploy . . . a range 
of causal powers’, which ‘is very often dei ned in terms of intent or the 
will, as the capacity to achieve desired and intended outcomes’ (Giddens, 
1984: 14–15). Theorized as such, this view of power encompasses more 
than mere metacognitive knowledge and self-regulatory capacity. Apart 
from metacognitive knowledge and self-regulatory learning capacity (or 
the term ‘strategic learning capacity’), language learners also need to have 
capacities to secure ‘the right to speak’ and ‘the power to impose recep-
tion’ to their linguistic competence (Norton, 2000: 8; also see Norton & 
Toohey, 2001; Oxford, 2003; Palfreyman, 2003; Toohey & Norton, 2003). 
Learners’ use of such capacities may involve having an appropriate under-
standing of contextual conditions and critically identifying contextual ele-
ments for possible reconi guration, which is referred to in this book as 
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‘sociocultural capacity’. It also involves learners’ micro-political compe-
tence in manipulating contextual conditions and social processes within 
particular contexts to create a facilitative learning environment, negotiate 
access to language competences and pursue self-assertion in the COP 
where language learning takes place.

Moreover, the power of social agents includes their will, their intent or 
motives and their beliefs in learning, which can be captured in their lan-
guage learning narratives. In recounting what they have done in the learn-
ing process, they can make their conduct meaningful and strategic because 
of their capacity for rel exivity. Because of language learners’ agency, their 
conduct in the learning process is often goal-oriented, intentionally 
invoked and effortful, or strategic. In other words, it is agency that gives 
‘the element of choice’ (Cohen, 1998: 4) to learners’ strategy use as a spe-
cial characteristic. Therefore, on the one hand, learners’ self-reported strat-
egy use may be problematic if it is treated as a means of psychometric 
measurement (Dörnyei, 2005; LoCastro, 1994; Tseng et al., 2006); on the 
other hand, learners’ accounts of their strategy use do provide opportuni-
ties to explore the interplay of agency and contextual conditions underly-
ing their strategy use.

Four positions in the agency and structure debate

According to Sealey and Carter (2004), there are four major positions in 
the debate on individual agency and structure. These positions are the 
structuralist position, the voluntarist position, the structuration position 
and the realist position.

Figure 2.1 illustrates the structuralist position, which views human 
beings as determined by social relations and learners’ strategy use as 
effects or outcomes of such social relations. Learners’ strategy use, their 
exercise of power, seems to be negligible in the face of the overwhelming 
contextual constraints. The element of choice is often a neglected feature 
of learners’ behaviour. Research indicative of the structuralist position 
involves an examination of the structural elements in particular contexts, 
including cultural traditions, in explaining language learners’ behaviour. 
In the case of Chinese learners, the traditionally dei ned roles of teacher 
and students are often cited as factors causing Chinese students to be less 
willing to take their own initiative in learning (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996; Wen & 
Clement, 2003). The argument that autonomy may not be culturally 
 appropriate in particular contexts due to different cultural traditions (Ho & 
Crookall, 1995; Jones, 1995) has a ring of the structuralist perspective, in 
which the role of structure is emphasized far more than that of agency in 
shaping human behaviour and learners’ strategy use.
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Figure 2.2 illustrates a voluntarist view of agency and structure. In con-
trast to the structuralist argument, great emphasis is placed on the role of 
agency, while the role of contextual conditions in understanding learners’ 
strategic behaviour is marginalized. Contextual conditions are identii ed 
as one variable affecting learners’ strategy use, with the source of learner 
actions (strategy use) and ‘choice’ a product of individual learners’ will 
and knowledge (Parks & Raymond, 2004). Most LLS research, in particu-
lar that undertaken from a cognitive psychology perspective, has largely 
focused on learners’ agency in determining strategic efforts (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994; Norton & Toohey, 2001), although the version of agency 
in cognitive LLS research is much narrower (Palfreyman, 2003).

Macro-context: Social, cultural and economic… 

Setting: Immediate environment

of social activity
Strategy use

Agent: Agency

Power: the will

and capacity

Constraints and support

Figure 2.1 A structuralist view (based on Carter & New, 2004; Layder, 1990)

Figure 2.2 A voluntarist view (based on Carter & New, 2004; Layder, 1990)

Macro-context: Social, cultural, and economic…

Setting: Immediate environment

of social activity

Agent: Agency 

Power: the will and capacity

Strategy useConstraints/support
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Figure 2.3 shows the third position in the structure–agency debate, 
structuration theory, which attempts to remove the dualism of agency and 
structure, seeing them as two interdependent constructs produced and 
reproduced through their mutual interaction (Giddens, 1976, 1982, 1984). 
Giddens asserts that social structures (rules and resources) ‘are both con-
stituted by human agency, and yet at the same time are the very medium 
of this constitution’ (1976: 121). As a result, neither structure nor agency is 
given primacy in determining human behaviour as they are mutually 
dependent on each other and have a profound impact on learners’ behav-
iour when activated. The structuration approach in LLS research implies 
that learners are highly rel exive and knowledgeable agents who are able 
to provide a clear rationale for their actions and from whose actions social 
contexts for learning are instantiated. Thus, learners’ choice in strategy use 
is inseparable from structure as the choice itself makes structure. It also 
recognizes the dynamic nature of learners’ agency as agency emerges from 
its interaction with contextual structure. However, somehow this view 
under-emphasizes the objective existence of structure and exaggerates 
learners’ capacity to change it and create favourable learning conditions.

Figure 2.4 presents the realist position, which is the position adopted in 
this book. Realists maintain that agency and structure each have their own 
distinct autonomous properties while in reality they interact with each 
other and have emerging properties from such interaction. On the one 
hand, structure or contextual conditions are always historically anterior to 
learners and provide an enduring stage for them to act upon. On the other 

Macro-context: Societal discourses, especially learning

discourses. Economic and political conditions (structure)

Agent: Agency

Power: the will and capacity  

Strategy useConstraints/support Setting: Immediate environment of

social activity

Figure 2.3 A structuration view (based on Carter & New, 2004; Giddens, 
1976; Layder, 1990)
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hand, agency is associated with the use of the power of self-consciousness, 
rel ection, intentionality, cognition and emotionality (Carter & New, 2004; 
Layder, 1981, 1985, 1990; Sealey & Carter, 2004).

Realists also consider power as a structural property in addition to 
being a precondition to individual agency (Layder, 1985). Realists argue 
that, between two extremes of agency and structure, there is a space called 
‘interaction structure’ giving rise to emergent properties due to particular 
combinations of things, processes and practices (Carter & New, 2004; 
Layder, 1981). On the one hand, language learners may use particular 
strategies to add new properties to the existing contextual elements and 
these new properties gradually become stratii ed into different layers of 
contextual conditions. On the other hand, their interaction with contextual 
elements may empower them with new will and capacity or lead to fur-
ther constraints on their use of power. Beyond the ‘interaction structure’, 
the macro contextual elements and conditions retain their relatively endur-
ing features and their existence does not depend on learners’ strategic 
efforts. However, the realist view does not assume a deterministic view of 
structure in explaining human behaviour. Realists acknowledge that 
agency makes it possible for social agents to ‘rel ect upon’ and ‘seek to 
alter or reinforce the i tness of the social arrangements they encounter for 
the realization of their own interests’ (Sealey & Cater, 2004: 11). Meanwhile, 
social agents’ such active interpretation and reconstruction operate within 
the constraints and supporting features of the contextual conditions that 

Macro-context: Societal discourses, especially

learning discourses, Economic and political conditions

Setting: Material conditions and sociocultural institutions

Social agents: Teachers, parents, peers.

Institutional practices: exam  

Interaction Structure interactions with social

agents, sociocultural institutions material

conditions and so on

Agent: Agency

Power: the will and capacity

Strategy use

Interaction

Emergent structure

Figure 2.4 A realist view (based on Carter & New, 2004; Layder, 1990)
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exist independently. In other words, realists recognize that language learn-
ers’ strategy use is an essentially constrained choice and choice made pos-
sible by the context, but nevertheless a learner’s choice is still a choice.

This realist position in the debate allows sociocultural LLS researchers to 
regard language learners’ strategy use as the result of a continual interac-
tion between learner agency and context. Moreover, the realist position has 
important epistemological and methodological implications for research-
ers. If agency and structure have their own autonomous properties while 
generating further layers of social realities, LLS research, by adopting this 
position, requires an empirical inquiry into learners’ verbal accounts of 
 language learning and strategy use as well as a technical description of 
 contextual conditions (Corson, 1997; Layder, 1990, 1993). Taking this realist 
epistemological position, sociocultural strategy researchers need to inter-
pret research participants’ experiential narratives in the light of the contex-
tual realities that give rise to them. Such considerations have informed the 
particular sociocultural framework adopted in this inquiry.

Sociocultural interpretative framework for this study

Drawing on the realist position on agency and structure, this inquiry 
adapted Layder’s (1993) research resource map into an analytical frame-
work (see Figure 2.5) to help explore dynamicity in learners’ strategy use 
in particular contexts. The framework incorporates contextual resources 
for language learning in sociocultural perspectives and places them in 
Layder’s (1993) research map. The map has four components: context, set-
ting, situated activity and self. ‘Context (macro-context)’ refers to societal 
discourses about language learning, the economic situation, inter-group 
social relationships (e.g. social classes) and political conditions. ‘Setting’ is 
the immediate environment for language learning. The setting contains 
contextual resources [including material, discursive and social resources 
(Palfreyman, 2006)] that are potentially accessible by language learners. In 
specii c terms, they may refer to physical learning settings, cultural arte-
facts (examinations), sociocultural institutions (institutional culture), 
material conditions and so on. The setting also encompasses social rela-
tionships between language learners and mediating agents such as teach-
ers, peers and parents in particular institutional settings. ‘Situated activity’ 
refers to the interaction between language learners and contextual 
resources, including mediating agents (social resources) in specii c learn-
ing settings. ‘Self’ is learners’ self-conceptualization and biographical 
experiences. ‘Self’ is also where learner agency and power is located, 
which includes not only learners’ will (motives and beliefs) but also their 
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capacities to act in the learning process, such as strategic learning capacity, 
sociocultural capacity and micro-political capacity.

Figure 2.5 also indicates that a crucial element in this framework is the 
historical dimension, as four different components of the framework con-
sistently interact with each other, leading to the emergence of temporal 
contextual reorganization and changes in individual learners’ self. In this 
framework, language learners’ accounts of strategy use are theorized as 
an important means to inquire into the ongoing interaction between lan-
guage learner (agency) and contextual conditions, including macro-con-
texts and institutional settings, in a historical perspective. In the light of 
technical descriptions of learning contexts, learners’ shifting strategy use 
can be accounted for through exploring and interpreting the empirical 
data relevant to different layers of social realities, from learners themselves 
to processes including the social relations underlying the arrangements of 
learning resources and alignments of mediating agents at particular insti-
tutional settings.

Stands for interaction 

Context: Societal and traditional learning discourses, linguistic

complexity. Social relationships non-locals and locals and so on 

Situated activity: interactions with social agents, sociocultural

institutions, and material conditions, etc

Time and biographical experience

Strategic learning efforts

Material resources: tools

and artefacts (computers,

books and etc.)  

Discursive resources: 
beliefs and motivational 
discourses etc. 

Social resources: social

agents

Self: Learner agency  (the use of

power: the will and capacity to act

otherwise)

Setting 

Figure 2.5 The analytical framework for the study (adapted from Layder, 
1993)
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Conclusion

This chapter has presented a brief account of the existing LLS research 
and its problems. It has also documented the shifting language learning 
research landscape before going on to describe how sociocultural perspec-
tives can be utilized in LLS research. In addition, it has discussed the 
methodological implications of undertaking sociocultural LLS research. 
Finally, it has attempted to develop a more rei ned understanding of 
agency and structure in sociocultural LLS research, which is needed in the 
exploration of learners’ situated strategy use in particular contexts. This 
chapter has also argued in favour of a careful description of different 
layers of social realities, including contextual conditions, institutional set-
ting and an individual’s biographical experiences in interpreting language 
learners’ language learning and strategy use (Layder, 1993). The particular 
framework advanced in this chapter has enabled me to acknowledge lan-
guage learners’ capacity to seek and create facilitative learning settings 
and at the same time to critically examine the contextual mediation of 
their learning. It has also helped me to explore how learners’ strategy use, 
often as a constrained choice, remains the learners’ choice.
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Chapter 3

Mainland Chinese Students’ 
Migration to Hong Kong

As was shown in Chapter 2, one of the keys to understanding language 
learners’ strategic learning is to have some knowledge of the learning con-
texts and, of particular relevance to this inquiry, mainland Chinese stu-
dents’ migration for further studies to Hong Kong. In this chapter, I shall 
describe the educational and social context on the Chinese mainland to 
illustrate the contextual forces pushing mainland Chinese students to 
migrate to other educational contexts in pursuit of English-medium ter-
tiary education. I will also draw on research literature and my personal 
knowledge to portray the social, linguistic and educational context in 
Hong Kong. As a mainland Chinese in Hong Kong, I experienced many 
challenges and difi culties similar to those of many mainland Chinese 
students.

Education on the Chinese Mainland

Education occupies a central position in the Chinese cultural tradition 
and has remained a top priority among the concerns felt by most Chinese, 
despite the dramatic social, cultural and political shifts in China over the 
centuries (Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; Miyazaki, 1976; 
Thøgersen, 2002). Cultural discourses, especially writings by Confucius 
and on Confucianism, emphasize learning for one’s own self or moral per-
fection and the implication of such individual perfection in social transfor-
mation (Bai, 2005; Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000). In other words, 
Chinese traditional educational ideals and expectations attach both instru-
mental (pragmatic) and intrinsic (cultural) values to education. In contrast 
with these cultural ideals, in the past the public often adopted a pragmatic 
approach to education and consistently expected to acquire academic and 
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literacy skills as well as achieve upward social mobility and personal 
 development through education (Thøgersen, 2002). In particular, it was 
essential for people to achieve social mobility, gain i nancial returns or 
maintain their ‘elite’ status in communities through educational efforts, the 
culmination being to achieve success in imperial civil service exams 
(Miyazaki, 1976; Schulte, 2003). Although the civil service exams and tradi-
tional education ofi cially ended at the beginning of the 1900s, their inl u-
ence remains strong in spite of the social, cultural and political changes 
over the last century on the Chinese mainland (Thøgersen, 2002). Such tra-
ditional discourses have been transformed but reconstituted in the contem-
porary social, cultural and educational context on the Chinese mainland.

As China is one of the most densely populated countries in the world, 
academic competition has always been intense and this is particularly true 
of the past 10 years, largely due to the rapid expansion of tertiary education 
and the commercialization of education. The expansion in the tertiary edu-
cational sector, which should have alleviated the intensity of academic 
competition for higher education places among the public, has created new 
tensions as an increasing number of tertiary graduates remain unemployed 
after graduation (Bai, 2006; Hu, J., 2004; Postiglione, 2005). The high unem-
ployment among tertiary graduates frustrates the traditional pursuit of 
social mobility and i nancial returns through education and sends shock 
waves through different levels of education, leading to greater competition 
for better grades and educational opportunities among teachers, parents 
and students (Phelps, 2005). The commercialization process, which has 
resulted in parents and students committing more and more i nancial 
resources to education under the newly introduced user-pay principle, has 
also added to the public’s anxiety and stress. It has become widely recog-
nized that only graduates from top universities will i nd it relatively easy 
to obtain employment. This has undoubtedly reinforced the hierarchical 
ranking of educational institutions and the critical importance of exam suc-
cess at different levels (Bai, 2006; Hu, J., 2004; Zhao & Guo, 2002).

Learning of English on the Chinese Mainland

In order to succeed in such a competitive educational context, many 
Chinese started attaching great importance to the learning of foreign 
 languages, especially English, and began to pursue academic studies 
abroad, most often in English-medium universities, as their courses are 
considered to be of higher value.

Since the late 1970s, the English language has become one of the most 
important means to reconnect China to the world and is promoted as a 
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resource for economic prosperity in the face of globalization and the rise 
of the knowledge economy. Hence, recent educational reforms have been 
characterized by a greater role for English language learning (Bolton, 2002; 
He, 2005; Hu, G., 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2005; Hu, X., 2004, 2005; Jiang, 2003; 
Ross, 1993; Zhao & Campbell, 1995; Yang, 2002). English forms part of the 
curriculum in almost every institution at all educational levels and suc-
cess in English examinations is a prerequisite for advancement to higher 
levels of the system, especially for entry into the more prestigious univer-
sities. Various versions of the national secondary school English curricu-
lum have consistently expressed a pragmatic and utilitarian view of 
English, echoing the century-long slogan for a self-strengthened China, 
stressing the instrumental value of the English language to individual stu-
dents and the country (Adamson, 1998, 2002; Hu, G., 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 
2005; Ng & Tang, 1997; Ross, 1993).

Critics may have regarded the unprecedented spread of English in the 
world as linguistic imperialism, the aim of which is to impose dominant 
social and cultural values on learners in different contexts (Pennycook, 
1994; Phillipson, 1993). However, in the case of the Chinese mainland, 
public enthusiasm for learning English has also resulted from a genuine 
search for a competitive edge to enable individual learners to realize the 
traditional values attached to education in a highly competitive educa-
tional process (Nunan, 2003). ‘Elite’ families, like their predecessors in his-
tory, send their children to private schools or employ private tutors so that 
they can get an early start in the race to learn English. Better education and 
English competence are widely conceived by these emerging Chinese 
middle-class families as essential to securing a better future for their chil-
dren. In fact, such expectations do not contradict the social functions of 
education promoted by the traditional educational discourses.

Research on Chinese students’ English language learning motivation 
(Gao et al., 2004, 2007) has identii ed the profound mediation of context on 
their motivation and found that Chinese students have strong instrumental 
and cultural motivation for learning English. In Gao et al.’s terms, instru-
mental motivation refers to learners’ employment of the language as an 
information medium, for immediate achievement, individual develop-
ment, going abroad (if for better personal development) or fuli lling social 
responsibilities. Cultural motivation refers to learners’ learning a language 
out of interest (i.e. intrinsic motives), a desire to go abroad (for cultural 
experiences) or a sense of social obligation (learning English because of 
family expectations). In many senses, the concept of ‘investment’ (Norton 
Peirce, 1995) may be a better term to be used in exploring Chinese stu-
dents’ motives in learning English than the construct of motivation. In the 
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light of the societal and traditional learning discourses, Chinese students 
are likely to put great efforts into learning English on the understanding 
‘that they will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources’ 
(Norton Peirce, 1995: 17).

As an offshoot of this phenomenal interest in learning English, China 
has been witnessing a massive outl ow of Chinese students to overseas 
institutions, in particular, to Anglophone countries where education is 
delivered through the medium of English (Gao, 2006a, 2008b; Gu & Brooks, 
2008; Li & Bray, 2007; Tan & Simpson, 2008). In 2006, approximately 0.7 
million Chinese students and scholars were involved in overseas academic 
studies and academic exchanges, most at English-medium universities 
( Jiaoyu Shewai Jianguang Xinxi Wang, 2006). It is in the context of this 
ongoing outl ow of students from the Chinese mainland in search of better 
academic credentials and English competence that Hong Kong has become 
a favoured destination (Li, 2006; Li & Bray, 2007; Ming Pao, 2006a, 2006b; 
Yu, 2004).

Mainland Chinese Students in Hong Kong

As described in the previous sections, the rising number of mainland 
Chinese students moving to study in English-medium universities 
worldwide, including Hong Kong, is related to a strong belief in the role 
that education plays in one’s social advancement, an increasingly com-
petitive educational context and the prominent role of English on the 
Chinese mainland. The i rst ofi cially sponsored group of mainland 
Chinese undergraduates arrived at Hong Kong’s tertiary campuses 10 
years ago. In 1999, the University Grants Committee (Hong Kong) and 
the Hong Kong Jockey Club started i nancing high school graduates 
with excellent academic records to pursue their i rst degrees in Hong 
Kong. To ensure the academic excellence of the scholarship recipients, 
these students were recruited from four top universities on the Chinese 
mainland, namely Peking University, Tsinghua University, Nanjing 
University and Fudan University.

From 2002, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) 
and the Chinese mainland governments introduced a scheme allowing 
self-i nancing mainland Chinese undergraduates to undertake study at 
Hong Kong’s tertiary institutions. In 2003, under the Close Economic 
Partnership Agreement, procedures for mainland undergraduates to 
travel to Hong Kong were further simplii ed. Meanwhile, fee-paying 
schemes have expanded the enrolment of mainland undergraduates to 
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include more provinces and cities, apart from Beijing, Shanghai and 
Nanjing. In 2006, 10,230 applicants reportedly applied for 270 undergrad-
uate places allocated to mainland Chinese applicants by the university in 
the inquiry (Ming Pao, 2006a, 2006b). The tuition for these applicants has 
also been increasing steadily each year, ranging from 60,000 HKD (7500 
USD) in 2004 to 100,000 HKD (12,500 USD) in 2007 for those who studied 
at that university.

As Hong Kong has a three-year university system in contrast to the 
four-year degree system on the Chinese mainland, the university referred 
to arranges for all the admitted candidates to spend their i rst year at one 
of the top universities on the Chinese mainland. Other universities in 
Hong Kong normally assign mainland undergraduates to some prepara-
tory courses in Hong Kong. Mainland Chinese students often refer to pre-
paratory studies on the Chinese mainland or in Hong Kong as ‘Year 0’ 
studies. This practice will change when Hong Kong adopts a four-year 
university system in 2012 as there will be no need for mainland Chinese 
students to undertake a year’s preparatory studies.

To sum up, the rising number of applicants to Hong Kong tertiary insti-
tutions demonstrates the popularity of Hong Kong as a place for main-
land Chinese parents to send their children for academic studies. It also 
suggests that the participants in the study, mostly fee-paying students at 
the university, are a highly select group of mainland Chinese students, 
who were born and grew up in more privileged family conditions than 
many other mainland Chinese students.

Challenges for mainland Chinese students in Hong Kong

Hong Kong, once a British colony, is often seen as an in-between place 
where East meets West. The majority of Hong Kong’s population is 
Chinese, wrongly creating the impression that mainland Chinese students, 
also being Chinese, should have no cross-cultural and linguistic problems. 
However, although sharing the same ethnicity with their local counter-
parts, most mainland Chinese still have to face two daunting challenges, 
one linguistic, the other sociocultural, in their pursuit of English compe-
tence and educational excellence in Hong Kong.

Firstly, Hong Kong is characterized by a complex linguistic situation, 
which has been extensively studied (Benson, 1997; Boyle, 1997; Bolton & 
Lim, 2000; Evans, 2000; Gao et al., 2000; Keung, 2006; Lai, 2001; Morrison 
& Lui, 2000; So, 1998). Cantonese is the dominant language in daily life and 
the favoured language for most social, cultural and political occasions, 
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even though Hong Kong was until recently a British colony and English is 
one of its ofi cial languages. Meanwhile, the English  language is widely 
used in the business and professional sectors and is constantly promoted 
as an important asset for individuals’ career and social development as 
well as a crucial means for Hong Kong to retain its international standing. 
The status of Putonghua (often known as Mandarin Chinese), the national 
language variety shared by millions on the Chinese mainland, has been 
undergoing changes since the handover in 1997. Especially in recent 
years, when mainland Chinese travellers have become more visible in 
Hong Kong and have been contributing to Hong Kong’s reviving econ-
omy, the local community has started attaching greater importance to 
Putonghua (Davison & Lai, 2007; Keung, 2006). However, although the 
number of Hong Kong residents claiming use of Putonghua has been 
rising steadily (Davison & Lai, 2007; Gao et al., 2000; Keung, 2006), 
Cantonese remains and will most likely continue to remain for quite a 
long time, the major medium for socialization, while most mainland 
Chinese do not speak it.

Secondly, apart from the linguistic barrier, mainland Chinese and 
Hong Kong Chinese have had dramatically different social, cultural, his-
torical and political experiences since Hong Kong was ceded to the 
British in the 19th century. For instance, when the Chinese mainland was 
still in a state of political turmoil, Hong Kong had already achieved envi-
able economic success in the region. These differences constitute a sig-
nii cant cultural gap differentiating the two Chinese groups despite the 
fact that they share the same ethnicity and a similar cultural heritage, 
problematizing any homogeneous view of Chinese learners (Flowerdew 
et al., 2002; Ho et al., 2003; Li et al., 1995; Ma & Fung, 1999; Schack & 
Schack, 2005). As strange ‘siblings’ to local students, mainland Chinese 
students may have to face the vestiges of an ‘othering’ process, in which 
mainland Chinese were often portrayed as uncivilized and unsophisti-
cated in contrast to the modern cosmopolitan Hong Kong people. Such 
perceptions are largely based on differences in the two groups’ experi-
ences in different arenas of daily life, which are likely to create negative 
social attitudes on both sides (Fung, 2001; Ho et al., 2003; Li et al., 1995; 
Ma & Fung, 1999; Schack & Schack, 2005). In recent years, although the 
differences between mainland Chinese and local Chinese in Hong Kong 
are diminishing, it is fair to say that these differences still constitute 
sociocultural barriers between two groups of people sharing the same 
ethnic origin (Gao et al., 2000; Ho et al., 2003). The persisting ‘us–them’ 
differences may create potential problems in the socialization process for 
mainland Chinese students in Hong Kong.
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Institutional settings: Campus and hall life

The university considered in this study is one of the leading English-
medium universities in the region and English is assumed to be the sole 
medium of instruction and avenue for pursuing academic studies. The 
university is also one of the most internationalized universities in Hong 
Kong, having a high percentage of non-local faculty members and stu-
dents, thus facilitating the use of English on campus. Nevertheless, as 
coni rmed by my observations, Cantonese remains the dominant lan-
guage on campus, in student halls, student group discussions and social 
functions. This creates a difi cult situation for the participants in the aca-
demic learning process: the dominant medium of socialization (Cantonese) 
differs from the expected medium of instruction (English) while most 
mainland Chinese students do not speak Cantonese and want to improve 
their English.

Campus and student halls are the physical settings for the communities 
of practice where mainland Chinese students experience university edu-
cation and language learning. Like many other non-local students, most 
mainland Chinese students live in the university-administered student 
halls, which are subsidized by the University Grants Committee (Hong 
Kong). Most of the university’s halls have strong traditions of education 
and distinctive cultures, which are recognized as part of the broad experi-
ential education provided by the university. The halls are proud of their 
education schemes, with their variety of social, cultural and sports activi-
ties, aiming to bring all hall residents together for unique experiences of 
collective life (HKU Post, 2006). However, most of these hall functions use 
Cantonese as the medium of communication and are largely built on the 
respective halls’ own traditions, while incoming non-local students have 
distinctly different linguistic backgrounds and prior sociocultural experi-
ences. Hence, mainland Chinese students, as well as other non-local stu-
dents, are often both linguistically and socioculturally excluded or at least 
marginalized in relation to these functions.

Although many mainland Chinese students are active in residential 
halls, in the local students’ debates and meetings that I have witnessed, 
non-local students, especially mainland Chinese students, were often a 
cause of concern. They were seen as a potential threat to the hall cultural 
traditions as they are more likely to be non-participatory members in the 
collective life. Many mainland Chinese students are more inclined to focus 
their time and energy on academic accomplishments rather than on other 
social and cultural contributions to local student groups. This does not 
mean that mainland students in Hong Kong are the only students who are 
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willing to sacrii ce their social lives for academic pursuits. Rather, they are 
being pragmatic by setting different priorities from those pursued by local 
students in daily life since they do not have the luxury of ease enjoyed by 
local students in their own home setting and are driven by an urgency to 
secure and maximize their educational investment. According to the 
Immigration Ordinance, as non-local residents, to obtain a position in 
Hong Kong, they have to demonstrate that they are more employable than 
local graduates. To receive further education in Hong Kong and abroad, 
they need to show their academic prowess in the form of a high grade-
point-average (GPA). Good academic results are also needed to justify the 
heavy i nancial investment in education by their families.

As the number of non-local, in particular mainland Chinese, students 
increases in halls, they take up more and more places once reserved for 
local students. Local students, who fear that their hall traditions might be 
undermined by the diminishing presence of local students, even held 
demonstrations against the allocation of non-local students to the UGC-
funded residences (HKU Post, 2006). In one of the emails circulating about 
the demonstration, the policy of giving priority to non-local students in 
residential place allocation was cited as a waste of taxpayers’ money. 
However, in spite of such unpleasant incidents, the relationship between 
non-local and local students in general remains amicable and friendly. It 
seems that only on particular occasions, some one-off remarks are made or 
incidents l are up, reminding both sides, in particular mainland Chinese 
students, that they are somehow outsiders. However, such occasional but 
often emotionally intense incidents are indicative of contextual constraints, 
mediating mainland students’ strategic language learning. It leads to the 
question as to whether or not mainland Chinese students can improve 
their English through their socialization with local students.

Conclusion

In this chapter, I have explained why mainland Chinese students 
migrate to English-medium universities and depicted in detail the learn-
ing context and institutional setting in Hong Kong. The picture reveals 
many important contextual elements relevant to these mainland students’ 
pursuit of English competence in this particular institutional setting. To 
start with, it presents a highly l uid and dynamic language learning envi-
ronment where the relationships among three high-proi le languages 
(English, Cantonese and Putonghua) are shifting. The portrayal also 
highlights the existing linguistic and cultural gaps between mainland 
Chinese people and the majority of the local Chinese population; these 
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gaps are indicative of a somewhat uneasy social relationship between the 
two. The inconsistency between English as the medium of academic 
instruction and Cantonese as the medium of socialization in the univer-
sity is also likely to present itself as another challenge for the newly 
arrived mainland Chinese students. It was within these contextual condi-
tions that the inquiry into the mediation of changing contexts on the par-
ticipants’ strategy use aimed to reveal insights about the interaction 
between context and agency underlying their strategy use. The following 
chapters will explore to what extent the participants’ prior learning expe-
riences on the Chinese mainland might have inl uenced their adoption of 
strategies for learning English and how contextual conditions mediated 
their strategic learning efforts in Hong Kong. Chapters 4 and 5 report 
i ndings from studies conducted in the i rst and third research phases, 
thus providing a general picture of the participants’ strategy use as a 
group on the Chinese mainland and in Hong Kong. The second follow-up 
study (Phase 2), capturing the process of change in the case study partici-
pants’ strategy use, is reported in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 4

On the Chinese Mainland

Chapter 3 has established the broad contextual conditions for the partici-
pants’ language learning on the Chinese mainland and in Hong Kong. 
This chapter now reports on i ndings from the study in Phase 1, in which 
newly arrived mainland Chinese undergraduates were interviewed in 
August and September 2004 about their experiences of learning English 
and their strategy use on the Chinese mainland. This helped establish a 
baseline for comparison when the same participants were interviewed 
again about their language learning experiences in Hong Kong (see 
Chapter 5).

Study in Phase 1 (August–September 2004)

The primary aim in the i rst research phase was to capture the develop-
mental process of the research participants’ strategy use through inter-
preting their learning experiences on the Chinese mainland. It aimed to 
answer the following research questions:

(1) What were the distinctive features of the participants’ strategy use on 
the Chinese mainland?

(2) How did these participants come to adopt particular patterns of strat-
egy use as displayed in their interview accounts?

With the insights from my previous research (Gao, 2003, 2006a) and the 
adoption of the sociocultural perspective outlined in Chapter 2 (Figure 
2.5), I also found it necessary to include the following research questions 
in Phase 1:

(1) How did the participants construct their language learning discur-
sively in terms of motivation (motives or values) and beliefs on the 
Chinese mainland?
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(2) How did social agents mediate their strategy use?
(3) What were the roles of cultural artefacts in their development of par-

ticular learning strategies?

In this phase, 22 arriving mainland Chinese undergraduates, who 
attended a non-compulsory summer English course at the university, vol-
unteered for the study and were interviewed, using a semi-structured 
interview guide (Appendix 1). Fifteen of them were interviewed again in 
the third phase about their language learning experiences in Hong Kong 
approximately 20 months later (Table 4.1). As can be seen in Table 4.1, 
most of them were studying courses like business as these courses were 
highly popular among mainland Chinese applicants. Most of these par-
ticipants were from large cities like Beijing and from cities in southeast 
China. Participants from Beijing had generally grown up in a monolingual 
setting speaking as their mother tongue the dialect forming the phonetic 
base of Putonghua, whereas other participants spoke various dialects in 
addition to Putonghua. Only one participant in the study (Yaojing) spoke 
Cantonese. Another noticeable feature associated with the study partici-
pants was that female participants outnumbered males. Research in other 
contexts suggests that female learners seem to be more motivated to learn 
languages than males (e.g. Pritchard & Maki, 2006). Consequently, it is 
probably not surprising that more female mainland Chinese students 
decided to take this non-compulsory English course.

Each interview normally lasted for an hour. The interviews were con-
ducted in Putonghua (Chinese) except for one participant (Yaojing) who 
opted for English (see Table 4.1). All the interviews were audio recorded 
and transcribed verbatim, except for one recording, which was not 
included due to the extremely poor sound quality. For data analysis, a 
‘paradigmatic approach’ (Erickson, 2004; Smeyers & Verhesschen, 2001) 
was adopted in interpreting the biographical narratives produced by the 
study participants, which involved both a deductive and an inductive 
analytical procedure. The i rst step was to go through the biographical 
data to obtain a global understanding of each individual participant’s 
previous English learning experiences with a focus on their strategy use 
on the Chinese mainland. Then, informed by the research questions and 
interpretative framework (Figure 2.5), I derived a set of preliminary 
coding categories, including strategy use, discourses about language 
learning, inl uential social agents and artefacts (materials), and used 
 constant questioning and comparing steps to search for the participants’ 
references to these preliminary coding categories (Patton, 1990; Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998).
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In the following sections, I will present i ndings on particular patterns 
of strategy use identii ed from the interview data through analysis. The 
rest of this chapter demonstrates how the participants came to adopt par-
ticular patterns of strategies. Particular attention is paid to the data reveal-
ing how societal learning discourses, various social agents and artefacts 
mediated their efforts to learn English. The interview extracts that appear 
in the following sections are all translations from Chinese except for those 
noted otherwise.

Participants’ Strategy Use on the Chinese Mainland

As the participants were required to spend one year in leading main-
land Chinese universities before commencing their studies in Hong Kong, 
two stages of learning English on the Chinese mainland could be identi-
i ed in the data. The i rst stage relates to their learning of English in school 
settings, where exam-oriented teaching and learning were the most pro-
nounced theme. The second is their preparatory year in mainland Chinese 
universities prior to their arrival in Hong Kong. During that year, many 
exam-oriented learning features disappeared from their strategy use and 
most participants were active in preparing themselves linguistically for 
English-medium instruction at the university.

In the data analysis process, I went through all references to their engage-
ment in acquiring English competence and coded them as their strategy 
use in learning English. For instance, in the following two interview 
extracts, Jessy and Jeff described how they learnt English on the Chinese 
mainland:

When I was taking the TOEFL course, I also tried to memorize some 
words. [. . .] There was a book full of word lists. I looked at i ve words 
at one time and then closed the book. I tried to recall them. Then I 
looked at the next i ve words. After going through one page, I looked 
at the words on the page in reverse order. I liked to look at a word a 
few more times rather than spend i ve minutes on one word because 
it was just boring to look at a word for such a long time. (Jessy, 1st 
interview)

In the past, what I did most was memorize words. [. . .] after looking at 
a word four or i ve times, I could remember it. (Jeff, 1st interview)

Jessy’s quote was a reference to the use of a vocabulary memorization 
strategy employed when she talked about her language learning experi-
ences during her preparatory year. In the second interview extract, Jeff 
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referred to the use of a vocabulary memorization strategy in his secondary 
school. Although both learners talked about using similar strategies, Jessy 
memorized words of her own accord for an examination that she chose to 
take during the preparatory year in a mainland Chinese university while 
Jeff felt obliged to memorize words for a compulsory English course at 
school. This background information enabled me to code the two extracts 
into different categories of strategy use (‘obligatory’ versus ‘voluntary’) in 
two different learning stages, secondary school and preparatory year. In 
addition, if particular participants made several references to the same 
strategy in the data, only one count was taken for each learning stage. It 
was from such a coding and counting process that i ndings presented in 
Table 4.2 emerged.

Describing strategy use in the interview data

While Table 4.2 gives an overview of the participants’ strategy use on 
the Chinese mainland, the interview data bring more information about 
how they used these strategies. As recorded in Table 4.2, one of the most 
widespread strategies for the participants in learning English on the 
Chinese mainland was memorization, coni rming the i ndings of previous 
research on Chinese learners, who have been seen as prone to using mem-
orization strategies (Fan, 2003; Gu, 2003; Kember, 2000; Kennedy, 2002; 
Watkins, 2000; Watkins & Biggs, 1996). All the participants repeatedly 
referred to memorizing words as a major part of their English learning 
experiences like Jessy and Jeff in their interview extracts. In spite of its 
popularity, the data suggest that most participants did not really enjoy 
memorizing words. The following extract is indicative of the problems 
that participants might have with memorization:

My father forced me to memorize words in the beginning. [. . .] When 
I was still in primary school, I had memorized vocabulary for Year 2 
university students. However, if you test me on what a particular 
word means, I do not actually remember it. I just know that I have 
seen this word before. I only had some vague impression of it. (Yu, 1st 
interview)

The above quote reveals that Yu considered it an unpleasant task to spend 
time memorizing words. She admitted that she was often ‘forced’ to do so 
because of her parents. Later on, as she rel ected on the effectiveness of 
memorization, she also found that her memorization efforts did not help 
her to achieve long-term retention of words and consequently felt that it 
was futile to have put so much effort into memorizing. Therefore, it was 
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Table 4.2 Strategies reported by the participants (N = 21)

Strategy types Strategy items

Counts

Schools Pre-HK

English as an 
academic course 
and exam-related 
(obligatory)

Do course readings and exam-
related reading materials

15 –

Memorize words 20 –

Follow teachers’ teaching 17 2

Work on simulation exam papers/
exercise books

21 –

Memorize and recite texts 12 –

Practise writing 7 –

Listening to cassettes 7 –

Voluntary (with little 
external coercion 
but more external 
encouragement)

Receive extra English tuition 12 8

Watch English TV/movies/play 
English PC games

11 11

Listen to radio/recordings /songs/
other materials

6 5

Read English magazines or 
newspaper or materials

4 9

Surf English websites 1 3

Use software to learn English 1 7

Memorize words 2 8

Memorize English texts/lyrics/
sentences

1 2

Practise English with others/
participate in English corners

3 7

Write English diaries/blogs 2 2

Murmur to myself 1 –

Participate in English-related 
competitions

1 1

(Continued)
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not surprising to see that participants like Yu had feelings of aversion 
towards memorization and made less effort to memorize after exam pres-
sure was lifted at the end of their secondary education (as displayed in 
Table 4.2). Some participants like Liu even claimed that they hated 
memorizing:

I would not take a vocabulary list and try to memorize it. I hated it so 
much. (Liu, 1st interview)

Apart from memorizing words, the participants mentioned in the 
 interviews about memorizing grammar rules, textbook texts, English 
essays, speeches and song lyrics (see Table 4.2). While 12 participants 
memorized textbooks for classroom recitation and grammar points for 
examination, one participant also mentioned selecting famous English 
essays, speeches or lyrics for voluntary memorization at different stages of 
learning. As indicated in Table 4.2, these memorization efforts were largely 
abandoned after they left secondary school. However, a few participants 
found them useful because they helped them to internalize different ways 

Table 4.2 Continued

Strategy types Strategy items

Counts

Schools Pre-HK

Others (specii c 
strategies in the 
learning process)

Pay attention to language used 
during listening and reading

 8 7

Retain the memory of words/texts 
in contexts (listening or reading) 

 3 5

Guess meaning from contexts  3 1

Rote memory (look at a word 
several times)

 4 3

Involve others (teachers, parents 
and/or peers) in learning English

13 7

Look up new words in dictionaries 
(paper or electronic)

 3 5

Write down a new word in a note 
book

– 1

Limit the use of Chinese in learning 
English

 1 3

Imitate others in speaking English  1 –
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of expressing themselves and gave them a feel of the English language. 
Zhixuan commented on his memorization efforts in the following 
extract:

I rel ected on the fact that I had recited so many English texts. I think 
that it helps improve my linguistic skills when reading these texts 
aloud for memorization. For instance, I could improve my intonation 
. . . I think that it is important to recite. Recitation is important when 
learning a language. I recited when learning my mother tongue. 
(Zhixuan, 1st interview)

Two participants mentioned that they memorized lyrics and classical 
English essays during the transition year on the Chinese mainland and 
even after they arrived in Hong Kong. Jing recalled his experience:

I have tried to memorize song lyrics. They were actually quite simple, 
but they helped me to express deep feelings. [. . .] I learnt to express 
the same thing in many different ways. (Jing, 1st interview)

According to the interview data, other highly popular strategies among 
the participants included taking extracurricular courses and employing 
private English tutors. Both actions seem to have had similar functions: 
they extended the participants’ exposure to the English language and 
hence their learning time. These strategic moves often gave participants 
some opportunities to learn what they could not learn in school settings 
and thus gave them a competitive edge. In the data (Table 4.2), eight par-
ticipants attended various courses for international English proi ciency 
tests during the preparatory year. In the interviews, it was one of the par-
ticipants (Ran Ran) who referred to the act of taking an extra course as a 
strategy to improve her linguistic competence and examination 
performance:

Gao: Could you tell me how you learnt English?
Ran Ran:  I did not try to learn English. I mean that I have never 

thought of taking a special course to learn English. 
(Ran Ran, 1st interview)

Ran Ran, who denied investing such intentional effort in learning English 
in the extract above, admitted in the later part of the interview that she 
had taken an IELTS preparation course when she was preparing for the 
IELTS test in senior secondary school. Another learner (Meng) observed 
that her classmates took extracurricular English courses either because 
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they were pursuing learning objectives other than the school’s teaching 
objectives or because school teachers failed to satisfy their needs in learn-
ing English:

I had a few good friends, whose families put great emphasis on learn-
ing English. They started learning when they were very young because 
they were preparing themselves for studying abroad. [. . .] they started 
taking courses outside of school hours when they were very young. 
[. . .] So we had different English levels. People like me would follow 
our teachers’ teaching. Others learnt more outside. Maybe in some 
good schools, teachers would tell you how much you need to learn or 
read. [. . .] In general, I think that we learnt more English outside. 
(Meng, 1st interview)

The popularity of having additional English exposure may depend on 
individual participants’ preferences as well as their families’ i nancial cir-
cumstances. The participants’ privileged i nancial conditions enabled 
them to gain access to more quality language input and exposure, which 
helped distinguish them from other students in terms of learning achieve-
ment. However, there was one strategy, which also expanded the partici-
pants’ exposure to English in a peculiar way and which seems to have 
equalized the participants’ learning opportunities with those of other stu-
dents. In schools, they were required to spend a lot of time working on 
simulation examination papers in preparation for high-stakes compulsory 
examinations. All participants knew that it was crucial for them to have 
good examination results as examinations decided whether or not they 
would be able to have further educational opportunities beyond their cur-
rent level of schooling. As these compulsory examinations disappeared 
after they completed their secondary education, the use of this strategy 
virtually ceased among all the participants (see Table 4.2). When talking 
about their English language learning experiences at senior high school, 
Luonan described their classroom English language learning in a way that 
was not uncommon among the participants:

At that time, we had exercise questions and mock papers. Every day, 
we copied words. Every week, we had dictation exercises. Then we 
had one mock exam after another. (Luonan, 1st interview)

Although they felt that this strategy might have helped them to achieve 
good examination scores, most were quite critical about learning English 
for the sake of taking examinations. Such an approach to learning English 
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might have made English language learning boring for the participants. 
Dongxu complained:

I often just focused on grammar points for the sake of answering an 
exam question properly. I seldom had opportunities to use these gram-
mar points in daily life. [. . .] I did a lot of simulation exam exercises, 
such as cloze, reading comprehension and so on. I did not feel that I 
improved my English competence. (Dongxu, 1st interview)

The data suggest that the participants had many strategies in common 
in learning English on the Chinese mainland, but there were also individ-
ual elements in their displayed strategy use. Many participants had devel-
oped a unique set of strategies to enhance their English language learning. 
For instance, some of them enjoyed listening to the English radio and to 
songs (e.g. Ran Ran and Liu). Others liked watching TV and movies (e.g. 
Mengshi and Yu). Some participants even tried to join English competi-
tions to motivate themselves to learn more English (e.g. Ran Ran). Others 
would also try to talk to English speakers, both native and non-native in 
English (e.g. Moya, Jeffreys, Liu and Jing). The participants tried to read 
widely, in most cases because they were encouraged or instructed by their 
teachers to do so (e.g. Tianzhou and Meng), but in a few other cases, because 
they did have a strong desire to learn more English than the teachers could 
teach them (e.g. Yaojing). As recorded in Table 4.2, the number of partici-
pants using these alternative strategies increased when the participants 
were released from the intensive preparation for the National College 
Entrance Examination. The prospect of undertaking Hong Kong tertiary 
studies through the medium of English had also been an incentive for some 
participants to put more effort into learning English during their transitory 
year in mainland Chinese institutions as they wanted to achieve an appro-
priate command of English to cope with the English-medium tertiary 
instruction ahead in Hong Kong. While some transitory institutions in 
Beijing provided opportunities for the participants to receive special 
English tuition, students in other institutions, in particular in Fujian prov-
ince, arranged to employ English tutors at their own expense to prepare for 
their arrival in Hong Kong (e.g. Rachel, Luonan, Jingwei and Yu).

In short, the participants in this study revealed in the biographical inter-
views that, prior to coming to Hong Kong, they had used memorization 
strategies extensively to memorize words, texts and grammar points to 
achieve exam-related success. They had also attempted to increase their 
exposure to English, often in the form of intensive exam preparation activi-
ties including working on simulation examination papers and taking extra 
English courses. As the exam pressure declined at the end of their secondary 
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education, motivated participants started focusing more on improving lin-
guistic competence and used more strategies to extend their exposure to 
English and increase their practice opportunities through a variety of activ-
ities, including listening to English songs, watching English movies and 
reading English books. With such strategy shifts in motion prior to their 
arrival in Hong Kong, it seems important to explore the mechanism under-
lying the participants’ strategy use as documented in Table 4.2. The rest of 
this chapter does this by examining how the participants’ strategy use was 
related to a process mediated by popular discourses, social agents, as well 
as artefacts and the practices associated with these artefacts, in accordance 
with the interpretative framework outlined in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.5).

Discourses about Learning English

As learning strategies are often seen as goal-oriented, intentionally 
invoked and effortful learning behaviour in LLS research (Dörnyei, 2005; 
Tseng et al., 2006; Yang, 1999), this inquiry recognizes that the participants’ 
motivational and belief discourses could reveal the processes underlying 
their strategy use. In the interviews, although varying in tone and expres-
sion, they gave answers of similar effect to the view that ‘the English lan-
guage is a tool’ (Yaojing, English original), when asked to describe why 
they learnt English.

Although the quotation emphasizes the instrumental value of the lan-
guage, further analysis of the data drew on Gao et al.’s (2004, 2007) study 
on motivation types among Chinese students and revealed that their dis-
courses about learning English were indicative of a mixture of instru mental 
and cultural motivational discourses (Table 4.3). This section demonstrates 
that their discourses about learning English echo the popular societal and 
traditional discourses about learning, stressing the instrumental value of 
learning and education (Bai, 2005; Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; 
Miyazaki, 1976; Thøgersen, 2002). It shows that most participants were 
encouraged and, in many cases, obliged to absorb the societal and tradi-
tional discourses about learning by various social agents and their use of 
cultural artefacts, which had led to their use of strategies that they were 

Table 4.3 The participants’ motivational discourses (N = 21)

No. Participants expressing motivational discourses Numbers

1 Culturally oriented motivational discourses  8

2 Instrumentally oriented motivational discourses 21
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critical of. For instance, they did not believe that they should learn for 
examinations but nevertheless they did so because of the perceived contex-
tual reality and mediation from social agents like teachers.

Instrumental motivational discourses

The most popular motives given by the participants may include, 
though are not necessarily limited to, the following statements, echoing a 
shared perception of English as an important academic subject and a step-
ping stone to further studies in the world:

The English language was an academic subject. (Jeff, 1st interview)

Why did I learn English? In the beginning, it was for the sake of the 
exam. (Meng, 1st interview)

The English language is a tool for teaching, learning and communica-
tion. I had to learn it. (Dongxu, 1st interview)

The beliefs thus expressed of these participants indicate that their adop-
tion was related to their educational experiences on the Chinese mainland. 
For instance, both Jeff’s and Meng’s schooling experiences had reinforced 
a strong belief that English was a crucial academic subject for them to 
learn and master. Dongxu highlighted the fact that many participants like 
her ‘had to’ learn English. All the participants were also aware of the fact 
that good English examination results decided whether or not they would 
have access to further educational opportunities abroad.

Beyond the coni nes of the school setting, the participants sensed the 
critical importance of English in their lives. Cheng and Luonan indicate 
that they believed that an appropriate level of English was important for 
employment:

Because everybody else was learning English, I had to learn English, 
too. [. . .] you would have to take English examinations if you wanted 
to do anything, for instance, look for jobs. I had to learn English. 
(Cheng, 1st interview)

If you cannot pass the College English Test band 4 and 6, you cannot 
i nd jobs. (Luonan, 1st interview)

As employment was an important justii cation for the participants’ educa-
tional efforts in traditional educational discourses (Thøgersen, 2002), they 
did not see that they had any other option than to learn English. If they 
had thought otherwise, they would not have become participants in this 
inquiry. To some extent, these quotes shed more light on the external 
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 societal mediation on the values and attitudes that the participants attached 
to the learning of English. In particular, among all the justii cations that the 
participants gave in the interview, one interview extract particularly 
deserves attention. Ting’s statement displays her awareness of the compli-
cated local and global processes which had made it essential for her to learn 
English. There is a provocative quality about her answer as if the question 
why she learnt English itself did not seem to make any sense to her:

It was a ‘tianjingdiyi’ ( , undoubtedly, there should be no 
question about it) thing for me. [. . .] Nobody asked me why I had to 
learn Chinese. [. . .] when I was young, I was told that we need to learn 
English. Then the globalization process came. It made me feel that the 
whole world needed to speak English. Therefore, it was very natural 
for me to learn English. (Ting, 1st interview)

In her discourses, English was no longer a foreign language to be learned 
but something that had to be acquired, like her own mother tongue. This 
can well be related to the fact that English is currently being promoted on 
the Chinese mainland not as a foreign language but as an essential skill 
(Jiang, 2003; Tsui, 2004). However, this does not seem to reduce the instru-
mental value of English in her perception.

In conclusion, the interview data reveal that the participants’ learning 
discourses emphatically stress the centrality of English proi ciency, often in 
terms of high-stakes examination performance and its relation to social 
mobility. Their discourses rel ect the social attitudes towards the learning 
of English and values attached to the English language on the Chinese 
mainland. English has been promoted in China as an important means for 
the country to reconnect itself to the world for better access to technology 
and business opportunities (Jiang, 2003; Ross, 1993; Zhao & Campbell, 
1995). In other words, the participants were probably exposed to societal 
and traditional discourses about learning as they grew up and had more or 
less internalized these discourses, which in turn became a powerful inner 
drive motivating their strategy use. As shown in the coming sections, their 
exposure to external learning discourses was mediated by agents like par-
ents and teachers. However, in spite of the mediation of such instrumental 
discourses, the interview data suggest that a few participants, though 
clearly in minority, did adhere to the intrinsic values of English.

Cultural motivational discourses

Although the instrumental discourses about learning English were a 
dominant theme in the interview data, eight participants expressed 
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 cultural motivation for learning English (Table 4.3). In many cases, such 
cultural discourses were often integrated with the overall instrumental 
discourses. However, some of the participants were straightforward about 
their cultural learning motives. For instance, Jessy and Jing regarded 
English as a means to appreciate works originally published in the English 
language as well as the cultures of various English-speaking countries. 
Such participants often turned out to be those who had ambitions of pur-
suing academic studies in English-medium universities abroad:

I can also read works in their originals. Translated works are different 
from their originals. ( Jessy, 1st interview)

I was deeply interested in English. [. . .] At that time, I was also inter-
ested in Western culture, American culture. I looked forward to going 
abroad ( Jing, 1st interview)

Participants like Ran Ran enjoyed experiencing cultural products in the 
English language. Her account of being a fan of English pop songs indi-
cates her intrinsic interest in the language, an interest that might have 
been easily obliterated by the dominant instrumental discourses among 
many other participants. This cultural motivation did add a personal 
 feature to her strategy use as she liked to use the strategy of listening to 
pop songs to learn English on the Chinese mainland:

I was interested in English, interested in listening to English sounds. 
[. . .] I was just interested in listening to English radio programs. [. . .] I 
was interested in English because it could bring me pleasure. Although 
I had more pragmatic motives for learning English these days, this 
interest has by no means disappeared. (Ran Ran, 1st interview)

Moreover, a few of these participants saw that a good command of 
English was related to who they were in the past and who they would 
be in the future, in other words, their self-identities seen in terms of their 
constructed social relationship to others (Norton Peirce, 1995; Norton, 
2000). Many quotes that appeared in previous sections also indicate such 
awareness. When Ting described the learning of English as ‘tianjingdiyi’ 
( ), she also projected herself as one of the globally mobile citi-
zens of the future. Other participants had more local concerns. They were 
concerned that English proi ciency would enhance their social status in 
the student community in which they found themselves, in particular, 
among their peers. They were also highly motivated by good examina-
tion results to learn English since good examination results often pro-
vided them with a sense of satisfaction over their learning achievements. 
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Far more  importantly, good examination results decided their ranking 
among their peers at school and subsequently the social status they could 
achieve through the educational path (Miyazaki, 1976). Seeing that they 
were the top students in their previous schools, it was hardly surprising 
that these participants were quite competition-minded since winning 
competitions was essential for them to maintain their ‘elite’ status or 
identity. This might have created a strong impetus forcing them to prove 
that they could excel in English and adopt various strategies for this pur-
pose, as suggested in the following extracts:

I liked to study English because I liked to have good exam results. 
(Jessy, 1st interview)

I also participated in some English competitions and got some English 
certii cates. I may have sounded a bit opportunistic for I talked about 
my competitions and awards. However, these awards made me a dis-
tinguished English learner. (Ran Ran, 1st interview)

I learnt the English language because I had to use it. [. . .] If you can 
speak English well, others will consider you highly educated. You 
will have a higher social status. (Liu, 1st interview)

In short, the participants considered English a means to access its 
 culture and cultural products. They also believed that their English 
 proi ciency might have helped them to negotiate their relationships with 
others and fuli ll what they desired to be, a belief that seemed to have 
motivated their investment and strategy use in learning English. The par-
ticipants’ association of learning success with their identities was also 
cultural in the sense that it evoked the traditional utilitarian discourses 
about education, which emphasize social promotion and individual 
 perfection through educational efforts (Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, 
H., 2000; Miyazaki, 1976; Thøgersen, 2002).

Mediating Agents

The data in the previous section revealed that the participants’ motives 
(values and attitudes) in learning English were closely linked to the soci-
etal and traditional expectations of learning and educational efforts (Lee, 
2000; Thøgersen, 2002). They also relate their motivational discourses to 
their educational experiences, which exposed the participants to the wide-
spread societal and traditional learning discourses. In many senses, the 
participants’ motives or values and attitudes in learning English can be 
regarded as resulting from their internalization of the societal and 
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 traditional learning discourses. Sociocultural theorists argue that learning 
is a socialization process (Lantolf, 2000; Lave & Wenger, 1990; Parks & 
Raymond, 2004; Wenger, 1998), in which the roles of social agents, either 
supportive or restrictive, are critical in fostering particular sets of values, 
beliefs and practices among individual learners. The participants in the 
study were not born with their current beliefs and motives (values and 
attitudes) but acquired them as they grew up in their social groups. 
Therefore, it is necessary to examine their strategy use and motivational 
discourses along with the behaviour of various social agents who had 
mediated their learning experiences on the Chinese mainland.

Informed by my early study on Chinese learners (Gao, 2006a), three 
types of social agents were identii ed as having mediated their develop-
ment as English language learners in the data interpretation process: the 
participants’ family, English teachers and peers. The relevant data were 
sub-coded into their mediation on the participants’ learning discourses, 
cultural artefacts, material conditions and strategy use. Firstly, the partici-
pants’ families were found to be actively involved in the participants’ 
English learning. Chinese parents, like other Asian parents, have been 
noted for their zealous involvement in their child’s academic develop-
ment (Bai, 2005; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000). Secondly, in comparison with 
parents, English teachers were more likely to mediate the participants’ 
learning English and strategy use because of their role in the learning pro-
cess and authority associated with the Chinese cultural tradition (Cheng, 
2000; Cortazzi & Jin, 1996; Kember, 2000; Stephens, 1997; Watkins, 2000; 
Wen & Clement, 2003). Thirdly, peer interaction was found to be impor-
tant in shaping their attitudes towards English and heightening their 
awareness of particular ways of learning English. This section describes in 
detail how these social agents mediated participants’ strategy use and 
other relevant aspects of language learning as identii ed in the inquiry.

Family infl uences

The data reveal that the participants’ families were involved both 
directly and indirectly in their language learning and hence had an impor-
tant role in mediating their development as English learners. The family, 
mostly the participants’ parents, mediated their language learning in three 
ways as listed in Table 4.4.

Firstly, they inl uenced the participants’ discourses about learning 
English by mediating societal and traditional learning discourses, moti-
vating or propelling them to learn English. In some cases, they enhanced 
their learning motivation by reproducing target cultures or communities. 
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In others, they attempted to foster particular learning beliefs, which were 
used by the participants to guide and justify their strategy use. Secondly, 
they invested heavily in providing good learning conditions, creating 
learning opportunities and recruiting other agents, particularly teachers, 
to mediate the participants’ learning of English. Thirdly, they personally 
offered assistance in the participants’ learning process and it was found 
that they developed the participants to be effective language learners in 
terms of strategy use by coercion and nurturing.

At the discursive level

At least half of the participants mentioned that their families had exerted 
a profound inl uence on their learning attitudes and motivation. Members 
of the family often attempted to instil positive attitudes towards learning 
English among the participants from the moment they started learning 
English or even earlier, highlighting the critical importance of the language 
to the participants’ future. The power of such discourse on young minds is 
captured in the following conversation between Luonan and me:

Luonan:  I had already realized the enormous importance of the 
English language when I was three.

Gao: You were three?
Luonan:  I am not exaggerating! It started from when I could 

remember things. I remembered that I was told by my 
grandfather-in-law, grandmother-in-law, grandfather, 
grandmother, father, mother, aunties and uncles. They all 
tried their best to convince me that English, as a language, is 
very important! (Luonan, 1st interview)

In addition, many participants apparently had relatives who had i rst-
hand contact with target communities and cultures. Their familiarity with 
target communities and cultures gave them authority and prestige as role 
models, enhancing the participants’ language learning motivation. They 
showed to the participants how much the English language could change 
their life and social status. For example, Zhixuan was inspired by American 
culture brought back by his uncle and aunt and this played a crucial role 
in changing his attitudes towards learning English, propelling him to use 
more strategies to improve his English:

Gao: Why are you so much inl uenced by the West (US)?
Zhixuan:  My uncle and auntie have inl uenced me a lot. They have 

been to the States. They brought a lot of . . . they are quite 
AMERICANIZED . . ., many thoughts or ideas, which 
inl uenced me a lot. (Zhixuan, 1st interview)
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In the case of Rachel, her father, who had been overseas, taught her English 
when she was young but also told her how important the English language 
was to him when he was abroad. In addition, her father encouraged her in 
the belief that she should learn to speak English before learning to write it:

First of all, my father, from the very beginning, he has been telling me 
of the importance of English. He had been abroad himself, for a few 
years. He knows how important English is to us when abroad. (Rachel, 
1st interview)

My father, my father said that I should learn to speak i rst, then, well, 
just like kids. They all learn to speak i rst, then they learn to write. 
(Rachel, 1st interview)

Ting’s father used to play English recordings while she was working on 
something else so that she could learn English at the same time. She did 
not question the utility of this, simply accepting her father’s explanation:

Gao: How did you learn English then?
Ting:  At that time, my father played ‘English 900’ to me. I did not 

really understand it and just listened to it.
Gao: What a i lial daughter!
Ting:  Well, he would let me do what I was doing, for example, he 

would let me continue doing my own things. He played the 
cassette in the background and just told me to pay some 
attention to it. He said it was like the child, who was born 
and learnt Chinese while listening to others. The child did 
not understand everything, but he listened and learnt to 
speak Chinese! (Ting, 1st interview)

As a result of the parents’ enthusiastic involvement, the participants were 
exposed to powerful discourses about learning English in multiple ways in 
their family settings and their discourses about learning English were 
strongly shaped by their close family (see Table 4.4). This i nding helps 
explain why they appeared to have internalized a learning discourse that 
regards the English language not only as the means of gaining material goods 
but also the key to sociocultural capital required for their desired social status 
and identities ( Jiang, 2003; Ross, 1993; Zhao & Campbell, 1995).

At the learning condition level

In at least 18 participants’ narratives, parents were portrayed as active 
agents in providing learning conditions, facilitating their language 
 learning and use of particular strategies. This observation seems to i t the 
well-known stereotypes of Chinese parents (Stevenson & Stigler, 1992). 
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Moreover, most participants were from well-off, professional and middle-
class urban families. Consequently, their parents could afford to invest 
heavily in their child’s academic studies. They typically arranged good 
language learning environments for the participants, such as installing 
satellite TV channels to provide quality English TV programmes, employ-
ing native speakers as home tutors, purchasing English movies or English 
magazines and choosing the right schools. They would even create learn-
ing opportunities for the participants to practise using particular strate-
gies. For example, Moya was encouraged by her English-speaking father, 
who had studied overseas, to practise speaking English at home:

At that time, my father just came back from the US. He spoke English 
at home. Then sometimes he had his friends at home. At that time, 
I could speak English, too. I would even chat with my father’s friends. 
(Moya, 1st interview)

Apart from providing material support and creating learning opportu-
nities, one of the most common ways for the participants’ parents to 
become involved in their language learning was to i nance private English 
tuition classes for them. Attending private English classes seemed to be a 
strategy for parents to give the participants extended language exposure, 
enhance their interest and increase their coni dence in learning English:

But a friend of my parents, she was an English teacher. She taught me 
ABC when I was nine. (Yaojing, English original, 1st interview)

When I was very small, my mother took me to a private language 
class called ‘Hong Kong English’. They used Hong Kong’s textbooks. 

Table 4.4 Participants who claimed that their family mediated their language 
learning (N = 21)

No. Role Mediation Numbers

1 Language learning advocates Learning discourses 11

2 Language learning facilitators
Learning conditions, materials 

and opportunities

18

3 Collaborators with teachers 13

4 Language learning advisors Direct involvement in 
learning and strategy use

 7

5 Learning coercers  2

6 Learning nurturers  4
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There was a teacher from Hong Kong teaching us. [. . .] I learnt a lot 
of vocabulary and became very interested in learning English. The 
teacher also praised me. And I became very coni dent. (Jing, 1st 
interview)

Yaojing also shared another rel ection on her experience at a private 
English school in Beijing in the interview:

I can remember a teacher from ABC school because he is so different 
from teachers I met in the high school. He knew a lot. [. . .] I came to 
know that the English language is a vast ocean. He could tell you that 
some words are close to each other. Yet there could also be many dif-
ferences in their meanings. It is a very special experience of learning 
English. (Yaojing, English original, 1st interview)

Apparently, the courses taught by private tutors helped Yaojing to rel ect 
on their approaches to learning English. In other words, these parents used 
private English classes and recruited other social agents, English teachers, 
to positively mediate the participants’ development as language learners.

Direct involvement in the participants’ learning

Seven participants revealed that their parents were directly involved in 
their English learning. It was not a surprise that those parents who were 
English teachers themselves should start teaching their children the 
English language and show them how to learn English when they were 
young. However, those parents who did not necessarily have professional 
knowledge of language learning and teaching also gave suggestions to 
guide their child’s learning and strategy use. Jessy’s mother, who presum-
ably drew from her own past learning experiences, insisted that the par-
ticipant should listen to an audio cassette again and again until she had 
made progress in her listening comprehension:

[. . .] at junior middle school, I was not good at listening comprehen-
sion. My mother told me to write down a sentence after listening to it. 
If I got it wrong, I needed to listen to it again and then write it again. I 
kept doing it for a month. My listening comprehension improved. 
(Jessy, 1st interview)

Liu’s father, who knew little English but tried his best to keep up-to-
date about recent developments in English learning and teaching in China, 
provided critical guidance for her in how to learn English:

Gao:  You look as though you have been learning English for a long 
time. When did you start?
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Liu:  Well, I have quite a lot of knowledge about it (how to learn 
English). I did spend a lot of time on i nding out how to learn 
it. Well, actually, I did not. It was my father. Although he was 
not good at English at all, he read widely in this area. I think 
that he was as good as a researcher on how to learn English. 
In fact, he knows little English. He did not even know how to 
i gure out the twenty-six letters (Liu, 1st interview)

While these parents made various attempts to improve their child’s lan-
guage learning, two participants obviously had over-zealous parents who 
tried to force them to develop certain strategies due to their convictions 
regarding language learning. Yu, whose parents were convinced that she 
should start memorizing English vocabulary as soon as possible, was 
forced to memorize words at a young age. The experiences of memorizing 
difi cult words by rote for Yu were not happy ones and made language 
learning a burden to her.

[. . .] he believed that I should start learning English at a very young 
age, but his method, I feel, is totally wrong! From the very start, he 
asked me to memorize and recite words. He asked me to memorize 
many many words. Because I i nished all the words for the junior and 
senior school English, he asked me to memorize words for the second 
year college students when I WAS STILL IN PRIMARY SCHOOL. By 
memorization, I mean, if you ask, I should be able to tell you a par-
ticular word’s meaning. Well, in fact, I do not think that I remember 
all of them. (Yu, 1st interview)

Four participants were lucky to have parents who were tactful in encour-
aging their use of particular learning strategies. The parents had involved 
themselves closely in the participants’ learning by being with them and 
attending to the affective aspect of the participants’ language learning and 
strategy use, which helped induce changes in their strategy use and the 
adoption of certain language learning beliefs. For instance, Ran Ran’s 
strategy of learning English by listening to English music might have been 
a purposeful action or the accidental result of a hobby shared by the 
mother and the child learner: both of them liked to listen to English songs 
on the radio:

During my junior middle school days, I began to like to listen to the 
radio (English by China Central Radio Station). Well, it was actually 
year 2 at my junior middle school. At that time, my mother started it. 
My mother liked English songs very much. Just because we wanted to 
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listen to English songs so much, we began to listen (to the English 
radio) in Year 2 at my middle school. [. . .] Later, I listened to it even at 
daytime. [. . .] it often had i ve-minute news each hour. And I listened 
without turning it off. I did not understand it very well in the begin-
ning. Later at senior high school, [. . .] I could understand quite a lot. 
(Ran Ran, 1st interview)

In short, the inquiry revealed that Chinese parents (and other members 
of the family) were as closely involved in the participants’ English lan-
guage learning development as they were in their academic development, 
playing crucial supporting and guiding roles. Their involvement left a 
profound impact on the participants’ discourses about learning English, 
material conditions for learning English and development as language 
learners in terms of strategy use. The study coni rmed that the partici-
pants’ family tried to foster positive learning attitudes and values among 
them and helped them to internalize a motivating learning discourse that 
relates the learning of English to both material gains and their desired 
social identities. In addition, some participants were exposed to the target 
culture through their parents and other relatives. As a result, the partici-
pants’ families also directly left marks on their strategy use and learning 
beliefs. Such family involvement played an important role in the partici-
pants’ development as language learners, something which cannot and 
should not be neglected by researchers.

Teachers as signifi cant others

In most research literature on learner development or training studies 
(Wenden, 1998, 2002), teachers often appear to be the undisputed givers or 
facilitators, who either lead or assist language learners in the process of 
learners’ strategy development. The data suggest that English teachers 
had a similarly important role in mediating the participants’ discourses 
about language learning and strategy use (see Table 4.5).

Like parents, teachers in all the participants’ formal school settings 
emphasized the importance of learning English, pressed them to devote 
time and energy to doing so or improving specii c English skills for exami-
nations and tried to create opportunities for them to use relevant learning 
strategies. Since the English language was always one of the core academic 
subjects for the participants in their schools, two participants mentioned 
that their teachers were often seen working together with their parents to 
shape their discourses about learning English, convincing them that the 
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English language would be important to them in the future, usually by 
emphasizing its instrumental value:

At secondary school, my teachers and parents all told me that I must 
learn English well because it would be useful to me in the future. (Ran 
Ran, 1st interview)

Although English teachers were much more directly involved in the 
participants’ learning in the educational process than anyone else, surpris-
ingly they were not remembered by the participants as powerful i gures 
who dictated how they should learn English. English teachers in the par-
ticipants’ learning past might have tried to tread a balanced line between 
teaching and learning for examinations and knowledge. However, all the 
participants found that English teaching in their schools often displayed a 
much stronger orientation towards examinations. For this reason, English 
teachers were portrayed in the data as somebody urging them to adopt 
particular strategies to improve their English examination results as can 
be seen in the following extracts:

We had exercises and simulation papers. We were told to copy words 
every day by teachers and then had dictations every week. And also 
one simulation paper after another. (Luonan, 1st interview)

My teacher at middle school was very responsible. His classes always 
had the best exam results. He simply did a lot of cramming. (Cheng, 
1st interview)

Table 4.5 Teachers’ mediation on the participants’ development as language 
learners (N = 21)

No. At the level of Mediation Numbers

1 Learning discourses Instrumental value of English and 
the importance of learning 
English

21

2 Involvement in 
learners’ strategic 
learning process

Foster or impose certain learning 
strategies, i.e. memorization and 
learning for examinations

21

3 Learning discourses Encourage learners’ rel ections on 
learning

At least 3

4 Involvement in 
learners’ strategic 
learning process

Encourage learners to adopt 
alternative strategies, such as 
reading for pleasure

At least 3
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All learning and teaching were for exams. [. . .] After teaching the text, 
we were told to work on exercises and memorize words. Then we had 
quizzes and exams. We had to i nish a certain number of reading com-
prehension exercises, clozes and so on. Then we did have classroom 
performance opportunities. Not many. Most of the time, teachers 
would explain why we should answer this question this way. We 
focused a lot on grammar ( Jing, 1st interview)

Teachers’ teaching approaches, rel ecting the imprints of cultural traditions 
and contextual realities, mediated the participants’ ways of learning. As an 
example, the popularity of memorization strategies among the participants 
might have been associated with teachers’ insistence on memorization in 
the learning process; the teachers probably found it useful because of tradi-
tional exam-oriented learning (Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000) 
and increasingly competitive educational realities (Miyazaki, 1976; Phelps, 
2005). Rachel and Liu recalled their learning experiences associated with 
memorization activities imposed by their teachers as follows:

He was an old-fashioned type of teacher. He always focused on gram-
mar. If I had any mistake in my homework or exams, I had to go to his 
ofi ce and memorize the right answers before him until I could retell 
them without any problem. I could not go home until I could do it, 
even it was eight or nine o’clock in the evening. Everyone in the class 
would have to memorize those right answers before they could go 
home. (Rachel, 1st interview)

In my third year at junior middle school, the teacher told us that we 
had to understand thoroughly what we had learnt today. We had to 
memorize and recite every text to him [. . .] I think that memorization 
was good because it kept you speaking English and reading English 
to maintain the feel of English. (Liu, 1st interview)

Teachers were especially active in preparing students for the examina-
tions by getting them to work on exam-related exercises, a phenomenon 
noted by all the participants. At the height of such exam preparation, 
teachers decided what kind of exercises and learning activities the partici-
pants should work on in learning English by weighing up the relative 
stakes of different examinations. In the following extracts, Cheng and 
Jingwei described how they were urged to do exam-related preparations:

Because we had essay writing in exams in middle school, we were 
required to do some exercises related to writing. Sometimes, our 
teachers would purposefully select certain exercises to improve our 
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writing competence. They were mainly related to grammar. It seemed 
that an increase in vocabulary had little to do with our writing 
improvement. (Cheng, 1st interview)

I remember that teachers at senior high school would give us many 
reading comprehension materials. Those short paragraphs with ques-
tions. After reading these materials, I did not have time for reading 
other materials. (Jingwei, 1st interview)

In spite of the focus on examinations and memorization, the data suggest 
that a few teachers (at least in the accounts of Meng, Tianzhou and Dongxu) 
did attempt to encourage the participants to expand their learning oppor-
tunities and use alternative learning strategies when exam-oriented learn-
ing needs were not pressing, for instance, during their i rst year in junior 
or senior high schools. Unfortunately, most of these measures did not last 
long either because teachers found them unsustainable or because exami-
nations became a critical issue for teachers and students in later years, also 
revealing the contextual constraints on the participants’ language learning 
and strategy use:

An English teacher asked us to write English journals. After we had 
written for a while, he told us that he could not read all of them and 
told us not to write any more. (Meng, 1st interview)

He encouraged us to read extensively. He would often select some 
interesting stories for us to read. This happened in the i rst and second 
years at senior high school. [. . .] It was really a fun time. (Tianzhou, 1st 
interview)

(In the i rst year at senior high school), the teacher did not focus on 
grammar points. He would try to organize us to prepare for an English 
drama. He thought that it was much more important for us to increase 
our real competence. [. . .] However, my class always had the worst 
English exam results. [. . .] in the second and third year, the school put 
all students with good exam results in one class, called ‘the experi-
ment class’. (Dongxu, 1st interview)

Although the study participants were winners in the ruthless academic 
competition that their teachers had prepared them for, they were never-
theless quite critical of the ways in which teachers organized their English 
learning in the school. They expressed their dissatisfaction, even disdain, 
in interviews when they referred to their experiences of learning English 
at secondary schools, indicating that purely exam-oriented lessons did not 
help them to improve their real English competence. Possibly for this 
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reason, many of them, supported by their parents, took part-time English 
classes after school. However, they were apparently unable to get rid of 
the habit of learning for examinations as many of the out-of-class courses 
taken by these participants also prepared them for English examinations, 
such as IELTS or TOEFL. Surprisingly, at least three participants including 
Moya found that their after-hours teachers could help them to learn 
English or think about learning English in a different way, as mentioned in 
the earlier section on family involvement, leading to some reformulation 
of learning beliefs among the participants:

[. . .] he not only taught what was in the book, he also talked about many 
other things. He used a lot of jokes. All those jokes were related to 
English. He would tell us good sentence examples. It made me feel that 
the way we used to learn English was a blind alley. He said that it surely 
would not work. I totally agreed with him. (Moya, 1st interview)

Ting also noted that teachers in these part-time schools spoke better 
English than their school teachers as the schools often purposefully chose 
those teachers with a good reputation:

She has been to the US, UK and France. I learnt a lot from her. She was 
really famous in Beijing. I found that she spoke really good English. 
I always tried to imitate her ways of speaking. After a year, I made 
signii cant progress in learning English. (Ting, 1st interview)

Although teachers in those part-time English courses had more inspiring 
teaching methods or better subject knowledge, surprisingly they did not 
appear to make the participants adopt less exam-oriented strategies. In 
fact, they seemed particularly good at either teaching the participants 
better strategies to enhance their examination performance or at making 
them feel that they were ahead of their peers who did not take these part-
time courses. This suggests that the participants’ criticisms of teachers’ 
exam-oriented teaching at school were more about the quality of the teach-
ing and the perceived opportunities provided by examination success at 
school, and apparently much less about the exam-oriented learning itself 
(also see Thøgersen, 2002). Since the participants attended these schools at 
later stages of their learning on the Chinese mainland, it was likely that 
they had accepted exam-oriented learning as an essential part of learning 
that they needed to succeed in, given the extremely competitive educa-
tional conditions on the Chinese mainland.

In summary, teachers did make an important contribution to the par-
ticipants’ learning (see Table 4.5). In particular, together with parents, 
they were strong advocates of English as a language critical to the young 
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people’s future. Among all the participants, teachers in their formal school 
 settings were often found to put much emphasis on exam-oriented learn-
ing. They urged the participants to take up exam-oriented learning strate-
gies, although some teachers attempted to foster a more expansive learning 
approach among them if the situation permitted. However, in retrospect, 
these teachers’ mediation on the participants’ English learning did not 
seem to last long after the National College Entrance Examination had been 
taken. In contrast, many participants found English teachers in part-time 
courses at private schools inspiring and motivating, often leaving a deep 
impression on their learning of English. In conclusion, teachers in both 
formal and informal schools were important agents whose teaching made 
the participants adopt particular sets of learning strategies and rel ect on 
why they had learnt English in particular ways, in some cases leading to a 
critical evaluation of teachers’ participation in the learning process.

Peer mediation

In the learning process, the participants interacted with other English 
language learners at schools and universities on the Chinese mainland, in 
light of the strong culture for mutual collaboration among Chinese learners 
(Cheng, 2000; Cortazzi & Jin, 1996; Littlewood, 1999). The interview data 
support the argument that the participants’ experiences of learning English 
and strategy use were mediated by their interaction with peers, although 
their learning of English was largely done in isolation. Consequently, only 
three participants in schools and seven during the preparatory year men-
tioned use of social learning strategies with peers.

In general, all the participants went to the best schools in their places of 
origin, schools with the highest numbers of graduates entering top uni-
versities on the Chinese mainland. They reported that their peers were as 
motivated to achieve academic success in terms of examination scores as 
they were. The presence of motivated peers was important for the partici-
pants. Although it did not lead to greater peer collaboration, it encouraged 
them to concentrate their efforts on improving their examination results 
and made them become highly committed to a strenuous learning pro-
cess. Only occasionally, at the instigation of some teachers, did they i nd 
themselves organizing interesting activities such as drama performance 
and in-class conversation practices, which required them to collaborate 
with each other. In the interviews, at least four participants told me that 
they always had long school days before the National College Entrance 
Examination and had little time for themselves and friends. According to 
my knowledge, this was a much more widespread phenomenon among 
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senior high school students on the Chinese mainland and probably 
explained why the participants did not talk much in the interviews about 
their experiences of working with peers.

When they did mention experiences of learning with peers, they mostly 
recalled how they collaborated with their peers to create learning oppor-
tunities and try new learning strategies (see Table 4.2). However, their ref-
erences to their experiences of mutual peer support rel ect that the reported 
incidents of peer collaboration were still overshadowed by a pronounced 
exam-oriented learning approach in schools, indicating the constraints 
that the broader learning context had on individual learners and their peer 
interaction. Moya recalled her experience of memorizing English together 
with her classmates as follows:

We had a few friends, who decided to memorize vocabulary together. 
We each memorized one list of words from a book and then tested 
each other. If I could memorize more than others, I felt that I had 
achieved something. I thought that it was fun. Because we tested each 
other, we had to memorize words seriously. (Moya, 1st interview)

At school, if learners had a good relationship with each other, they would 
encourage or discourage each other from using alternative strategies. In 
the case of Meng, whose teacher encouraged them to read more English 
classic novels, her peers tried to modify the teacher’s instructions and per-
suaded her to read materials that interested her rather than to follow the 
instructions blindly:

After we began to read classics, most of my classmates said that it was 
not fun to read them and told me to stop reading them. They recom-
mended me to read something more popular. And I did so. After all, it 
was just for entertainment. Who would be able to appreciate classical 
novels? (Meng, 1st interview)

As examination pressure was a key factor compelling the participants 
to learn English in isolation, during the preparatory year in mainland 
Chinese universities, when examination pressure disappeared, the data 
indicate that more participants had experiences of collaborative learning. 
Seven participants sought to expand their learning opportunities and 
managed to i nd supportive friends to work with them on learning English, 
especially spoken English:

I practised English conversation more than other skills because I liked 
to do it. Well, my classmates would come to practise English with me. If 
they did not, I would look for them to practise English. [. . .] I would go 
to English corners or any other English activities. (Liu, 1st interview)
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Five of those who happened to be studying in the same university during 
the preparatory year, organized themselves into a group and recruited an 
English teacher, who had been abroad, to give them extra English tuition. 
Luonan, as one of the group, remembered that they tried to use English 
among themselves:

We had a regulation among us. We could not speak more than a cer-
tain number of Chinese sentences. Otherwise, we would be i ned. It 
worked on the i rst day. It did not last longer than two days. (Luonan, 
1st interview)

Other participants like Jing also endeavoured to create more learning 
opportunities so that they could use social strategies to improve their oral 
competence, such as English corner activities:

I found it boring for a group of Chinese students to speak English 
together. After going there for a couple of times, I stopped going there. 
[. . .] And they always started talking in Chinese after a while. Although 
I felt that my pronunciation was good, I just could not express what I 
wanted to say. ( Jing, 1st interview)

However, as noted by Luo and Jing, none of these forms of collaboration 
lasted long, either because they did not have a strong motivation to  persist 
or because the students were not satisi ed with the learning opportunities 
emerging from such collaboration. Overall, the inquiry produced limited 
data on the peers’ mediation on the participants’ learning of English and 
their strategy use, although this does not negate the importance of peer 
mediation in the learning process. The examination pressure there was 
understandably prevalent among the participants as they all learnt in 
highly competitive educational settings. Nevertheless, the inquiry did 
record several positive incidents with peers in the participants’ interview 
data. A good relationship with peers often helped the participants to 
adopt  collaborative learning strategies, such as creating new opportuni-
ties for using English (e.g. Liu). However, the competitive educational 
context, which made learning and teaching highly exam-oriented, often 
constrained peer interaction and limited its positive impact on the partici-
pants’ strategy use.

Cultural Artefacts (Examinations)

From the sociocultural perspective, learners’ socialization process is 
mediated by social agents using a variety of physical (material) and non-
physical artefacts (Donato & McCormick, 1994; Lantolf, 2000; Palfreyman, 
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2006). Consequently, these artefacts mediate language learners’ experiences 
of learning and strategy use. Previous sections in this chapter, when demon-
strating the mediation of various social agents, have already pointed to 
the connection between the participants’ internalization of societal and 
traditional learning discourses and social agents’ mediation practices. For 
instance, teachers and parents were found to have mediated these dis-
courses to the participants, which in turn became a core part of the partici-
pants’ motive/belief system underlying their strategy use in learning 
English. These sections have also documented the mediation of material 
conditions and cultural artefacts on the participants’ strategy use. For 
example, parents provided good learning materials, facilitating their 
child’s language learning and use of particular strategies, such as reading 
quality English materials extensively. Among all the artefacts, material or cul-
tural, having an impact on the participants’ previous learning experiences, 
examinations, especially high-stakes examinations, turned out to be the most 
inl uential. This had already emerged in the data presented in the earlier 
 sections on teachers’ mediation in the participants’ language learning efforts. 
As the present educational competition intensii es, with high social positions 
and career opportunities becoming increasingly limited in relation to the 
societal demand, high-stakes examinations have become ever more critical in 
deciding whether Chinese students’ educational investment and efforts are 
worthwhile. Therefore, it is no surprise that examinations, or learning assess-
ment methods, have turned out to be the most important mediating artefacts 
in the participants’ strategy development process (Table 4.6).

In the data, all the participants complained about how examinations 
dominated their previous learning experiences at secondary schools on 
the Chinese mainland. They found themselves preoccupied with learning 
activities preparing them for high-stakes examinations when learning 
English on the Chinese mainland, particularly before they took the National 
College Entrance Examination. They all had to work on simulation 
 exercises in the hope of getting good scores in examinations. Moya’s 
account was representative of the participants’ experiences:

Table 4.6 Examinations in the participants’ development as language learners 
(N = 21)

No. How examinations mediated my language learning? Numbers

1 Exams dominate my learning 21

2 I do not like to learn for exams 15

3 I once chose to take exam-preparation courses outside school 10
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Starting from the junior middle school, I started doing a lot of exer-
cises. My English grades were good at that time. I felt that I might 
have poor scores if I did not work on exercises. I would feel very bad 
about it. In order to have good exam scores, I kept working on exam 
exercises. At senior high school, I worked on exercises [. . .]. (Moya, 1st 
interview)

In such a frenzied exam-oriented learning process, the traditional belief in 
the capacity of education to change one’s life was translated into a belief 
that good examination results were, from the participants’ viewpoint, the 
means of achieving and maintaining ‘elite’ social status (Miyazaki, 1976). 
Ting made the following statement:

In primary school, only a dozen of the whole class could go to a good 
middle school while the rest had to go to non-key middle schools. I 
went to a better middle school so I was able to go to a better senior 
high school. Among those who went to non-key middle schools, most 
did not go to university or went to non-key universities or vocational 
schools or joined the workforce. It made a huge difference for us. 
(Ting, 1st interview)

Stories indicating that life could be changed due to the status change 
brought by examination success were repeated in exam-preparation mate-
rials widely used by students on the Chinese mainland. Two participants 
including Luonan described a special set of test preparation materials as 
one of the most widely used test preparation materials among secondary 
school students on the Chinese mainland. These materials were popular 
because of the story behind them: a group of poor but hardworking stu-
dents used these exercise books to obtain high scores in the National 
College Entrance Examination and this changed their lives forever. Such 
stories embodied the popular societal and traditional discourses about 
education and learning (Miyazaki, 1976; Thøgersen, 2002), made these 
examination practice materials more reliable and also justii ed their use in 
the learning process:

Almost all schools had this series of exam practice books called ‘Zhi 
Hong You Hua ( )’. ‘Zhi Hong’ was a special class full of stu-
dents from poor families who had good academic records (author’s 
note: Zhi Hong literally means ‘having revolutionary spirits’ or ‘being 
highly committed to a particular cause’). ‘You Hua’ (optimalization) 
books were exercises books they used before taking the National exam. 
[...] The book was widely known among all secondary school students 
because we all had to take the national exam. (Luonan, 1st interview)
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However, the emphasis on exam-oriented learning and teaching at school 
was not favourably received by the participants, as mentioned earlier. 
Fifteen participants expressed negative feelings about the exam-oriented 
learning, most of them i nding it boring and painful to learn English in 
such a manner. Repeated exercises were even discouraging for some par-
ticipants like Liu who did not like the feeling of being defeated when she 
often failed to answer half of the multiple choice grammar questions cor-
rectly in simulation exercises. In the data, no participant said anything 
positive about such learning. The following quotes are a few examples 
that show how critical the participants were of the teaching and learning 
efforts that were oriented towards taking high-stakes examinations:

It was all for the National Exam. We worked on exam papers all the 
time. We worked on multiple choice exam questions all the time. 
I could only get half of these questions answered correctly. It was 
really painful. The more I worked on them, the more wrong answers 
I got. I felt that I had been repeatedly defeated. (Liu, 1st interview)

Learning English at school is really, well, how to say it, [exam-ori-
ented], since our education always encourages us to learn for the sake 
of exams. First of all, I was not interested in such a kind of learning. 
Second, I do not think that it worked. (Zhixuan, 1st interview)

It was a very boring thing to learn English at school. All classes were 
for exams. (Jing, 1st interview)

My teachers at school always told us what kind of English would be 
tested in exams [. . .] I felt that it was really boring. (Cheng, 1st interview)

Nevertheless, such experiences did not prevent the participants from 
using examinations as objective goals when trying to improve their 
English. Although complaining loudly about exam-oriented teaching at 
school, 10 participants took examination preparation courses outside 
school. When they felt less pressurized by examinations during their pre-
paratory year, they seemed more willing to use alternative strategies, 
which appeared to be less related to achieving examination success. Yet, 
six participants, including Jessy, took exam-preparation courses during 
the year after they i nished the National College Entrance Examination. 
They reported using international English language proi ciency tests such 
as TOEFL or IELTS to guide their English learning:

When I was at Peking University, I worked on TOEFL and New 
Concept English words. I even memorized TOEFL vocabulary. ( Jessy, 
1st interview)
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In short, examinations as artefacts were found to play a dominant role 
in the participants’ development of strategies in learning English on the 
Chinese mainland. Although they did not enjoy exam-oriented learning 
and teaching at institutions prior to their tertiary studies in Hong Kong, 
the data show that they were also ready to use examinations as the embodi-
ment of learning objectives in order to mobilize their learning efforts. Since 
all the participants were winners in this highly competitive educational 
system, they had probably been more motivated to learn for examinations 
before coming to Hong Kong. In other words, although exam-oriented 
learning and teaching wasted valuable time and made learning and teaching 
painful for them, it nevertheless enabled them to access better educational 
and social opportunities by being successful exam-takers. Therefore, the 
ambiguous attitudes towards examinations actually rel ect the mediation 
of competitive contextual realities and their readiness to use examinations 
to mobilize their learning efforts should be considered as rational responses 
in the participants’ struggle to be on the top of the social hierarchy through 
educational efforts.

Agency in the Participants’ Strategy Use

The above discussion of the data has highlighted the role of contextual 
mediation, the prevalent societal and traditional discourses about learn-
ing English, social agents’ mediation and the signii cance of high-stakes 
examinations in the participants’ strategy use on the Chinese mainland. 
While such discussion signii es the importance of contextual conditions 
in mediating the participants’ strategy use, it should not be seen as under-
estimating the important role of the participants’ agency in putting 
numerous efforts into learning English as documented in the data. 
Learners’ strategy use cannot be properly explained without addressing 
the issue of agency, which is revealed in their use of power (Giddens, 
1976, 1982, 1984).

Firstly, at the core of the participants’ strategy use in learning English 
were their discourses about learning English, which consisted of motiva-
tional (values and attitudes) and belief discourses in the interview data. 
The participants’ use of these statements, rel ecting what was dominant in 
the sociocultural context, acted as a vast reserve of discursive resources, to 
stimulate, regulate and justify their strategy use, particularly after they 
had acquired and internalized these discourses in the socialization process 
(Donato & McCormick, 1994; Lantolf, 2000; Thorne, 2005). Although the 
participants’ discourses about learning English resulted from a socializa-
tion process mediated by many social agents using a variety of artefacts 
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(Donato & McCormick, 1994; Parks & Raymond, 2004), such situated 
agency played a crucial role in motivating and guiding the participants’ 
strategy use towards their desired learning objectives. After all, what is 
socioculturally appealing and widespread in society, to some extent, must 
have echoed what is desired by individual participants and become inter-
nalized through a process of interpretative reconstruction by them (Corson, 
1997; Dean et al., 2006; Layder, 1990).

Secondly, participants’ agency was also rel ected in the fact that most of 
them retained their individuality in strategy use regardless of the domi-
nant societal and traditional discourses about learning English and enthu-
siastic efforts from social agents, including family members, teachers and 
peers. However, in spite of all the mediation efforts from these social 
agents, the data suggest that the participants attempted to use appropriate 
strategies for their learning; and their strategy choices were frequently the 
result of their own pursuits, albeit mediated by the learning context. In 
other words, they showed that they had the capacity to ‘act otherwise’ 
(Giddens, 1984: 14), although their capacity to act otherwise did not lead 
to their open resistance to the contextual impositions on their strategy use. 
The particular patterns of strategy use displayed in the learning accounts 
were therefore probably the participants’ rational responses to the learn-
ing environment and indicative of their agency (Sealey & Carter, 2004).

Thirdly, among all the participants’ rel ections on their strategy use in 
learning English, they were most dubious of exam-oriented learning 
efforts and their positive impact on learning English, as indicated in 
Dongxu’s interview extract. They were also able to critically evaluate 
which strategies they acquired from the socialization process were helpful 
and which were not. They understood that much of what they had been 
doing only helped them to achieve examination success and was often 
meaningless in terms of acquiring better proi ciency, coni rmed again in 
the following interview extract:

We had to do a lot of simulation exam papers every day. We actually 
spent very little time on learning English. I spent more time on getting 
myself familiarized with the exam questions and identifying tech-
niques I could use to improve my scores. I do not think that we were 
learning English at all. We were learning to deal with English exams. 
(Dongxu, 1st interview)

This indicates that the participants were ready to adopt a different set of 
strategies once they were allowed to do so by a change in circumstances, a 
trend in strategy use already captured by Table 4.2. Such rel exivity can be 
seen as an expression of their agency (Giddens, 1976).
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Fourthly, a brief note should be made about the participants’ beliefs in 
learning English as revealed in the data because the preceding arguments 
suggest that their beliefs about how to learn the language played a role in 
their language learning (also see Yang, 1999). Although much less present 
than their references to motives (values and attitudes) in the data, a few 
participants did talk about what they perceived as appropriate ways of 
learning English. For instance, participants like Rachel and Ting believed 
that they should learn English as if they were learning it like a child, while 
Zhixuan also held the view that it was important for him to memorize a 
few key English texts as he did the same when learning Chinese. These 
beliefs led to their use of memorization strategies (in the case of Zhixuan) 
and strategies to increase their exposure to English (in the case of Rachel). 
They are indicative of a tendency among these participants to conceive of 
the learning of English in the same way as the acquisition of their i rst 
language. Zhixuan formed his learning beliefs by rel ecting on his prior 
learning experiences, although the data do suggest that personal beliefs 
were related to the social agents’ mediation practices (in the cases of Rachel 
and Ting). As the data on the participants’ personal learning beliefs were 
limited in the baseline interviews, this issue receives further attention in 
the later chapters.

Mediation of Contextual Conditions

Apart from highlighting the role of agency, the data recorded some 
contradictions among the participants between what they preferred to do 
and what they actually did in the learning process, particularly in rela-
tion to exam-oriented learning and teaching. For instance, their negative 
responses to exam-oriented teaching and learning did not negate their 
readiness to take measures for improving their examination performance 
or to use examinations as stimulating goals for regulating their strategy 
use in learning English. Underlying such ambiguous attitudes towards 
exam-oriented learning might be a fundamental need among them for 
objective testimonies of their learning achievements, which could be used 
to demonstrate their lead over other learners. Such a need could only be 
properly explained with reference to the contextual realities on the 
Chinese mainland.

At all times in Chinese history, there have been more demands for 
opportunities for social advancement than Chinese society has been able to 
offer. The dynamics in the educational system, including its examination 
system, on the Chinese mainland, seem to be determined by the harsh 
demand–supply reality. The Chinese mainland today has inherited a 
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 tradition where education, in particular high-stakes examinations, plays a 
decisive role in determining a student’s social mobility (Elman, 2000; Lee, 
W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; Miyazaki, 1976; Thøgersen, 2002). Moreover, in 
spite of two decades of enviable economic progress, the Chinese mainland 
has witnessed the re-birth of a social hierarchy based on material wealth, 
the widening gap between the haves and the have-nots and the intensii ca-
tion of competition for social positions in the highest echelons of the social 
hierarchy (Hu, 2004; Nunan, 2003). What this inquiry has addressed is the 
phenomenon that in an increasingly stratii ed society, the well-resourced 
‘elite’ are most willing to commit more material and social resources to 
their child’s educational future, which in turn further coni rms the spell of 
the societal and traditional discourses on the participants’ learning of 
English. As a result, the  participants, ‘elite’ students from socioeconomi-
cally advantaged families, still found themselves subject to the necessity 
to achieve examination success in English, however critical they were of 
exam-oriented learning. In this sense, the participants’ agency in strategy 
use was constrained by the contextual realities. Meanwhile, their strategy 
use is indicative of their understanding of the societal and traditional 
learning discourses as well as contextual realities on the Chinese main-
land. For instance, their exam-oriented strategic learning, in particular the 
popularity of exam-oriented memorization strategies, was facilitated by 
their awareness of the social reality at large, namely the imbalance of 
supply and demand of social promotion opportunities.

An Understanding of the Participants’ Emerging 
Strategy Use

An understanding of the ongoing interaction process between agency 
and context underlying the participants’ strategy use emerges from the 
preceding discussion on agency and contextual conditions (see Figure 2.5). 
The i ndings suggest that learners’ power, the will and capacity to act 
 otherwise and a precondition to learner agency (Giddens, 1976, 1984), 
seems to have been profoundly mediated by contextual realities, includ-
ing social agents, societal and traditional discourses and (material/ 
cultural) artefacts. In turn, such mediation had a deep impact on their 
strategy use in learning English. The i ndings lead to further rel ections on 
what constitutes learner agency in the data, seeing agency in terms 
of power, or the will and capacity to act otherwise (Giddens, 1984). 
The data indicate that learners’ capacity consists of their knowledge of 
what strategies are needed to achieve their learning objectives (strategic 
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learning capacity) and a critical understanding of contextual discourses 
and realities (sociocultural capacity), as well as their competence in utiliz-
ing such knowledge and understanding in the learning process. Their will 
to learn refers to the motive (value/attitude) and belief system emerging 
from their learning discourses, which were indicative of a strong desire to 
be successful, whether these discourses were their own beliefs or some-
thing that they were urged to endorse. These mutually interactive compo-
nents formed the core of the participants’ power, a precondition to their 
agency’s underlying strategy use in the learning process (Giddens, 1976, 
1984). With these capacities and the will to act, the participants were thus 
able to actively interpret and understand contextual reality, the nature and 
demands of learning English as a task. Meanwhile, they were able to 
assimilate further the societal and traditional learning discourses to 
empower their language learning and regulate their strategy use on the 
Chinese mainland. Such theorization of learner agency does not exclude 
the fact that other important factors such as aptitude, learning styles and 
so on were also at play in inl uencing the participants’ strategy use.

The study did not record that the participants’ use of these capacities 
led to signii cant events suggestive of their efforts to transform contex-
tual conditions in their pursuit of learning, although a few participants 
did recall brief experiences of collaborating with each other in their 
learning pursuits. However, their critical comments on exam-oriented 
learning and teaching at schools in the interviews demonstrate that they 
were highly rel ective. These comments also indicate that their strategy 
use consisted of rational responses to a situation where they had to deal 
with the fundamental issue of academic survival and success in a i ercely 
competitive educational context. Meanwhile, although most partici-
pants might not appear to have made efforts to transform contextual 
conditions in the learning process, they at least helped reinforce the 
mediation of contextual realities on their language learning by acting 
according to their understanding of contextual realities. In addition, 
given their young age and dependence on other social agents including 
teachers and parents in the learning process, it was unlikely for them to 
display open resistance to contextual impositions on their language 
learning. Hence, the limited data on the participants’ micro-political 
moves, such as creating and sustaining supportive learning networks, 
did not mean that they lacked the capacity to transform contextual con-
ditions in the learning process. It probably meant that the particular 
learning contexts and timing were not conducive to their use of micro-
political moves.
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Conclusion

So far, I have presented the i ndings related to the participants’ strategic 
learning on the Chinese mainland and discussed how their strategy 
choices resulted from this interaction between context (such as academic 
competition) and agency (such as personal ambitions and various capaci-
ties). It is important to note that the inquiry covered the participants’ 20 
years’ life experiences. For quite a long time, they tried to understand, 
construct and internalize what they were exposed to through the media-
tion of a host of social agents. Over the years, their will and capacity to act 
otherwise must have increased gradually as they grew up.

These i ndings are only a partial picture of the interaction between 
learner agency and contextual conditions underlying the participants’ 
strategic learning efforts. One must bear in mind that each individual 
 participant had unique language learning experiences in a socialization 
process mediated by a particular set of individual social agents in their 
respective settings. Individual participants’ educational and family 
 settings might differ from each other and their strategy use varied as a 
result of different socialization processes. For instance, Meng did not have 
relatives who went abroad and who acquired a good deal of sociocultural 
knowledge related to English like Zhixuan, Rachel and Moya. Mengshi’s 
parents never forced him to memorize vocabulary in the way that Yu’s 
father did. This said, the picture generated from the analysis of the inter-
view data is indicative of what might be involved in the interaction 
between learner agency and contextual conditions underlying the partici-
pants’ strategic learning efforts on the Chinese mainland.
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Chapter 5

Learning English in Hong Kong

Chapter 4 described and interpreted the participants’ strategy use on 
the Chinese mainland. While some of the participants participated in a 
follow-up longitudinal study for two academic years (for details, see 
Chapter 6), it was also mentioned in the previous chapters that 15 of the 
participants in Phase 1 were interviewed about their language learning 
experiences in Hong Kong 20 months later. This chapter reports on the 
study in Phase 3, which aims to present an overview of the participants’ 
strategic learning efforts in Hong Kong. As mentioned earlier, i ndings in 
Phase 1 helped serve as a baseline for comparison with the i ndings from 
this study to demonstrate the extent and the ways in which the partici-
pants’ strategy use shifted after arrival in Hong Kong. To appreciate their 
shifting strategy use in Hong Kong, I will also draw on the data collected 
in Phase 1 concerning their perceptions of the new context upon their 
arrival, which revealed their reasons for choosing Hong Kong as the place 
for tertiary studies, their preparedness for the challenges ahead and their 
expected outcomes. In combination with these i ndings, this chapter inter-
prets the shifts in their strategy use as a group during the two years’ stay.

Hong Kong for Mainland Chinese Students

In Phase 1, I asked about the participants’ motives for choosing Hong 
Kong to undertake their undergraduate studies and the challenges facing 
them in the new context. An analysis of the relevant data revealed that all 
the participants were attracted to Hong Kong because of its educational 
quality (Li, 2006; Li & Bray, 2007; Ming Pao, 2006a).

As can be seen in Table 5.1, one of the reasons most frequently quoted 
by the participants turned out to be the English-medium instruction 
policy adopted by the university. The data indicate that the reason as to 
why English-medium instruction was important to them was linked to 
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other motives underlying their decision to study in Hong Kong. Many 
participants, including those who were about to study in science pro-
grammes, intended to pursue further education in English-speaking 
countries including the United States. They believed that the university, 
being an English-medium institution, prepared them for further studies 
abroad in terms of linguistic proi ciency and academic competence. Those 
who intended to pursue business-related degree studies believed that 
Hong Kong, as an international city in Asia and a bustling business centre 
in the region, provided valuable internship, overseas exchange and 
employment opportunities. In these participants’ perception, these ben-
ei ts would give them a competitive edge in the job market upon gradua-
tion. Consequently, it is not surprising that they talked about the quality 
teaching and curriculum available at the university. The university’s aca-
demic ranking and reputation gave them further coni dence that they 
could consolidate their status as ‘elite’ students in the future. In other 
words, they perceived that they could realize the value of quality educa-
tion in Hong Kong in accordance with Chinese traditional expectations 
(Bai, 2006; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; Thøgersen, 2002), which were 
increasingly difi cult to pursue on the Chinese mainland.

In addition, some participants mentioned that they had an intrinsic 
interest in the courses offered by the universities in Hong Kong, while 
others mentioned that they looked forward to a change of scene after 
spending so many years on the Chinese mainland (Table 5.1). Seven par-
ticipants also referred to their parents as the chief decision-makers behind 

Table 5.1    The participants’ motives for coming to Hong Kong for tertiary 
education (N = 21)

No. Motives No. of participants

1 English-medium instruction 16

2 More opportunities for overseas studies/
employment

13

3 Academic reputation, good-quality teaching 
and curriculum

11

4 Parents’ decisions 7

5 Course preferences 5

6 Other personal reasons, such as ‘wanting to 
have some changes’

4
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their educational move to Hong Kong. This i gure may not rel ect the 
actual level of parental involvement in their decisions about coming to 
Hong Kong for tertiary studies. In reality, most of the participants needed 
a large sum of money to cover their educational and living expenses, 
which could only be provided by their parents.

In relation to their perceived challenges and difi culties in Hong Kong, 
all the participants mentioned that their English would be insufi cient to 
cope with learning at the university (Table 5.2). This concern must be 
understood in connection with the fact that most of them used to be top 
students on the Chinese mainland and wished to remain so in the new 
academic setting. Whether their English competence was sufi cient or not, 
there was some genuine concern among the participants about their read-
iness to undertake studies through the medium of English. They were 
mostly worried that they might not be able to compete with local students 
in academic studies as local students had been educated in English for a 
much longer time. As can be seen in Table 5.2, the majority of the partici-
pants were concerned that their vocabulary for academic studies would 
not be adequate. Quite a number of participants felt that they lacked oral 
proi ciency and would not be able to express themselves freely or partici-
pate effectively in class. Others were concerned that their reading speed 
would be a barrier to their acquisition of knowledge. Writing was another 
concern for those who pursued studies in particular courses such as the 
social sciences and law.

Table 5.2    Perceived challenges reported by the participants (N = 21)

Perceived challenges No. of participants

Related to English 21

Vocabulary 16

Speaking 8

Reading 6

Writing 5

Listening 1

Related to Cantonese 8

Academic adjustment 9

Daily life adjustment 1
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While English was a focus of improvement for all the participants in 
their studies in Hong Kong, eight of them did feel that Cantonese would 
be another difi culty for them to overcome, which is in accordance with 
contextual realities. Such participants were more likely to be taking busi-
ness, social science and law programmes and were planning to stay in 
Hong Kong after graduation. They believed that a good command of 
Cantonese would make it easier for them to mix with local students as 
they had learned in the preparatory year from senior students from the 
Chinese mainland that Cantonese was the dominant language on the 
campus. This indicates that they already had quite a realistic assessment 
of the linguistic context in Hong Kong before they arrived.

Furthermore, in spite of the challenges and difi culties facing them, 
most participants wanted to improve their English and acquire a perfect 
command or near-native level of English during their studies in Hong 
Kong. Their expectations of learning achievement were so high that only 
a slight imperfection in respect of accent was an acceptable compromise 
for them. The following quote exemplii es their learning expectations, 
applicable not only to speaking but also to writing, reading and 
listening:

I hope that I can learn to have conversations with another person in 
English l uently, even though I speak English with an accent. I can 
also have a casual conversation with people in English. Then I can use 
English to make my presentation. It is best that I can make an English 
presentation without any preparation, an off-hand one. That is to say, 
I can talk freely in English, although with an accent, and my language 
and thoughts are clear. (Tian Zhou, 1st interview, translated from 
Chinese)

It is debatable whether such learning expectations were realistic; it cer-
tainly required an enormous amount of effort for the participants to 
achieve them. However, not all of them had clear action plans for learning 
English, portending the dissatisfaction resulting from the failure to realize 
such learning expectations. The following sections aim to show how the 
participants’ strategy use was mediated by the new setting as revealed in 
their accounts of learning in Hong Kong.

The Study (Phase 3, April–July 2006)

Like the study in Phase 1, the study in Phase 3 (April–July 2006) is also 
a semi-structured interview study (see Appendix 2) on the participants’ 
language learning experiences with a focus on their strategy use, involving 
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15 of the 22 participants (see Table 4.1). All but four participants (Rachel, 
Mengshi, Liu and Yaojing) chose to be interviewed in Chinese. Supported 
by preliminary i ndings from Phase 1, the semi-structured interview ques-
tions aimed to explore how the participants’ strategy use and learning 
discourses, including motivational and belief discourses, were mediated 
by contextual discourses, and material (artefact) and social resources. The 
study in Phase 1 did not generate much data on the participants’ own 
beliefs in respect to how English should be learnt apart from describing 
how they were persuaded or obliged to use exam-oriented learning strate-
gies. In this study, particular attention was paid to ensure that they talked 
about their personal learning beliefs. In short, the following research ques-
tions were explored:

(1) What were the distinctive features of the participants’ strategy use in 
Hong Kong?

(2) How did these participants come to adopt particular patterns of strat-
egy use as displayed in the data?

The participants were also invited to rel ect on the differences in their 
strategy use and learning motivations in Hong Kong and on the Chinese 
mainland. These comparisons not only helped me to understand their 
experiential accounts in Hong Kong better but also validated their learn-
ing accounts in Phase 1. Moreover, informed by the interpretative frame-
work (i gure 2.5) and preliminary i ndings from the study in Phase 1, the 
following questions were also examined when analysing the data from 
this phase (Phase 3):

(1) How did the participants construct their language learning discur-
sively in terms of motivation (motives or values) and beliefs?

(2) How did social agents mediate their strategy use?
(3) What were the roles of material conditions, cultural artefacts (exami-

nations) or institutional practices (academic studies in the medium of 
English) in their adjustment of particular learning strategies?

When analysing the interview data, I used an approach similar to that 
in the study in Phase 1. Guided by the research questions, I constantly 
compared and questioned different participants’ answers and from such a 
constant questioning and comparing process, thematic relationships 
among different categories of data, including the participants’ strategic 
efforts, motivational discourses, learning conceptions, perceived learning 
progress and impressions of learning settings, gradually emerged (Patton, 
1990; Strauss & Corbin, 1998). In addition, i ndings in the i rst and fol-
low-up studies (Phases 1 and 2) also guided the analysis (Erickson, 2004). 
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In the process, it became clear that academic studies conducted in English 
mediated the participants’ language learning and strategy use.

The following sections of this chapter are devoted to using the interpre-
tative framework to present the i ndings through examining their learning 
experiences in Hong Kong. These sections demonstrate how the partici-
pants’ strategy use and learning discourses were related to a learning pro-
cess mediated by societal discourses, social agents, as well as material 
(artefacts) conditions and the practices associated with these materials 
and artefacts. All the interview extracts were translated from Chinese 
unless otherwise stated.

Participants’ Strategy Use

As in Phase 1, the participants’ references to their strategy use were 
coded according to the categories of ‘voluntary’, ‘obligatory’ and ‘others’. 
Since English was no longer considered a compulsory academic subject, 
as it was on the Chinese mainland, the ‘obligatory’ strategies were not 
reported in the data, even though the participants took compulsory 
English enhancement courses at the university. The analysis revealed that 
shifts in their strategy use in Hong Kong continued the trend that had 
already begun prior to their arrival (see Table 4.2). The repertoire of strate-
gies in Table 5.3 may resemble what they had used on the Chinese main-
land, but a fundamental reshufl e in the ways in which they learnt English 
was also noticeable in the data. The changing context had made their ini-
tiative the main driving force for their strategy use in Hong Kong, while a 
host of social agents, like teachers and parents, both directly urged and 
indirectly guided them to learn English in ways that best guaranteed exam 
results for most of the time on the Chinese mainland. Other important 
changes may include their growing maturity, which made them gain more 
control of their own learning. As a result, the data reveal several features 
of their strategic learning efforts in Hong Kong.

Firstly, after arrival in Hong Kong, all the participants attempted to 
increase their exposure to language input through watching English TV 
programmes, listening to the English radio and music, reading English 
books, newspapers and magazines, as well as using English to surf the 
internet (Table 5.3). These learning efforts were well supported by the 
material conditions in the new learning environment and were also largely 
what they planned to do at the start of their stay:

I watched English movies, listened to English news, read English 
newspapers. I often read some newspaper articles or books which 
have some simple words (I think that they are simple and not difi cult 
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to use). Sometimes I read those materials. But I read them for interest, 
not so much for learning English. (Meng, 2nd interview)

For some time, I had been listening to VOA recordings. I have a set of 
MP3 for practising listening comprehension. I feel that I can improve 
my listening comprehension if I persistently spend some time listening 
to them every day. (Dongxu, 2nd interview)

Table 5.3    Strategies reported by the participants in Hong Kong

Category Strategy items Counts

Voluntary Watch English TV/movies/play English PC 
games

15

Listen to radio/recordings /songs/other 
materials

15

Read English magazines or newspaper or 
materials

15

Surf English websites 12

Seek and create opportunities to practise 
English with others

10

Writing English diaries/blogs 6

Murmur to myself 2

Others (specii c 
strategies)

Pay attention to language used during listening 
and reading

14

Memorize words by rote memory (look at a 
word several times)

14

Memorize English texts/lyrics/sentences 3

Memorize words/texts in contexts (listening or 
reading) 

12

Guessing meaning from contexts 5

Look up new words in dictionaries (paper or 
electronic)

6

Write down a new word in a note book 4

Limit the use of Chinese in learning English 6

Imitate others in speaking English 3
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Yu:  For a period of time, I tried to. . .when I found it necessary to 
read a particular English book, I would seriously take notes 
[. . .] I took notes of words, a sentence or a word’s usage [. . .]

Gao:  Apart from taking notes, what else did you do?
Yu:  I tried to watch movies in English. All the movies I watched 

were in English. (Yu, 2nd interview)

Mengshi:  Most of the time, I improve my vocabulary. Maybe I improve 
my listening when watching TV or listening to English.

Gao: How do you improve your vocabulary?
Mengshi:  I try various ways like pick up vocabulary from the 

newspaper and from all kinds of novels, or articles. 
Sometimes, I learnt vocabulary from IELTS textbooks, last 
semester and this semester. (Mengshi, English original, 
2nd interview)

As can be seen from these extracts, participants like Meng might have 
done so out of intrinsic interest in the language and its related culture, but 
others, such as Dongxu, Yu and Mengshi, displayed a clear sense of learn-
ing purpose in acquiring linguistic competence. In the process of being 
exposed to English, they used a variety of strategies, such as taking notes 
and using a dictionary, to have a better understanding of the materials 
they had been watching, listening to or reading.

Secondly, during their studies in Hong Kong, 10 participants reported 
using English with local students, exchange students and even other 
mainland Chinese students to improve their English, rel ecting the 
increased necessity of using English at the university. However, most par-
ticipants in the study had little access to social learning opportunities in 
Hong Kong, which possibly explains why the other i ve participants 
remained silent on the same issue. In response, some participants tried to 
seek and create social opportunities to use English. For instance, i ve of 
them, who were involved in the longitudinal follow-up study, had regular 
English conversations with me for a year or two. For quite some time, 
Rachel also considered her regular 30-min phone conversation with 
another Chinese student in a mainland Chinese university the only means 
of maintaining and improving her oral proi ciency:

Gao:  How did you spend your thirty minutes (learning English)?
Rachel:   The most special thing I did was that I practised English 

with my classmate in high school. He is now in Tsing Hua 
University and he is very proi cient in English. He is in 
Beijing and we practised English over the phone [. . .] Not 
every day but maybe every other day. During the weekend, 
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we spent one hour or something. I cannot buy someone to 
practise English with me on the campus so I had to. (Rachel, 
English original, 2nd interview)

These strategic learning efforts revealed the agency of highly motivated 
language learners, but they were also suggestive of the challenges that 
they had to endure in the new learning context. Unfortunately, such efforts 
seemed to be of limited scale and might have had a limited impact on a 
small number of participants’ language learning in the participants’ 
perception.

Thirdly, in Hong Kong, the participants’ efforts to learn English, which 
used to be highly structured through the mediation of teachers and par-
ents in the past, apparently became quite disorganized under the pressure 
from academic studies and many other things. As a general trend, most of 
the participants seemed to have spent more time learning English in their 
i rst half year than in the rest of their stay because they needed to over-
come the linguistic barrier and were required to take compulsory English 
enhancement courses in the i rst year. Thirteen participants reported 
having experienced shifts in learning English during those two years due 
to a variety of reasons, including the completion of compulsory English 
courses (e.g. Yaojing), time constraints (e.g. Yu and Yuran) and demotiva-
tion (e.g. Jingwei). Only a small number of participants claimed that they 
had managed to spend time learning English regularly throughout their 
stay in Hong Kong (Rachel and Mengshi):

Gao: Did you try to spend time learning English?
Yuran:  I spent little time learning English. I did not have much time 

for learning English. (Yuran, 2nd interview)

Gao:  If you calculate the amount of time you spent learning 
English in Hong Kong, how much time do you think that you 
have spent on it?

Yaojing:  Learning English? If I have English courses, the workload is 
two hours a week, or one hour a week. After it, I stopped 
learning it. (Yaojing, English original, 2nd interview)

Gao:  Did you spend extra time learning English apart from your 
academic studies?

Jing:   No. No. I am very lazy. You see. The most I did was watch 
American TV dramas, like Sex and the City, or Friends. 
(Jingwei, 2nd interview)

Fourthly, the data suggest that seven participants’ strategy use in learn-
ing English regained momentum in the second year. This change seemed 
to happen after they experienced incidents that made them feel the critical 
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importance of English in their pursuit of non-linguistic objectives, includ-
ing participation in an interview for exchange studies or a summer intern 
job. The change was also induced by the fact that many of them began 
to think about what they were going to do upon graduation. Among all 
the l uctuations in enthusiasm and efforts for learning English, the strang-
est phenomenon was that 12 participants had once spent or were plan-
ning to spend some weeks memorizing vocabulary again for high-stakes 
 examinations, such as the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), TOEFL or 
IELTS. Many of them even returned to the Chinese mainland to take exam-
 preparation courses, including Jing, Yu and Mengshi:

Jing:  That summer, I went to take a LSAT course. I found that the 
course was really useful [. . .] because LSAT is very difi cult 
and challenging, [. . .] including vocabulary. It has a very 
large vocabulary requirement. [. . .]

Gao:  So you were somehow energized in learning English 
afterwards?

Jing:  Yes. I even tried to memorize GRE words. (Jing, 2nd 
interview)

I did spend three or four hours a week memorizing words. What I 
memorized was similar to many other people. The Red Book (for 
GRE). Just keep turning the pages and reading the words on them 
again and again. (Tianzhou, 2nd interview)

The data indicate that the participants undertook such examination prep-
aration, usually involving the use of intensive vocabulary memorization, 
out of a feeling of uncertainty regarding their future, rather than a convic-
tion of the utility of these efforts in the learning of English. On the Chinese 
mainland, they were more inclined to be critical about their exam- oriented 
memorization efforts in schools and attribute them to the learning process 
mediated by social agents including teachers and parents. Nevertheless, a 
few participants did voluntarily take preparation courses for interna-
tional English proi ciency examinations, such as TOEFL and IELTS, 
during their pre-Hong Kong year. In contrast, the data suggest that in 
Hong Kong, these examination preparations had more practical applica-
tions as the participants related successful examination results to possible 
graduate studies in English-medium universities, an alternative to gradu-
ate employment. A few participants for some time did think that such 
memorization efforts would help them to improve their command of 
English signii cantly in a short time (e.g. Yuran, Tianzhou, Jeff, Yu, Meng 
and Jing). To some extent, these participants converted these examinations 
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into inspiring learning goals to mobilize their intensive learning efforts, 
which would otherwise lose momentum. In other words, high-proi le 
examinations continued to be an artefact used by the participants to regu-
late their strategic learning efforts.

In brief, after arrival in Hong Kong, they experienced increased expo-
sure to English and were encouraged to use a variety of learning strategies, 
revealing the positive mediation of the new learning environment on their 
language learning. However, most participants reported great difi culty in 
investing regular time and efforts in acquiring linguistic competence, 
including those longitudinal study participants who regularly shared their 
language learning experiences with me. In particular, they did not have 
satisfactory experiences in improving their oral competence through social 
interaction, which might have seriously undermined their sense of achieve-
ment in learning English and in turn, their motivation to learn it.

Participants’ Discourses of Learning English

Having described the overall picture of the participants’ strategy use in 
learning English, this section focuses on the participants’ discourses about 
language learning underlying their strategy use. The interview data on the 
participants’ discourses about learning in this study were concerned with 
their motivational discourses (values and attitudes) (Table 5.4) as well as 
their learning beliefs (conceptions of learning) (Table 5.6) in Hong Kong. 
As revealed in the data, the participants’ learning discourses indicate that 
they further internalized the traditional learning discourses that see learn-
ing as ‘investment’ (Bai, 2006; Norton Peirce, 1995). The power of the tradi-
tional learning discourses in their language learning might have been 
reinforced by their exposure to the societal discourses in the new context. 
Meanwhile, their learning discourses began to display new features as 
mediated by their learning experiences in Hong Kong. The following inter-
view extract from Tianzhou well captures the general mood among them:

Table 5.4    The participants’ motivational discourses (N = 15)

No. Motivational discourses Numbers

1 Culturally oriented motivational discourses 13

Relating English to self-assertion 7

Relating English to cultural experiences 4

2 Instrumentally oriented motivational discourses 15
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Gao:  Do you think that there are any changes in the motives for 
learning English after you came to Hong Kong from the 
Chinese mainland?

Tianzhou:  If talking about changes, I should say that I was enslaved by 
the target I was supposed to accomplish before. It distorted 
the real meaning of learning English. (Gao: What distorted the 
real meaning of learning English?) The College Entrance 
Exams! I don’t have to do any learning for today because of 
any external requirements. That is to say, I really can learn 
what I think it is necessary to learn. (Tianzhou, 2nd interview)

As indicated by Tianzhou, the shifting motivational discourses were also 
followed by an increasing awareness among the participants that they 
could act according to their own preferences, that is, their own beliefs, in 
the learning process.

Shifting motivational discourses

Informed by Gao et al.’s (2004, 2007) differentiation of cultural and 
instrumental motivation among Chinese students, the analysis of data 
related to the participants’ motivational discourses and identii ed a mix-
ture of instrumental and cultural motivational discourses, with the latter 
becoming increasingly present in the data (Table 5.4).

Furthermore, a dynamic picture of the participants’ motivational dis-
courses also emerged from the process of comparing the interview data of 
14 participants who were interviewed in Phases 1 and 3. Table 5.5 high-
lights the most visible changes in their motivational discourses after 
arrival in Hong Kong, in addition to the fact that all the participants recog-
nized the instrumental value of English in their educational experiences in 
two contexts. Apart from revealing changes in the participants’ motiva-
tional components, their motivational discourses indicate a gradual shift, 
signifying that the sources of motivation became increasingly self-originating 
rather than context-regulated after arrival in Hong Kong. In other words, 
most participants in Phase 1 reported being urged to internalize the soci-
etal and traditional learning discourses, especially when they were young, 
so that they could rely on them to mobilize their learning efforts on the 
Chinese mainland. In contrast, they appeared to have become more self-
motivated in Hong Kong as many participants apparently drew on their 
internalized motivational discourses to construct what was required of 
them in the new learning context. Quite a few participants’ motivational 
discourses also appear to be more culturally oriented (see Table 5.5). 
In many senses, these shifts in the participants’ motivational discourses 
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Table 5.5    Shifting motivational discourses (N = 14)

Name Chinese mainland Hong Kong

1. Luonan female arts 
student

Disliked learning 
English 

Increasingly interested in 
it for itself

2. Dongxu female 
business student

English as a means to 
achieve practical 
objectives

3. Yuran male science 
student

Learnt English for 
practical purposes, 
such as understanding 
lectures

4. Amy, female business 
student

English was an 
important skill

5. Meng female science 
student

Had a strong interest in 
the language itself

6. Tian Zhou male 
business student

English as an academic 
subject 

Growing interest in 
undertaking cultural 
activities in English

7. Jeff male architecture 
student

English as an academic 
subject

The importance of English 
in self-expression

8. Mengshi male 
business student

English as an academic 
subject

Relating English to his 
identity

9. Yu female architecture 
student

English as an academic 
subject

English important in 
asserting herself

10. Yaojing female 
science student

English as an academic 
subject

English important in 
learning about cultures 
and self-expression

11. Rachel female 
business student 

English as an academic 
subject

Growing interest, English 
as a means to express 
herself

12. Jing female law 
student

A strong interest in the 
language and its 
culture 

English was important to 
her pursuit of self-
expression

13. Liu female business 
student

Related English to her 
identity as an elite 
student

The link between English 
and her identity was 
further strengthened

14. Zhixuan male 
science student

A strong interest in 
American culture

Continued to be interested 
in the culture, English 
and his self-identity

Source: From Gao, X. (2008b) Shifting motivational discourses among mainland Chinese 
students in an English medium tertiary institution in Hong Kong: A longitudinal inquiry. 
Studies in Higher Education 33 (5), 599–614. Reprinted by permission of the publisher (Taylor & 
Francis Ltd).
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were mediated by the changing contexts. For instance, the English lan-
guage was no longer a compulsory academic subject as it was on the 
Chinese mainland, although they all took compulsory English enhance-
ment courses at the university. Neither were there social agents like par-
ents and teachers who used to explicitly mediate and reinforce the societal 
discourses about learning English to the participants.

Cultural motivational discourses

As the participants became the locus of control in learning English in 
Hong Kong, nine participants were found to either display additional, 
culturally oriented motives for learning English or change their attitudes 
towards learning the language (Table 5.5). For them, English was no longer 
only a compulsory academic subject for examination. Luonan described 
the changes as follows:

When I was on the Chinese mainland, I was really depressed by it. I 
was not interested in learning it at all. I was forced to learn English.
[. . .] at least, when I i rst came to Hong Kong, I was very much against 
learning English. Now, I am no longer against learning English. I 
found that it was really necessary for me to learn English and tried to 
have pleasure in the process. (Luonan, 2nd interview)

Even those participants who were ‘forced’ to learn more English to cope 
with English-medium coursework had their personal agenda. For instance, 
Yu had to defend her architectural designs before others regularly in 
English and for this reason she tried to seek opportunities to improve her 
oral proi ciency (for more details, see Yu’s case study in Chapter 6). As a 
matter of fact, she was one of the most regular participants in the weekly 
English conversation I had with my longitudinal participants, regardless 
of her heavy workload. She admitted that she was particularly motivated 
by a desire to maintain face before her group mates who had a better com-
mand of English:

Gao: What caused you to learn English in Hong Kong?
Yu:  I was forced to do so. I had no choice. And also there is 

nothing wrong with learning English here. I guess that I did 
not want to lose face before others. When you have people 
around you who can speak terrii c English and you feel that 
your English is so inadequate, you need to change this. 
Especially in those oral English presentations, if your English 
is too weak to defend your work, you will be caught up there 
saying things that you do not understand yourself. (Yu, 2nd 
interview)
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At least i ve participants including Yaojing were planning to undertake 
further studies abroad. English was understandably important because 
they had to pass high-stakes English proi ciency examinations and would 
need English during their future studies. Nevertheless, they were also 
partially motivated by cultural incentives. For instance, Yaojing appreci-
ated the fact that a better command of English would help her to under-
stand other countries and cultures even though the primary reason she 
gave for her strategy use in learning English was instrumental:

Gao:  So in what ways is English important to you?
Yaojing:  Doing postgraduate studies.
Gao:  Life is much larger than postgraduate studies.
Yaojing:  My future career will be teaching in the university. Academic 

study will be the major part of my life. If I am good at 
English, I can have a better understanding of other countries 
and other cultures, if I travel around the world. (Yaojing, 
English original, 2nd interview)

The data also reveal that seven participants particularly appreciated 
the important role that English could play in their efforts to assert them-
selves. These participants shared a strong desire to express themselves in 
English. Rachel described such changes in her learning motivation after 
she graduated from her high school, knowing that she would come to 
study in Hong Kong:

When I was on the Chinese mainland, I thought I wanted to improve 
my English because I wanted to achieve a certain level because I know 
teaching at the university would be conducted in English. Now 
English is not the means for me to get higher grades. Actually, if you 
are poor at English, you can still have higher grades at the university. 
It is more a means for me to express myself to more people. (Rachel, 
English original, 2nd interview)

Similarly, Jeff who intended to pursue overseas studies and then work 
abroad as an architect, explained why English was important in future, 
relating English to his desire for self-assertion. Likewise, Yaojing believed 
that a good command of oral English was critical to her for becoming the 
person she aspired to be:

Jeff:   Because I intended to stay there for quite a long time, [. . .] 
I feel that communication ability, that is to express my 
thoughts accurately, is very important.

Gao:  So you want to become integrated into the community there?
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Jeff:  Well, I think that it takes a very long time for me to become 
part of the community. What I meant to say is mainly that I 
need to express myself (in English). (Jeff, 2nd interview)

Because speaking, it is a way for other people to have the i rst impres-
sion of you. [. . .] we can have better communication. And a better, 
well, it is easier for me to be part of the student community. Speaking 
English identii es you as students with better education. (Yaojing, 
English original, 2nd interview)

In short, the interview data show that the participants’ motivational dis-
courses became more culturally oriented. However, it is noticeable that 
some of the interview extracts in this section (Yu, Yaojing and Rachel’s) are 
also indicative of the instrumental value of English held by the participants.

Instrumental motivational discourses

The interview data coni rm that instrumental motives remained one of 
the most important forces driving the participants to invest more time and 
strategy use in learning English. When talking about why they had to 
learn English in Hong Kong, all the participants referred to the necessity 
of surviving and succeeding in an English-medium instruction setting 
(e.g. Yuran and Zhixuan), seeking employment upon graduation (e.g. 
Mengshi and Jing) and applying for further studies abroad (e.g. Jingwei 
and Yaojing). As an example, Yuran related the learning of English to his 
academic studies:

Gao:  If you do spend time learning English in Hong Kong, what 
has caused you to do so?

Yuran:  If I don’t do so, well, I do not have an average level of 
English that other students have. If I wanted to catch up 
with others in academic work, I had to learn English. If you 
don’t, you cannot understand your lectures, can’t write 
properly. [...] Moreover, in the future, you will have to look 
for jobs. To i nd jobs, you must improve your English. 
(Yuran, 2nd interview)

Moreover, the importance of speaking in the participants’ motivational 
discourses might also be seen as being closely associated with the medium 
of instruction at the university. In the case of Yu, who found herself com-
pelled to defend her design works before her peers in English, it was also 
her desire to be successful in her academic studies that pushed her to put 
more effort into acquiring spoken English competence.
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Learning beliefs (conceptions)

The study in Phase 1 did not explicitly deal with the participants’ per-
sonal learning beliefs because the participants were more inclined to 
describe how they were exposed to particular motivational and belief dis-
courses, especially exam-oriented learning ones. Although they might 
have endorsed these discourses when they were preparing for high-stakes 
examinations, they were apparently critical of them afterwards, making it 
uncertain whether such statements should really be coded as their own 
beliefs guiding their strategy use. In this phase (Phase 3), contextual 
changes made it necessary for the participants to exert learning efforts 
according to their own motives and beliefs. As a result, the data generated 
in the third phase enabled me to undertake a careful examination of the 
participants’ learning beliefs or their learning conceptions.

The interview data reveal that at least seven participants gave top pri-
ority to vocabulary, indicative of a quantitative conception of learning 
(Table 5.6), which considers learning to be ‘an increase in knowledge’ 
(Benson & Lor, 1999: 465). This i nding is consistent with their use of mem-
orization strategies at the university, especially among those who spent 
time preparing for high-stakes examinations:

Gao: What do you associate with the idea of learning English?
Jingwei:  I can only think of memorizing vocabulary. (Jingwei, 

translated from Chinese)

I think that it is essential to memorize words. At least, it is most basic 
and fundamental. Then, you need to improve your language use 
capacity, in writing essays, [. . .] how to write a good essay, report, or 
CV, or even give a good presentation. (Tianzhou, 2nd interview)

Meanwhile, their beliefs in learning English had become more l exible 
after their arrival because of the availability of English learning resources 
in Hong Kong. The material learning conditions supported the belief that 

Table 5.6    The participants’ beliefs (conceptions) (N = 15)

No.
How important is English and how should 

it be learnt? Numbers

1 Give priority to vocabulary 7

2 Accents are important 2

3 Exams as an important part of learning 5
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English could be acquired through immersion like a child being exposed to 
natural language input. However, while enjoying activities such as watch-
ing movies, which helped them to learn English and to relax after academic 
studies, at least three participants (e.g. Yuka, Zhixuan and Yu) among those 
who appeared to emphasize less the importance of memorizing vocabu-
lary mentioned that they also paid considerable attention to the English 
vocabulary and grammar used in movies and English programmes:

Everything related to English, including those activities that are often 
considered learning English, like watching movies and reading novels. 
[. . .] I focused on vocabulary, grammar and a feeling of English. For 
instance, reading a short piece of writing [. . .]. (Yuka, 2nd interview)

The importance of having a large vocabulary for these participants was 
self-explanatory as they had to struggle with academic studies in English 
with vocabulary dei ciency being the most persistent barrier, a concern 
expressed by the participants two years ago (see Table 5.2). Moreover, 
memorizing vocabulary was more than a cognitive process to retain more 
words for academic studies: it may also have helped participants like 
Tianzhou to improve their communicative competence and their ability 
to assert themselves as vocabulary was an ‘essential’ condition prior to 
the use of English on an occasion, as when writing a CV or making a 
presentation.

Two participants particularly mentioned the importance of acquiring a 
good accent in learning English:

I take a holistic perspective on learning languages. [But] accent, accent 
is very important. (Jing, 2nd interview)

Good accents might have been associated with the perceived need to pres-
ent themselves in English at the university and in future as Yaojing also 
regarded ‘speaking’ as ‘a way for other people’ to have impressions of the 
participants.

In addition, i ve participants (e.g. Jing and Tianzhou) considered prep-
arations for high-stakes examinations an important part of their efforts to 
acquire linguistic competence. Although not all the participants valued 
the importance of examinations in learning English in Hong Kong, the 
data show that examinations still visibly mediated their language learn-
ing. Luonan related the ‘serious’ notion of learning English to taking 
courses and learning for examinations:

If I learn English in a serious manner, I would at least take an IELTS 
course, or TOEFL course. The teacher would teach me 15 minutes and 
give us exercises for another 15 minutes. It was how I was taught 
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when I was young. I believe that this is the only way of serious learn-
ing. (Luonan, 2nd interview)

It is probably not surprising that exam-oriented learning had become an 
important part of their beliefs of what constituted the learning of English. 
Exam-oriented learning was a major part of their language learning expe-
riences on the Chinese mainland. As a result of an extended exposure, 
exam-oriented learning probably had become a habit, which was not easy 
for them to break away from. As a result, even in Hong Kong, many par-
ticipants also voluntarily used high-stakes examinations to mobilize their 
learning efforts, however critical they were about exam-oriented learning 
on the Chinese mainland.

Motivational discourses, beliefs and contextual mediation

So far, these i ndings suggest that the participants’ motivational dis-
courses became more multi-faceted with increasingly marked cultural 
motives in the data, in comparison with the dominance of instrumental 
motives identii ed in Phase 1. To some extent, the participants’ motiva-
tional discourses echo the popular discourses around learning English in 
Hong Kong’s society (Davison & Lai, 2007; Keung, 2006; Morrison & Lui, 
2002). English is promoted as an important asset to project Hong Kong’s 
image as an international city in Asia and English competence remains an 
important employee selection criterion in the business sector. These i nd-
ings are also indicative of traditional learning discourses in which learn-
ing has both instrumental and intrinsic values (Bai, 2005; Lee, W., 1996; 
Lee, H., 2000; Miyazaki, 1976). Probably in Hong Kong it became more 
obvious to the participants that such instrumental value of English could 
be realized as many of them saw Hong Kong as a city of opportunities, 
which was one of the most important incentives attracting them to come. 
Meanwhile, their increased exposure to the language and its cultural 
products, especially opportunities to use English meaningfully for aca-
demic and social purposes, apparently fostered strong cultural motives 
among them (see the interview extracts of Luonan, Yu and Rachel). They 
were also one step closer to the realization of a vision in which they saw 
themselves as global travellers (see the interview extracts of Yaojing and 
Jeff), afi rming the importance of English in their effort to attain desirable 
identities. In other words, their experiences had probably mediated their 
further internalization of a mixture of traditional learning discourses, 
reinforced by the societal discourses in Hong Kong. As a result, their moti-
vational discourses became more multi-faceted (Gao, 2008b).

The interview data provided additional information about the partici-
pants’ beliefs regarding language learning as a task in Hong Kong. Their 
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previous learning experiences had socialized them into beliefs which 
encouraged them to focus on vocabulary and adopt strategies more com-
monly associated with quantitative notions of learning English (Benson & 
Lor, 1999). There were at least two participants who emphasized the 
importance of accents, relating their language learning to self-assertion in 
accordance with the contextual realities and traditional expectations of 
education (Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; Thøgersen, 2002).

In short, these i ndings also support the argument that the participants’ 
discourses about language learning were closely associated with contex-
tual mediation from the sociocultural perspective (Donato & McCormick, 
1994; Palfreyman, 2006). This chapter now goes on to examine their per-
ceptions of the learning context to identify how social agents and material 
(artefacts) conditions mediated the participants’ language learning and 
strategy use.

Contextual Mediation on the Participants’ Strategy Use

Having elaborated on the participants’ learning discourses, in this section 
I explore how social agents and material (artefacts) conditions mediated the 
participants’ language learning and strategy use as rel e cted in the data 
(Donato & McCormick, 1994; Parks & Raymond, 2004; Palfreyman, 2006).

From an analysis of the data related to mediating agents (social resources) 
as well as material and artefacts together with the participants’ related 
sociocultural practices, three themes emerged from the analysis: i rstly, 
peers were an important source of mediation shaping their efforts to acquire 
English (Park & Raymond, 2004). Secondly, the abundance of English 
resources available (material conditions) enabled the participants to adopt 
a variety of new strategies (Palfreyman, 2006). Thirdly, they often had to 
cope with the conl icting needs of academic studies and learning English, 
leading to shifts in their strategy use. Academic studies through the 
medium of English, like English examinations in the past, were found to be 
an important source of mediation for the participants’ strategy use. Further 
attention was paid in the analysis to sub-coding the relevant data in terms 
of the mediation on the levels of learning discourses and strategy use. 
While the mediating agents (peers) were also found to provide material 
learning resources to the participants, their contributions in this regard 
were much less signii cant in comparison with what their parents had done 
for them on the Chinese mainland and what the university as an English-
medium university provided them with in Hong Kong. Hence, peers’ con-
tributions in terms of material resources were reported together with their 
mediation on the participants’ strategy use and learning discourses.
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Mediating agents: Peers

In Phase 1, the data reveal the important role of various social agents, 
including parents, teachers and peers, in the participants’ learning pro-
cess. These social agents not only mediated the participants’ strategy use 
but also shaped their learning discourses. After arrival in Hong Kong, 
they moved away from their parents’ close supervision and, at the univer-
sity, there was no longer a closely bonded relationship between students 
and teachers in comparison with that in school settings on the Chinese 
mainland. Therefore, peers emerged as the most important social agents 
in inl uencing the participants’ learning process in Hong Kong.

Since the university had many students and staff members proi cient in 
English, 10 participants attempted to take advantage of the rich social 
resources to use social learning strategies and benei t their English learn-
ing (Table 5.7). Only one participant (Zhixuan) was absolutely determined 
not to mix with local students so as to avoid speaking Cantonese, but he 

Table 5.7 Peer mediation on the participants (N = 15)

No. Peer mediation Numbers Remarks

1 Attempts to use social 
learning strategies 
with peers

10

2 Learning Cantonese to 
socialize with local 
students

12 Nine became less 
enthusiastic about 
learning English in 
the 2nd year

3 Socialization with local 
students to use social 
learning strategies

 3

4 Receive support for 
exam-oriented learning 
from other mainland 
students

 7

5 Socialize with mainland 
students to use social 
learning strategies

 5

6 Socialize with non-local 
students to use social 
learning strategies

 1
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managed to make a few friends among exchange students and interna-
tional school graduates in English (for details, see his case study in Chapter 
6). Three participants who mainly socialized with local students also man-
aged to gain opportunities for acquiring English competence through 
social learning.

Far more importantly, one or two participants experienced shifts in 
their motives and beliefs in learning English as a result of their interac-
tion with peers. Luonan, who was an active executive committee member 
in a student society and could not speak Cantonese, found it necessary 
to use English to interact with local student members who could not 
speak Putonghua. This experience actually changed the negative atti-
tudes she had towards learning English on the Chinese mainland and 
made her become more interested in learning English. Moreover, her 
friends became a valuable source of encouragement for her to read more 
in English:

In the beginning, I relied on an interpreter to interact with local stu-
dents. She is also a committee member. She is from Taiwan and can 
speak Putonghua and Cantonese very well. So she acted as my inter-
preter. If she was not around, we had to speak Putonghua but Hong 
Kong students’ Putonghua was poor. I cannot understand a word of 
Cantonese so we had to rely on English, the third language for us to 
communicate with each other, because we all share the English lan-
guage. Then gradually, I found that it was a convenient tool for daily 
life. I realized that I should learn it well. I also had a few good local 
friends. They grew up in a half-native language environment. They 
would recommend me to read some English novels, interesting stuff, 
not like boring textbooks. Because we are all young, we have similar 
interests in reading. I found what they recommended me to read was 
really interesting. (Luonan, 2nd interview)

However, two participants (Meng and Rachel) noted motivation for learn-
ing English was low among university students and so they felt that Hong 
Kong was not an ideal place to learn English. They observed that both 
local students and mainland Chinese students were not willing to spend 
more time learning English because of the perception that they had already 
been learning ‘in the environment of English’ (Rachel, English original). 
In comparison with motivated English learners in mainland Chinese insti-
tutions, Meng felt that there were not enough incentives for students at 
the university to learn English, which might have reduced their learning 
motivation (Keung, 2006). In her view, while the presence of motivated 
students on the Chinese mainland motivated her and other students to 
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learn English, the absence of such motivated students in Hong Kong 
became a demotivating factor:

In terms of English-learning resources and facilities, Hong Kong is 
superior in comparison with those on the Chinese mainland. However, 
students here are not motivated to learn English, maybe because they 
have reached certain levels. On the Chinese mainland, good students 
in good schools are very much motivated to learn English. [. . .] Here 
exams are also not valued. (Meng, 2nd interview)

In regard to the participants’ language learning experiences, a special 
note needs to be made about their efforts in learning Cantonese, which 
may be indicative of the challenges facing them in Hong Kong. While 
most participants recognized that Hong Kong was a better place to learn 
English than the Chinese mainland, two participants pointed out that 
there were limited opportunities to use English as Cantonese was the 
dominant language for socialization. Jing complained:

I think that Hong Kong people’s English is better than that of main-
land Chinese but the gap isn’t very big. The most useful language here 
is Cantonese. Even if I go to the Faculty Ofi ce or look for internship 
opportunities, the language I use for communication and they use for 
administration is Cantonese. (Jing, 2nd interview)

For this reason, after arrival in Hong Kong, 12 participants tried to learn 
Cantonese ‘for communication’ in daily life and academic study situations 
such as group work (e.g. Mengshi), an integral part of the participants’ 
educational experiences at the university. They learnt Cantonese either 
because they wanted to build a social network with local students to avoid 
isolation or because they wanted to express themselves in the medium of 
Cantonese to meaningfully participate in the student community. Yet 9 
out of 12 participants who tried to interact with local students became less 
enthusiastic about doing so in the second year after a variety of experi-
ences of socializing with local students (Table 5.7). Even though these stu-
dents shared the same cultural and ethnic roots, they often felt that they 
were different from local students when they discovered that they had no 
shared cultural knowledge, as in the case of Yuran, and had different life 
priorities.

My relationship with local students is OK. [. . .] I i nd it difi cult to 
have some deeper relationship. [. . .] Not only linguistic difi culty. A 
lot of barriers were related to our values and perspectives. [. . .] well, a 
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lot of things we have grown up with. Something we know but they do 
not know or they know but we do not know. For example, joking. 
They cannot understand our joking styles. I cannot understand theirs. 
(Yuran, 2nd interview)

In addition, they were sometimes uncomfortable with the portrayals of 
mainland Chinese in Hong Kong’s public perceptions as experienced by 
Jing, although the participants tended to take this issue lightly and some 
would even blame the mainland Chinese:

Whenever I go to a social occasion and speak English well, they will 
not say that I am from the mainland. Even if I start speaking Putonghua 
to them, they still think that I am from some foreign country [. . .] it 
makes me feel that they cannot accept a mainland Chinese who speaks 
good English. Don’t you feel this way? [. . .] I do feel that I have some 
problems with my identity. [. . .] When somebody tells me that I am 
not like a mainland Chinese student at all, this means that he or she 
has a particular type of mainland Chinese student’s image in their 
minds. Even if you actually praise me, I still feel very bad about it. 
(Jing, 2nd interview)

None of the mainland Chinese students were able to be re-born with the 
variety of social and cultural experiences unique to their local counter-
parts. Consequently, the differences constituted a gap, which may have 
undermined the social relationship between the two groups of students. 
As a result, most participants were unlikely to use social strategies in 
learning English with local students. Participants like Luonan, who 
changed her motives and attitudes in learning English as a result of her 
socialization with local students, were rare cases.

As the participants’ strategy use, in particular their use of social strate-
gies, might have been discouraged and even frustrated by the lack of 
local peers with whom they could collaborate to learn more English in the 
setting, seven participants often looked for other mainland Chinese stu-
dents for assistance in learning English, in particular when preparing for 
English examinations (Table 5.7). They circulated ways of preparing for 
examinations among themselves through the Internet or by word of 
mouth. For example, those who had prepared for the GRE examination 
often shared their preparation experiences with those who were planning 
to prepare for it. Popular preparation methods, including a 17-day vocab-
ulary memorization plan, had been tried, carefully examined and recom-
mended to be the most efi cient way of learning English for examinations 
among mainland Chinese students. Jeff, who was planning to take GRE 
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at the time of the interview, decided to follow the memorization plan, 
using ‘their’, that is, his mainland Chinese peers’ experiences to justify 
his decision:

Gao:  Are you going to use the 17 day plan?
Jeff:  Yes. The shorter the time I spend on memorizing the list, the 

better. I was told. Every day, I should memorize two or three 
hundred words in 17 days. They memorized all the words 
within 17 days. Then they found it was the most efi cient 
way. [. . .] In fact, I heard that many people memorized the 
words in this way. Those who did not actually take GRE but 
tried to memorize words for a month, they decided to give it 
up halfway because they forgot what they had memorized a 
month before. If I memorized the words in a very short time, 
I could remember them at the end of the memorization 
period, I was told. (Jeff, 2nd interview)

Such peer support not only encouraged them to use exam-oriented learn-
ing strategies, in particular memorization strategies, but it also reinforced 
the mediation of the traditional and societal discourses on their language 
learning and made the instrumental value of English a prominent theme in 
their learning discourses. When the participants collaborated with other 
mainland students in preparation for high-stakes examinations, they drew 
on the instrumental discourses regarding the learning of English as a means 
to access further studies in English-medium universities. Apart from advis-
ing each other on learning for examinations, the participants reported little 
collaboration in learning English among mainland Chinese students, except 
for those who are involved in the longitudinal follow-up study (Table 5.7). 
For a period of time, longitudinal research participants, including Mengshi 
and Liu, became conversational partners but similar initiatives to speak 
English with other fellow mainland Chinese students were rare. Such col-
laboration potentially reinforced the discourses seeing English as a mean-
ingful way of self-expression between Mengshi and Liu.

Material conditions

In the interviews, the majority of the participants (13 out of 15) referred 
to the English-learning environment at the university and in Hong Kong 
in positive terms and made comments similar to the following:

It is a very nice place to learn English. You can i nd whatever you 
want to look for, in abundance. There is also a wonderful environment, 
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facilities like the Language Centre. If you want to communicate with 
foreigners or seek help in learning English, there are many places you 
can i nd them. I mean that you can i nd help or talk to foreigners. 
(Luonan, 2nd interview)

In general, it is a better place to learn English, at least, I mean the uni-
versity. [. . .] In the university, there are many young people, who are 
well educated. Many of them studied at international schools or went 
for exchanges. Then students from the Chinese mainland were also 
good at English. [. . .] Good facilities, all sorts of English original 
videos, DVDs and cassettes. A lot of consultation service. Also many 
newspapers. (Tianzhou, 2nd interview)

In these statements, they acknowledged that learning resources and 
facilities in the current learning setting were much better than what they 
had on the Chinese mainland. They pointed out that there were also 
 considerably more English-proi cient people to interact with in English 
as potential social learning resources. The English-medium instruction 
in the university became an important component of the perceived 
advantages of Hong Kong as an English-learning environment.

In short, the English learning resources and English-proi cient people 
constituted a favourable learning environment that encouraged and facili-
tated their strategy use in learning English. As a result, the participants 
actively attempted to increase their exposure to English and adopt l exible 
learning approaches. The rich learning resources also encouraged the par-
ticipants to have cultural learning discourses as they utilized these mate-
rial resources to learn and use English. Unfortunately, many participants 
found it difi cult to sustain these learning efforts as they became increas-
ingly preoccupied with academic studies.

Academic studies

Apart from referring to the mediation of mediating agents and material 
conditions on their language learning, the participants reported that aca-
demic coursework had mediated their strategy use. For all the partici-
pants, academic studies in the medium of English were understandably a 
factor motivating them to learn more English and became part of their 
instrumental motivational discourses (see Table 5.8).

While academic studies mediated the participants’ learning discourses, 
four participants in the interviews claimed that they benei ted from taking 
linguistically demanding academic courses because they were encour-
aged to use a lot of strategies to improve their linguistic competence 
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(see Jingwei’s interview extract below). Therefore, they favoured aca-
demic learning through the English medium as it became one of the most 
important means for them to learn more English. In contrast, i ve partici-
pants found that they could only acquire limited linguistic competence 
through taking academic courses (see Tianzhou as an example). In gen-
eral, they agreed that academic studies helped them to acquire a certain 
number of words related to their study area or improve particular aspects 
of English:

Jingwei:  Because the course had weekly assignments, I need to write 
one piece of reporting every week, a two-minute report. I 
normally i nished it on Monday or Tuesday. Then I would go 
through it again and again, rel ecting on my language use, 
checking in the dictionary and searching on Google to 
determine whether a word should be used in this context or 
not, or whether I had used a word properly. It helped a lot.

Gao:  So the course helped you to learn English?
Jingwei:   Yes. At least partially. Other courses did not have high 

requirements for language use so they were not helpful to my 
language learning. (Jingwei, 2nd interview)

Academic studies only helped me to adapt to lecturers’ oral English 
and improve my listening comprehension. They did not give much 
help in other areas. Our courses also have a narrow range of words 
[. . .] they did not help you to expand your vocabulary much. They 
helped you to get adjusted to various accents such as Australian 
accents. (Tianzhou, 2nd interview)

Table 5.8 Academic studies and learning English in the participants’ 
perceptions (N = 15)

No. Academic studies and learning English Numbers

1 Academic studies made it possible for me to use a variety 
of strategies

4

Academic studies helped my English in a very limited 
fashion

5

2 Difi cult to keep a balance between the two 9

Academic studies made it nearly impossible for me to 
learn English

2
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Furthermore, as can be seen in Table 5.8, nine participants commented 
that it had been extremely difi cult for them to manage a balance in aca-
demic studies and learning English:

I did not spend much time learning English. I did not have much time. 
[. . .] I got so much to learn for my courses. (Yuran, lines 51–54, trans-
lated from Chinese)

I did take time apart from academic studies to learn English but it was 
really stressful because you need to cope with academic studies and at 
the same time spend some extra time learning English. (Jing, 2nd 
interview)

In some departments, academic study pressure was so high that they 
missed sleep in order to complete their course assignments. Participants 
from these departments often had to give up socializing with other stu-
dents and time for learning English (such as Yu and Jeff). Understandably, 
under such extreme conditions, regular efforts in learning English could 
not be sustained, especially among those who felt English was important 
only for instrumental reasons, such as for helping them to survive aca-
demic studies in the medium of English. They quickly lost their enthusi-
asm once they felt that their English level could enable them to achieve 
their academic learning objectives; as Rachel pointed out: ‘if you are poor 
at English, you can still have higher grades at the university’ (English origi-
nal). If there was a clash between the need to learn English and to achieve 
good GPAs for these participants, they would choose to spend time improv-
ing academic results rather than learning English (see Gao, 2006a on 
Chinese students in Britain). Since they learnt English to improve their aca-
demic performance through the medium of English, it did not make sense 
that they should be expected to sacrii ce gains in academic studies for gains 
in English. However, there were also participants like Rachel, though few 
in number, who did try to devote some extra time to learning English. 
These participants were often those who saw or began to see that English 
played an important role in academic studies as well as in their self-assertion 
or pursuit of their self-identities. They could draw on their multi-faceted 
motivational discourses to support their ongoing learning efforts.

In short, the inquiry revealed that the participants had mixed socialization 
experiences with their peers in Hong Kong, which had discouraged and 
facilitated their strategy use. It also showed that many participants found 
that academic studies often prevented them from investing time and effort 
in learning English while some of them claimed that their learning of English 
benei ted from their doing academic studies in the medium of English. 
These i ndings indicate that contextual realities, such as the sociopolitical 
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processes that mainland Chinese students had to deal with in Hong Kong, 
need to be considered when interpreting the mediation of the new learning 
context on the participants’ strategy use in Hong Kong. For instance, being 
temporary immigrants with an uncertain future status, mainland Chinese 
students needed to make extra efforts to achieve social promotion in Hong 
Kong’s society compared with their local counterparts. In addition, they 
lacked the linguistic, social and cultural resources needed to participate 
meaningfully in the student community due to numerous linguistic, social 
and cultural differences that they had with local students (Davison & Lai, 
2007; Ho et al., 2003; Keung, 2006; Li et al., 1995; Schack & Schack, 2005). As 
‘elite’ mainland Chinese students, they both expected and were expected to 
realize the value of educational investment, that is, to achieve social promo-
tion and self-improvement (Elman, 2000; Lee, W., 1996; Lee, H., 2000; 
Thøgersen, 2002). Hence, they had to endure these contextual constraints in 
seeking and creating opportunities to acquire English while constantly feel-
ing insecure in their learning investment, which were recurring themes in 
their accounts of language learning and strategy use in Hong Kong.

Overall Learning Progress

Rel ecting on these i ndings, there seem to be some tensions in the par-
ticipants’ expectations of learning achievements and some dissatisfaction 
with their learning progress. It might be necessary to pay attention to 
whether they had improved their English by studying in the English-
medium university. Given the uncertain nature of the participants’ invest-
ment in language learning, the data in general do suggest that their 
decision to study at the university benei ted their learning of English in 
Hong Kong, as there were rich English learning resources and many 
English users. These changes had encouraged the participants to invest 
time and strategic efforts in learning English, leading to improvements in 
their English. Even a modest evaluation was indicative of positive prog-
ress as in the following extract:

[. . .] improvement was gradual. I do not have feelings of improve-
ment. It is like a child’s growth. The child is growing all the time but 
the parents do not feel it. (Yuka, 2nd interview)

Others were much more positive and reported improvement in specii c 
skill areas, such as writing, reading, listening and/or vocabulary:

In general, I felt that I have made a lot of improvements in writing and 
reading. I cannot say that I made much progress in speaking. (Dongxu, 
2nd interview)
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The participants’ dissatisfaction was related to their perceived lack of 
progress in speaking. While many of them desired to improve their oral 
competence, it had been challenging for most of them to establish and 
maintain a language exchange partnership or supportive social learning 
networks, due to the linguistic and sociocultural complexity on the campus 
and in Hong Kong. In addition, their learning efforts became quite disor-
ganized and the learning momentum could not be sustained under the 
pressure from academic studies. Such experiences must have undermined 
their general satisfaction with the learning progress, leaving their objec-
tives unfuli lled. These i ndings also indicate that they had to deal with 
various contextual constraints in their pursuit of linguistic competence in 
Hong Kong, lending support to the argument that their strategic learning 
did not pertain to their free will alone but emerged from the interaction 
with their power, the will and capacity to act (Giddens, 1984), and contex-
tual conditions, such as resources and sociopolitical relationships. The fol-
lowing discussions address the issues of agency and contextual conditions 
in the participants’ strategy use as identii ed in this study phase.

Enhanced Agency

In comparison with the i ndings in Phase 1, the participants’ agency 
became a much more pronounced feature of their strategy use over the 
two-year period. On the one hand, this i nding is probably not surprising 
as they grew more mature and independent over the years. On the other, 
the inquiry in Phase 1 drew on memories of their youth, when adult i g-
ures, including parents and teachers, were quite inl uential.

After arrival in Hong Kong, the participants not only grew more inde-
pendent but also found themselves in a new learning context without 
existing social learning networks. On the Chinese mainland, social agents 
and contextual conditions had operated as external forces stimulating the 
participants to work hard on learning English with the societal and tradi-
tional learning discourses internalized by them through the social agents’ 
mediation. As a result, the participants’ motivational discourses were full 
of references to the instrumental value of English in alignment with soci-
etal and traditional discourses on the Chinese mainland. In Hong Kong, 
these traditional learning discourses, together with the societal discourses, 
gradually became internalized as their inner will, revealing the beliefs and 
values that the participants themselves attached to the learning of English 
and strategy use. Such changes might have resulted from their increased 
exposure to social realities as they grew up, regardless of whether or not 
they studied in Hong Kong, but their educational and social experiences 
in Hong Kong and the English-medium university also reinforced the 
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mediation of the societal and traditional discourses on their learning. 
Meanwhile, as the participants’ access to English input and production 
opportunities increased at the university, some participants saw that 
English competence was essential to their growing desire for self-assertion 
and identity pursuits and their motivational discourses appeared to be 
increasingly culturally oriented. Such a need for oral competence might 
have started on the Chinese mainland but was further enhanced in Hong 
Kong mediated by the presence of social learning opportunities, in par-
ticular academic learning in the medium of English at the university. 
Consequently, many participants had much more diversii ed learning dis-
courses that they could draw on to mobilize their learning efforts.

The disappearance of compulsory high-stakes examinations such as the 
National College Entrance Examination after arrival in Hong Kong also 
made it possible for the participants to act according to their preferences. 
On the Chinese mainland, they were obliged to associate their strategy use 
with examination success, although many participants were critical of 
such a learning approach. In Hong Kong, it became possible for them to 
choose strategies in accordance with their own learning beliefs. Some par-
ticipants chose strategies that appeared to be more in line with a quantita-
tive learning approach (Benson & Lor, 1999) as a result of their prior 
learning experiences, but a few participants chose strategies revealing a 
qualitative conception of learning. The inquiry also identii ed some conti-
nuity in the participants’ strategy use, that is their use of memorization 
strategies for high-stakes examinations, but these strategies were their 
own choices, however critical these participants used to be of them on the 
Chinese mainland. They did not claim that they were ‘forced’ to use these 
strategies. Instead, their use of these strategies reveals their understand-
ing of their own needs and the absence of some external mediation sources 
similar to high-stakes examinations, which used to sustain their strategic 
learning efforts on the Chinese mainland. Therefore, the decision to use 
high-stakes examinations was an informed choice and was also an attempt 
to change learning conditions, indicative of the participants’ capacity to 
interpret contextual conditions and make strategy decisions. Moreover, 
although most participants reported having difi culty in accessing social 
learning resources, some participants (e.g. Liu and Zhixuan, for more 
details see Chapter 6) were able to utilize social learning resources to sup-
port their language learning efforts. Their accounts of language learning 
suggest that they made strategic moves to create and maintain social 
learning networks, which will be examined in detail in Chapter 6. However, 
the fact that only a few participants managed to have sustainable social 
learning networks speaks for the contextual constraints on their language 
learning efforts in Hong Kong.
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Contextual Mediation

The data show that most participants were nevertheless constrained in 
their strategy choices in Hong Kong, although they were more likely to 
act according to their beliefs and motives in learning English. The dis-
appearance of compulsory high-stakes examinations might have meant 
more freedom in their choices of strategies in learning English, but it also 
meant that there were no curricular and examination requirements guid-
ing the participants’ strategy use in Hong Kong. In addition, the partici-
pants’ desire to be academically successful was even stronger as this had 
become the most viable way for them to achieve the objectives of their 
educational investment. Ironically, this made them prone to pressure 
from academic studies, which was quite disruptive to their efforts to learn 
English. In the worst cases, academic studies made it almost impossible 
for the participants to regularly devote time to improving English even 
though they needed effective and persistent efforts to achieve satisfactory 
language learning.

After arrival in Hong Kong, a few participants, including Liu, Zhixuan 
and Luonan, supported by the contextual social learning resources (peers) 
to acquire English, experienced positive reinforcement of cultural learning 
discourses or dramatic changes in their attitudes and motivation in learn-
ing English, leading to changes in their strategy use as well. However, 
most participants, like Yu and Mengshi (for details see Chapter 6), failed 
to create and maintain social learning networks supporting their language 
learning efforts. While seven participants saw English competence related 
to their self-identities or self-assertion, they found that extra efforts were 
required to have opportunities to assert themselves meaningfully in 
English. Even though they made such efforts to socialize with local stu-
dents, some of them (e.g. Jing) found that they had different social and 
cultural experiences from those of their local counterparts (Ho et al., 2003; 
Schack & Schack, 2005), which constituted a signii cant gap, thus discour-
aging their use of social learning strategies with local students. As a result, 
the participants might have been mediated to either use strategies involv-
ing little social interaction, such as memorization and watching English 
TV, or work with other mainland Chinese students for exam-oriented 
learning.

Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the reasons as to why the study participants 
came to Hong Kong for tertiary studies and what they expected of Hong 
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Kong, and has explored their language learning experiences and strategy 
use in Hong Kong. It has revealed that the participants’ strategy use con-
tinued shifting towards being less exam-oriented. While the data indicate 
that their strategy use exposed the participants to more language input, 
they reveal mixed i ndings on the use of social strategies and different 
experiences of interacting with peers in the language learning process. 
After arrival in Hong Kong, the inquiry identii ed shifting discourses 
about learning English among the participants underlying shifting strat-
egy use, facilitated by their new learning experiences, such as their expo-
sure to the rich English learning resources at the university, including the 
opportunities to interact with English-competent peers and access many 
material resources. However, the participants’ efforts to learn English 
through socialization were discouraged or sometimes frustrated by con-
textual constraints, including academic studies as well as the sociocultural 
gap with local students. As a result, some participants were inclined to use 
high-stakes examinations to regulate their learning efforts and achieve 
their non-linguistic objectives.

The above-mentioned i ndings, together with those in Chapter 4, illus-
trate not only the extent of shifts in the participants’ strategy use as a 
group since their arrival in Hong Kong but also the mediation of learning 
contexts on their strategy use and underlying processes. Yet there is still a 
need for some deep understanding about the process of these changes 
in the participants’ strategy use. The study has also identii ed consider-
able variations among individual participants’ experiences of learning 
and strategy use in Hong Kong, which need to be elaborated with more 
insights into the interaction process of agency and contextual conditions 
among individual participants. The study in Phase 2, a longitudinal fol-
low-up inquiry, was designed to capture individual participants’ voices 
and experiences in the process of changing and adapting their strategy use 
to the shifting learning contexts. The following chapter moves beyond the 
abstraction of the language learner and presents four case study partici-
pants’ learning experiences in Hong Kong. Their accounts, addressing the 
critical issue of time and biographical experiences in the analytical frame-
work (Figure 2.5), will demonstrate how individual language learners 
tried to ‘rel ect upon’ and ‘seek to alter or reinforce the  i tness of the 
social arrangements they encounter for the realization of their own inter-
ests’ (Sealey & Carter, 2004: 11) and how such efforts are constrained by 
contextual conditions. From an approach different from that in Chapters 4 
and 5, Chapter 6 will describe shifts in the case study participants’ strat-
egy use as well as the underlying interaction of agency and contextual 
conditions.
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Chapter 6

Four Case Studies

The previous chapters have given an overall presentation and interpretation 
of mainland Chinese undergraduates’ strategy use in learning English 
on the Chinese mainland and in Hong Kong, revealing the extent and 
ways in which their strategy use shifts as a group. The present chapter 
focuses on the longitudinal case study participants and their language 
learning experiences during the follow-up phase (Phase 2, September 
2004 to July 2006). This longitudinal follow-up study allowed me to 
explore the ongoing interaction between agency and contextual condi-
tions as it was happening,  providing greater depth and insights into the 
participants’ strategic language learning than those reported in their 
retro spective accounts.

This study phase initially involved six participants (see Table 6.1). 
However, at the end of the i rst year, two participants from the Faculty of 
Business decided to suspend their participation due to their heavy aca-
demic workload. This chapter contains biographical case studies of four 
learners: Liu, Zhixuan, Yu and Mengshi. Although Zhixuan left Hong 
Kong for one year of exchange studies in the United States, I had lived 
with him in the same student hall for a year, experiencing what a main-
land Chinese student might experience in the hall. For this reason, I 
decided to include his case in this chapter. It should be noted that many 
mainland Chinese undergraduates went for exchange studies during their 
stay in the university as overseas opportunities were considered one of 
the main incentives attracting them to study in Hong Kong. The inclusion 
of his case was also an effort to represent what mainland Chinese students 
could possibly experience in terms of language learning.
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The Longitudinal Follow-Up Study (September 2004 to 
July 2006)

The longitudinal study (Phase 2) aimed to obtain a wealth of data and 
an understanding of individual case study participants’ language learn-
ing experiences and strategic learning efforts after arrival in Hong Kong. 
Through an extended engagement with the participants, I intended to 
obtain a ‘thick description’ and holistic understanding of the phenome-
non under research (Geertz, 1973, also Skyrme, 2007). As documented in 
Table 6.1, a number of elicitation and observation methods, including 
interviews, observation and strategy use checklists, were used to obtain 
a multi-perspective understanding of the accounts of the participants’ 
shifting strategy use, which potentially illuminate the interaction of 
agency and context in their language learning. In particular, in order to 
retain longitudinal research participants, I intended regular unstruc-
tured conversations to be both an instrument to collect the participants’ 
learning experiences and an extra means for the participants to practise 
English. So, except for Zhixuan, with whom I lived in the same hall, the 
regular conversations were in English unless they chose to have them in 
Putonghua. It emerged that these English conversations actually became 
one of the few opportunities for the participants to engage in meaningful 
English conversations on a regular basis, which subsequently became a 
motive for three participants to continue their participation in the 
research process.

All these casual conversations were audio recorded for summarizing 
and/or transcription. The recording quickly became a routine for both the 
participants and myself and did not have any discernible impact on the 
research participants. After the recording, I carefully listened to these 
taped conversations and summarized them in written form. Sections 
related to the participants’ language learning were also transcribed verba-
tim right away. Data analysis began as soon as the data collection started 
in this study. As I went along with meeting them regularly, I read the 
 gradually accumulating interview transcripts, conversation summaries, 
research journal entries, emails and other available data related to indi-
vidual participants at hand to establish a global understanding of these 
participants. With this global understanding, I critically examined all these 
data to address the following questions:

(1) What are the major incidents or themes reported by the participants in 
these accounts?

(2) Are these incidents or themes related to the participants’ strategy use 
or not?
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(3) If they are related to the participants’ strategy use, do they have a 
negative or positive impact on their strategy use? And, if so, how?

(4) What are the participants’ responses after these incidents?
(5) What do these incidents reveal about the context?

In the process, particular attention was paid to examining how the case 
study participants’ strategy use and learning discourses evolved as they 
interacted with peers, utilized material conditions and coped with aca-
demic studies. I also tried to identify important incidents and recurring 
themes in the data and made subsequent meetings as venues for further 
clarii cation from the participants. Such an ongoing process of analysis 
and negotiation has led to drafts of research accounts that encapsulated 
the participants’ language learning experiences at the university. I also 
sent these drafts to the participants for coni rmation and arranged to 
exchange our views concerning these narratives during our subsequent 
conversations and special meetings. During these meetings, they not only 
read these draft experiential narratives but also worked together with me 
to coni rm the major themes in their biographical learning experiences in 
Hong Kong.

It was through such a collaborative research process that the case study 
narratives, each consisting of a biographical vignette and a thematized 
biographical narrative, were written, clarii ed and, to some extent, co- 
constructed by the research participants and me. Because of such an inter-
pretative process, the case studies appear to be built on periodic 
conversation data, although their writing was also informed by data from 
many other sources. All the conversation extracts in this chapter are 
English originals unless otherwise stated.

Liu

Liu was born into a middle-class family in Fujian Province. Her parents 
were highly educated and well-respected professionals and were closely 
involved in her educational progress and language learning. Throughout 
her academic studies on the Chinese mainland, her family not only 
 provided her with learning resources but also advised her on academic 
choices and language learning. For instance, her father read many publi-
cations related to language learning and helped her to become a good 
English learner. Her mother had a decisive inl uence in encouraging her to 
study in Hong Kong. Liu herself also displayed a strong desire to be 
 successful. During her preparatory year on the Chinese mainland, she 
started using various strategies to improve her listening and speaking. 
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She was pleased to i nd that her English was actually better than that of 
many others and even better than that of some of the English teachers at 
the university on the Chinese mainland. Her superb English changed 
other students’  perception that those students who went to study abroad 
were those who were not intelligent enough to go to the best universities 
on the Chinese mainland. Therefore, she found that her English was crit-
ical to her self-perception as an ‘elite’ student on the Chinese mainland. 
She was also determined to be an ‘elite’ student in Hong Kong although, 
for various reasons, she was not accepted by the university as a scholar-
ship student.

Liu’s two years’ language learning experiences in Hong Kong were 
intertwined with her persistent search for more learning opportunities 
and regular setbacks frustrating her strategic moves. She had apparently 
managed her integration with local students quite well, which helped 
create a facilitative learning environment for her learning of English and 
Cantonese. At the same time, a gradual process of psychological distanc-
ing from local students can also be seen in her experiential accounts, as she 
progressively moved closer to the mainland Chinese students’ commu-
nity and was socialized into different patterns of strategy use. The selected 
biographical episodes are intended to illustrate these contradictory pro-
cesses and reveal the interplay between Liu’s agency and the context 
underlying her strategy use.

Manipulating contextual resources for learning English

The data indicate that Liu, like other participants in the study, believed 
that the university provided a better English language learning environ-
ment than institutions on the Chinese mainland. For this reason, she felt 
that her strategy use in learning English was greatly facilitated by the new 
environment. The university attracts many international students and 
local students with high English proi ciency. It also recruits high-calibre 
mainland Chinese students whose English is likely to be more proi cient 
than their counterparts on the Chinese mainland. In other words, there 
were many material resources and proi cient English users (social resources) 
available to support Liu’s English language learning. Our regular conver-
sation summaries show that, starting from her arrival in Hong Kong, Liu 
had been actively using these resources to improve her English as well as 
her Cantonese. In the case of learning English, the comparison of two 
strategy use checklists completed by her in the i rst and second semesters 
reveals that she progressively adopted a greater variety of strategic behav-
iour to increase her exposure to English and to use English in Hong Kong. 
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In her i rst semester at the university, she regularly listened to English 
radio or watched English TV programmes; she also established an English-
speaking partnership with another mainland Chinese student; she tried to 
implement a rule to ensure that she would use English for all academic 
matters including discussions and tutorials, where students easily lapsed 
into Cantonese and even Putonghua. Apart from these strategic moves, 
she invested her time and energy in making friends and socializing with 
local students in her hall and in her faculty, which contributed to her 
expanded access to local students’ groups and Cantonese competence and 
helped increase her social opportunities for using English. Far more 
importantly, it gave her a sense of belonging to the student community. In 
the following interview extract, she describes how she started a language-
exchange partnership with a local student, which evolved into a scheme 
involving three languages:

One day, I got a message from an Arts student, a girl. She said that she 
was interested in learning Putonghua. She asked me whether I was 
interested in language exchange with her. At that time, my Cantonese 
was poor. So I agreed. For the i rst time meeting, both of us talked in 
Putonghua because I could not express myself in Cantonese. Last 
night, both of us were speaking in Cantonese (laughter). Do you think 
it funny? Hong Kong people could not change their human nature. 
Whenever they could speak Cantonese, they would speak Cantonese. 
Because her Putonghua was not too good, sometimes she would use a 
lot of English to explain herself. Once she started speaking English to 
me, I would switch to English. But when she switched back to 
Putonghua, I would try to speak in Cantonese. If I failed in my attempt, 
I would use Putonghua. It was just like that. In the beginning, I would 
ask her about basic terms in Cantonese. In the middle, we spoke more 
English because she found my English was good. So she was inter-
ested in practising English with me. In the end, both of us switched to 
Cantonese. I think that it is funny. They could not change their human 
nature of speaking Cantonese. (3 September 2004)

The episode sheds light on Liu’s readiness to embrace every possible lan-
guage learning opportunity arising from her exchanges with local stu-
dents. It also reveals the linguistic complexity that Liu had to cope with to 
maximize the development of her Cantonese and English competence. As 
she skillfully manoeuvred the language exchange scheme to benei t her 
Cantonese and English learning, she also had to avoid a common phe-
nomenon shared by many mainland Chinese students, namely their 
opportunities to use English signii cantly decreased when they were 
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 identii ed as able speakers of Cantonese. Therefore, it became a strategic 
move for Liu to use the evolving relationships among three languages 
(Cantonese, English and Putonghua) in the wider social context for her 
own benei t. Such strategic efforts revealed her agency in taking control of 
her own language learning and participating in the student community 
(Norton & Toohey, 2001), but the mediation of linguistic complexity in the 
learning context is also manifested in her account.

Challenges in utilizing social learning resources

In spite of Liu’s active strategy use to carve out a favourable niche for 
her language learning, the complicated learning context constrained her 
strategy use in acquiring linguistic competence and striving for her accep-
tance in the learning community. Although the early conversation sum-
maries indicate that her integration into the students’ community was 
quite successful, the data recorded a process of alienation from local stu-
dents in her experiences, in which she felt that the differences she had 
with them gradually became more, not less, apparent in ongoing social 
exchanges. Consequently, she felt that she was prevented from participat-
ing fully in student community life.

It is characteristic of many highly motivated mainland Chinese stu-
dents in Hong Kong that they are always anxious to prove themselves 
competent members of the community. One way for them to achieve this 
is, in addition to having good academic results, to participate in numerous 
student competitions. In two years, Liu made a few unsuccessful attempts 
to participate in student competitions. The particular student competition 
in this episode, a student proposal competition, which took place three 
months after her arrival, also functioned as an incentive for her to practise 
English intensively as the competition was organized by a local branch of 
an international student organization. However, according to Liu, on the 
i rst-round proposal-making day, she disappointedly found that Cantonese 
was the dominant language, in spite of the international proi le claimed 
by the competition organizers, because most participants were local stu-
dents. The competition process gave rise to the i rst signii cant clash 
recorded in the data between Liu and the local students. The competition 
required all the participants to work in a group and discuss the assigned 
reading materials for making proposals. Liu intended to make a proposal 
that somehow linked the Chinese mainland and Hong Kong, but local 
participants were more interested in proposing topics like corporate 
responsibility, to which she attached little signii cance. In the end, when 
the group voted for the proposal to be adopted, her proposal was turned 
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down; it only obtained three votes from mainland Chinese participants, 
including herself, and no local participants supported her proposal. This 
result was certainly disappointing for Liu but the implications were even 
more serious. The rejection, along with daily experiences of ‘us–other’ dif-
ferentiation in the media and social exchanges (Ho et al., 2003; Li et al., 
1995; Ma & Fung, 1999; Schack & Schack, 2005), made her suspect that her 
proposal was not treated fairly because it was about the Chinese 
mainland:

I would like to talk about mainland [. . .]. It created problems for me 
because sometimes I had to be judged by a group of local students. 
They would think you odd, very odd, talk differently. When their cul-
ture and values are not there, they think that you are not one of them. 
[. . .] Maybe, we have different concerns and cultural values. I feel that 
I am not one of them. Maybe in the very beginning, I felt that I was 
lucky that I am not one of them because I have different opinions. I 
think that I may help them to change, well, show them that there are 
different ways of thinking. But now I feel that I could not no matter 
how hard I tried because it was too difi cult. (15 November 2004)

This incident, together with others, left Liu with the impression that she 
could speak but was constantly not heard in the student community. It 
was from such socialization experiences that she discovered the insur-
mountable ‘wall’ between her and the community and the difi culty in 
securing a role in the local community. She realized that there were more 
than linguistic barriers for her to overcome in Hong Kong; the cultural gap 
also prevented her from becoming a fully participatory member in the 
students’ community, regardless of her shared cultural heritage and ethnic 
background with local students. After the competition, she did not give 
up her use of social strategies with local students to improve her English 
and Cantonese entirely. However, the data do show that the incident had 
a negative impact on her sense of belonging to the community and use of 
social strategies in language learning. In previous conversations, she had 
already complained that her insistence on using English alone put her at 
risk of being distanced by other Putonghua-speaking mainland Chinese 
students, leading to occasional feelings of isolation. After this incident, she 
mentioned more frequently her mainland Chinese friends in her conver-
sations and eventually after six months in Hong Kong, she found herself 
using more Putonghua and less Cantonese and English:

I speak more and more Putonghua now. Now if some people approach, 
Hong Kong people, I will speak Putonghua to them sometimes. I will 
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not speak Cantonese to them. I do not know why. Even my professor 
hands me a handout, I will say ‘xiexie’ (Thank you) even though I 
know how to speak Cantonese. (9 March 2005)

As she started appreciating the fact that she shared more with other main-
land Chinese students, her strategy use in learning English began to dis-
play more inl uences from mainland Chinese peers.

Regaining power in learning English

Although her unsatisfactory participation experiences in the student 
community discouraged her active use of social learning strategies, the 
data reveal that Liu attempted to regain momentum in learning English 
by expanding her vocabulary after she found herself using more Putonghua 
and less English. As she spent time interacting with her mainland Chinese 
peers, she found that she was exposed to a popular discourse among them, 
which views achieving high academic results, receiving a doctoral schol-
arship from an American university or getting a job offer from a presti-
gious company in Hong Kong as the pinnacle of success for a mainland 
Chinese student at the university. She saw that many of her mainland 
Chinese friends were motivated by such visions to endure a stressful pro-
cess of memorizing the Graduate Record Exam (GRE) vocabulary list in 
preparation for the GRE exam, a gatekeeper examination for those who 
wish to apply for graduate studies in North American universities. She 
also noted that many other mainland Chinese students felt obliged to do 
so without actually believing in its long-term impact on their acquisition 
of linguistic competence. Usually these students tried to memorize three 
sub-lists of new words in the vocabulary list and review all the sub-lists 
they had memorized earlier every day until they had reviewed the same 
word 7 times. The most popular vocabulary book had 51 sub-lists (6000 
commonly tested words in total) and in theory took 17 days of concen-
trated effort to memorize. This was a daunting task for many. Nevertheless, 
Liu found it necessary to spend time memorizing and reviewing the GRE 
wordlists to acquire more vocabulary. As she once detested rote memori-
zation and systematic reviewing of vocabulary, she modii ed the popular 
memorization approach to suit her needs:

I could not do it myself. It was terrible. But I decided to review two 
lists a week, after a semester, I can i nish forty lists. From the begin-
ning of the semester, I have completed 8 lists. It is not that bad. The 
problem is whether I will persist. I think that my way is much better. 
Because in the 17-days way, people just look at or stare at the words, 
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they do not know how to read, they do not know how to use them. 
They do not care. (21 September 2005)

While her decision to memorize GRE wordlists was mediated by her 
mainland Chinese peers, the data suggest that she understood the 
 importance of having a large vocabulary and was aware of the necessity of 
having her own reasons for this memorization effort. Otherwise, she felt that 
it was extremely difi cult for her to continue memorizing words. However, 
she could not i nd meanings and discourses that could motivate her learning 
efforts among her mainland Chinese peers. Many of her peers started spend-
ing time memorizing words because of the uncertainties upon graduation 
that they foresaw. Although these students initially intended to seek employ-
ment in Hong Kong, they began to seriously consider preparing for plan B, 
that is, undertaking postgraduate studies elsewhere as the linguistic and 
sociocultural differences they had with local students added to their insecu-
rity and uncertainty as a result of being non-locals in Hong Kong. In addi-
tion, there were also some mainland Chinese students who regarded Hong 
Kong’s English-medium tertiary education as a stepping stone for them to 
pursue postgraduate studies in countries like the United States and Great 
Britain. Although Liu probably shared some of these motives, she did not 
i nd the images of successful graduates in the dominant discourses among 
her mainland peers inspiring. In other words, she wanted to have her own 
voice in learning English and sought to be different:

There is always a voice inside me, telling me to come back to China. 
But after I came to Hong Kong, everybody is talking about going 
abroad, going overseas, PhD, i nding a good job, staying in Hong 
Kong, making a lot of money. My own voice is becoming less and less 
audible. I cannot say it. I need to have my own voice. [. . .] Now because 
I found studying English, if you have some good knowledge of 
English, it really means something, [. . .] if I have a good knowledge of 
English, if I go back, it is OK just for me to be an English teacher, it 
does not matter. [. . .] Even if I do not have to be a PHD, I can still help 
other people. (21 September 2005)

In a series of conversations, she recounted how she found new meanings 
in learning English after becoming a fan of a nationwide Super Girl compe-
tition winner in the summer of 2005. The Super Girl competition is like a 
Chinese version of American Idol except that all the contestants are female 
(Jacks, 2005; Keane, 2006). The winner in 2005 was an unusual cultural 
icon elected by millions of young Chinese through text messaging, who 
possesses ‘attitude, originality and a proud androgyny that dei ed Chinese 
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norms’ (Jacks, 2005). The message conveyed through this cultural icon to 
her as well as to thousands of fans was clear, that is, it is wonderful to be 
different:

Maybe in the bottom of my heart, I feel that I was a little bit like Li Yu 
Chun, when I was in high school. If I did something like her, it would 
be perfect. If I was a Li Yu Chun, [. . .] I will not do what I am doing 
now. I am not dreaming a star life. Now she is a superstar. But before 
that, she was just a common girl like everybody. A common girl. But 
I did not choose to be like her. I focused on my academic studies 
instead. (21 September 2005)

As Liu found that her idol could not pronounce English words properly in 
the contest, she decided to write a letter telling her how to pronounce 
them properly. In return, she received a photo with her idol’s signature. 
An apparently insignii cant incident empowered her with her own voice 
in learning English as she became aware that her English competence 
could be truly meaningful to her even if she returned to the Chinese main-
land. As a result, she realized that learning English could have many other 
meanings and she did not have to dei ne its meaning as something like 
receiving a good job offer in Hong Kong or doing doctoral studies in the 
United States, as did many mainland Chinese students.

Such rel ections gave her a sense of ownership in her language learn-
ing, which made memorization efforts much more pleasant and enjoyable 
for her. The whole episode showed that Liu, as a social agent, could rel ex-
ively and purposefully transform a series of strenuous efforts into some-
thing meaningful in her pursuit of linguistic competence, by drawing 
inspiration from her own life experiences. However, this does not negate 
the possibility that Liu adopted memorization strategies because she was 
almost obliged to do so by peers from her social group and the situation 
she found herself in after discovering the enduring gap between local stu-
dents and herself. Thus, her strategy use was a product of the interplay 
between her agency and contextual realities, both having mediated her 
language learning and strategy use.

Zhixuan

Zhixuan grew up in a family that had strong links with the educated 
‘elite’ in Beijing. His uncle and aunt, both having been visiting scholars to 
top American universities, had a deep inl uence on his attraction to the 
United States and his motivation for learning English. He admitted that he 
was ‘Americanized’ before he even came to Hong Kong, believing that 
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‘American culture is the best’. He had been pursuing his dream of going 
to the States for years. In high school, he was obliged to work hard for 
English examinations although he knew that exam-oriented learning did 
not help improve his English. During the preparatory year on the Chinese 
mainland, he had been actively working on his English, in particular his 
speaking and listening. He also sought to expand his understanding of 
America, taking courses in American culture. However, it was not until he 
came to Hong Kong and attended a summer camp organized by a group 
of American university students that he began to have his i rst real com-
munication experience with American students. As a northern Chinese, he 
knew that it would not be easy for him to pick up a good command of 
Cantonese, so he decided to give it up and devote his time to learning only 
English while he was in Hong Kong as a science student.

The accounts of Zhixuan show that the complexity of the language 
learning task in Hong Kong could be reduced signii cantly as he consid-
ered his stay in Hong Kong transitory and had a well-designed plan to go 
to the United States for further studies upon graduation. As an extremely 
motivated English language learner, he was ready to seize all possible 
learning opportunities in Hong Kong. He was also a focused learner, 
spending most of his time and energy on academic studies and English. 
Moreover, the differences that mainland Chinese students had with local 
students had little inl uence on Zhixuan’s language learning experiences. 
Because of his decision related to further studies, he actively utilized con-
textual resources to support his own language learning efforts. Zhixuan 
socialized mainly with exchange students, particularly those from the 
States and had little to do with local and other mainland Chinese students. 
He also spent a year in the States for exchange studies where he further 
rei ned his English. The thematized accounts in the following sections 
illustrate how he made full use of English learning opportunities in Hong 
Kong in preparation for his exchange year and improved his English 
during his stay in the United States.

Utilize learning resources

Zhixuan’s i rst reported satisfactory English language learning experi-
ence took place when he arrived in Hong Kong to attend a Summer 
English Camp organized by the China Affairs Ofi ce of the university in 
the summer of 2004. It was an immersion style camp for English learners, 
where a group of American college students acted as tutors. In the English 
camp, Zhixuan experienced using English intensively for social commu-
nication, which encouraged him to put great effort into improving his 
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listening comprehension and oral competence, as he considered himself 
‘probably the weakest among all the scholarship students’ in English at 
that time. When the camp was over, he believed that he had made some 
signii cant progress in speaking and he made good friends with American 
tutors at the camp. In the camp, his understanding of American culture, 
in particular his knowledge of American classics such as De Tocqueville’s 
work, must have impressed his American counterparts deeply. His inter-
est in Christianity and his belief in Christianity as an integral part of 
American culture might have also made it easier for him to establish a 
close relationship with the American tutors, all of whom were evangelical 
Christians. Moreover, his rel ectivity and readiness to seize any appropri-
ate learning opportunities also had a lasting impact on his strategy use. 
However, he was not likely to adopt certain learning methods or strate-
gies simply based on other people’s advice. Instead, he would often 
search from his relevant life experiences to identify the most appropriate 
ways of learning. As an example, he recalled how he sought advice on 
memorizing classical texts from his American teachers to strengthen his 
belief in the importance of memorization in his learning of English:

It is important for a language learner to memorize when learning his 
or her mother tongue. It is also important for me to memorize certain 
English texts. But I cannot memorize everything. That is why I need to 
do some research to know what should be memorized. I also asked 
my American teachers this. I asked them whether they had memo-
rized any texts when they were in primary and secondary schools in 
the States. They said that they had memorized something. So I asked 
them to send them to me through emails, I mean, the titles of their 
memorized texts. So I can have a list of texts (for memorization). I 
tried to learn English as if I was learning Chinese, as if I was learning 
my mother tongue. (25 August 2004, translated from Chinese)

Zhixuan’s immersion experience in the summer English camp had pro-
vided him with an opportunity to compare his previous experience of 
learning Chinese, his mother tongue, to his current experience of learn-
ing English. The necessity of memorizing classical texts was a useful 
strategy in his perception as he rel ected on his previous experiences. 
The importance of using a dictionary in extensive reading was another 
conclusion he inferred from his past experience of reading difi cult 
Chinese magazines:

In the camp, I tried to recall how I learnt Chinese. Then I remembered 
that I had a very difi cult time reading a magazine a long time ago (when 
I was very small). There were so many words I did not understand at 
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that time. So I had to rely on the dictionary to go on reading it until I 
became unwilling to use the dictionary. I spent hour after hour read-
ing a magazine [. . .] at that time, it was regarded as uni t for my age. I 
am not saying that it was something immoral. It was just too difi cult 
to read. (25 August 2004, translated from Chinese)

The rel ection on his difi culties in reading Chinese encouraged him to 
read English books although they might contain some words beyond his 
level of English. He mentioned that he had started to like reading English 
books to improve his linguistic competence in English:

Now I have also become fond of reading books. I had already begun 
to read English books, mainly to improve my English and my vocabu-
lary. (25 August 2004, translated from Chinese)

In the account given above, the participant appeared to be a highly self-
regulated language learner who drew on his previous language learning 
experiences to inform his current pursuit of English competence. Such 
rel ections and regulatory efforts on language learning revealed the par-
ticipant’s agency in learning English in a context that might appear to be 
constraining for other study participants. Highly motivated, he used to 
spend time memorizing English texts and looking up all the new words he 
encountered in reading.

The challenge of sustaining a space for learning English

In this inquiry, Zhixuan was one of the most successful participants to 
integrate learning English with academic learning through English. In one 
of our conversations, he recounted how he had been utilizing academic 
studies to create opportunities for learning English, not only to expand his 
vocabulary, but also to have more oral practice, especially during his i rst 
semester in Hong Kong. His decision not to learn any Cantonese probably 
facilitated his efforts to concentrate his energy on learning English. During 
the i rst few weeks, while his mainland counterparts were busy with par-
ticipating in all sorts of orientation camps organized by their student soci-
eties and residential halls, he benei ted from the exemption from such 
orientation activities and devoted the time to watching videos and listen-
ing to the English radio to improve his listening comprehension. He also 
regularly spent some time reading English news and watching English 
news programmes:

In Hong Kong, I mainly focused on reading and writing because they 
were very useful. At that time, I could only i nish one page in one 
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hour. It was too much. It was really painful. [. . .] whenever I met an 
unknown word, I would look it up. It was hard. In the beginning, [. . .] 
I spent much more time on learning English than I planned. [. . .] For 
about three months in August, September and October, I just focused 
on learning English. I got up early and went to sleep late. I worked 
very hard. (27 July 2006, translated from Chinese)

In addition, he spent most of the learning time reading his textbooks care-
fully as he tried his best to adopt a balanced approach to his academic studies 
and learning of English, focusing on reading English materials related to the 
i eld of his academic studies. Through such intensive learning efforts, he 
acquired both specialist and linguistic knowledge. However, as he under-
stood that he had limited time for a wide range of skills and competences, 
he focused on learning what was essential to him and was not willing to 
move beyond the boundary of his own disciplinary learning. If he had to 
take some extra courses as required by the university, he often chose courses 
that helped him to learn more English or American culture. His comment 
on course selection reveals his desire to economize his efforts for maximum 
benei ts in both academic studies and learning English:

Although I did read some other materials for other courses because I 
chose some courses in Hong Kong, I mean, those not in my academic 
major studies. I had taken a literature course [. . .] if I did not have to 
take it, then I would not choose it. If I had to take some non-major 
courses, I would probably choose this course because I was more 
interested in the course than other courses. (27 July 2006, translated 
from Chinese)

While Zhixuan economized his efforts to expand his English vocabulary 
through reading his course materials with great care, he took advantage of 
collaborative learning at the department, which required him and other 
students to spend a lot of time together constructing and developing their 
subject knowledge, for instance, having small group discussions. He used 
his advanced understanding of chemistry to have academic discussions in 
English with a group of students who were proi cient in English so that he 
could have more opportunities to use English. Like Liu, he was also good 
at establishing social networks to facilitate his learning efforts:

I made a few friends with my department because we have work to 
do together. Well, I mean that we can discuss chemistry. [. . .] I have a 
lot of interaction with my classmates but not with my hall mates. Of 
course, they talk in English. Some people will try to get something 
from me [. . .] because I know a lot of chemistry terms in Chinese [. . .]. 
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I learnt all my chemistry in China in Chinese. (7 February 2005, trans-
lated from Chinese)

This also explains why Zhixuan did not want to interact much with his 
peers in the same hall. Firstly, he had no shared medium of communica-
tion with them since he had been determined not to learn Cantonese. 
Secondly, there was no reason for communication for they had no shared 
interest. Consequently, he avoided many difi cult issues faced by other 
participants in the study who felt obliged to learn Cantonese and integrate 
into the student community. Instead, Zhixuan spent most of the socializa-
tion time interacting with international students:

I just sleep in my hall and spend most of my time outside of my hall, 
either in the library or classrooms. I seldom talk to my l oor mates. 
They can only speak Cantonese. And they are too shy to speak 
Putonghua. But I have a good relationship with my neighbours. One 
is from Australia and the other is from Denmark. And also Lilly, a 
friend I met in the American Youth Culture course. She is an American. 
(7 February 2005, translated from Chinese)

However, the desire to have a good academic record and a mastery of 
English undermined his quality of life. After his return from exchange 
studies in the United States, he saw his life in the United States as being 
much happier because he had not had much social life and many friends 
in Hong Kong. As I examined his early accounts of academic life in Hong 
Kong, the contextual conditions did seem to have made his life more 
stressful although this was the result of his own choice. In other words, 
even though the data show that he could manage his language learning 
successfully in Hong Kong, he still suffered from social isolation as a 
mainland Chinese student committed to academic studies and learning 
English. In the end, his efforts did pay off since he achieved a high level of 
English and became fully prepared for his exchange study in the United 
States. In fact, Zhixuan felt that, among all the international exchange stu-
dents his host university in the United States received during the year, he 
considered himself the best in terms of English proi ciency. He had indeed 
learnt English in Hong Kong to a level that he could fully communicate in 
it during his stay in the United States.

An American experience

Zhixuan appreciated the fact that Hong Kong had prepared him lin-
guistically for his exchange study in the United States. Without a year of 
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learning English in Hong Kong, he believed that it would have been quite 
difi cult for him to adjust to academic studies and daily life in the United 
States. As a result, when he went to the United States, he no longer felt 
the need to learn English. The data coni rm that he did not put any spe-
cial effort into learning English because opportunities to learn and use 
English were so abundant that he did not need to make an effort to create 
opportunities for use as he did in Hong Kong. In addition, he admitted 
that he did not have to be fully ‘conscious’ of the learning process and 
regulate the content he learnt in order that he could learn perfect English:

I did not learn English in the States. [. . .] There are some differences 
between Hong Kong and the States. I was not worried in the States. I 
was worried in Hong Kong because all people here speak English 
with accents. So I had to be conscious [my italics] about what I needed 
to learn and what I should not learn. I needed to make sure whether 
the way that a word was used in Hong Kong was proper. [. . .] in the 
States, I mainly socialized with Americans and I had no such need to 
be on the alert. I did not have to think about this question all the time. 
It was relaxing for me. And I learnt English faster. (27 July 2006, trans-
lated from Chinese)

The most important means for him to improve his English in the United 
States was to socialize with his fellow American students and other inter-
national students in English. He found that the host university was truly 
international and American students were willing to receive outsiders. 
Consequently, he did not feel that he was a foreigner at all on the campus. 
Through regular interaction with other students and friends in English, he 
not only felt that he was much happier in the United States than in Hong 
Kong but he also managed to make some signii cant progress in his 
English. In particular, he noticed that his accent had improved:

I had been trying my best to change my accent. [. . .] There was a class-
mate, with whom I always talked in the i rst semester, who told me 
that I had a strong Chinese accent. Later he told me that he could not 
detect my Chinese accent. [. . .] My host family also told me that it was 
sometimes difi cult to understand me when I i rst went there. I did not 
realize that I had such a strong accent. But now, I may not be perfect 
but my host family friends have no problems in understanding me. 
(27 July 2006, translated from Chinese)

In the United States, his academic studies and socialization took most of 
his time. As a result, he no longer had time for watching TV and reading 
English news as he used to do in Hong Kong. His decreased interest in 
news was partly related to the fact that he had little opportunity to discuss 
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political issues with his friends. Consequently, he had no use for the lan-
guage and knowledge acquired through reading news. Therefore, he felt 
the time spent on reading and watching news had to be reduced:

Later on, we did not talk about politics. Most of the online news was 
political news. [. . .] I was not particularly interested in it. [. . .] we often 
talked about science and then our countries because I was talking with 
other international students. And with my lab mates, about academic 
problems. (27 July 2006, translated from Chinese)

Among the friends he made in the United States, many were actually inter-
national exchange students like him, including some German and Japanese 
friends. There was an Asian American student who had a close relationship 
with him. He also mentioned that he had developed a congenial relationship 
with an old professor in his department. Apparently, Zhixuan had been one 
of the lucky students who had integrated well into the student community, 
or particular student groups he found on the university campus. He was 
either placed in a social circle or, by accident, he was one of the founding 
members of a particular social circle. For instance, the social circle in the labo-
ratory where he worked as an undergraduate assistant was built on the aca-
demic discipline he found himself in. This circle provided opportunities for 
him to improve his spoken English through socialization.

Like many other participants in this study, Zhixuan identii ed himself 
as one of the academic ‘elite’. To maintain his position among the social 
‘elite’, he was determined to pursue postgraduate studies in the United 
States upon his graduation in Hong Kong. For this reason, he had to take 
the GRE test for which dozens of his mainland Chinese counterparts in 
Hong Kong had been preparing. At one time, he tried to read through a 
book given by a professor as an award for his academic performance in his 
course, hoping that the reading would help him to prepare for the test. As 
he realized that it was too time-consuming to go through the book, check-
ing every unknown word, he decided to give it up. Instead, he resorted to 
doing what many other Chinese mainland students did, namely memo-
rizing the GRE wordlists intensively:

I was particularly busy in the second semester. And there was also 
GRE. I wanted to memorize the words (I encountered in the book) to 
prepare for GRE. But later, I found that it was more efi cient to memo-
rize the GRE wordlists. I knew that I would forget a lot of words I had 
memorized. But I did not have time. Time was short. (27 July 2006, 
translated from Chinese)

However, unlike many other study participants, he saw English as his 
‘primary language’ and imagined himself as a member of the academic 
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‘elite’ circle he had found in the United States. Among all the study par-
ticipants, he was one of the few learners who articulated such clear inte-
grative motives for learning English. He was one of the few students who 
could shut himself off from the outside reality and maintain a favourable 
setting that would help him to reach his goals of academic elitism and 
English competence. Zhixuan’s experiences indicate that language learn-
ers are likely to sustain a social space for language learning and strategy 
use, provided that they have a strong commitment to their learning goals, 
an understanding of the language learning context and appropriate skills 
in manipulating these conditions. His accounts are also suggestive of the 
importance of his exercises of agency, his will and capacity (power) to act 
otherwise (Giddens, 1976, 1984), in his pursuit of linguistic competence, 
although one can also detect the constraints imposed by contextual condi-
tions upon him.

Yu

Yu grew up in a middle-class professional family on the Chinese main-
land, with parents who were not only interested in her educational prog-
ress but also anxiously engaged in her language learning. Her parents put 
great effort into supervising her learning of English and forced her to 
memorize as many English words as possible when she was a young child. 
Although her attitude towards memorization was quite negative because 
of this experience, she found that her English exam results had always 
been among the best in her class. After her parents decided that she should 
go to Hong Kong for tertiary studies, she found that she desperately 
needed to improve her spoken English. She was not satisi ed with the 
English instruction in her university during the preparatory year on the 
Chinese mainland. Together with other Hong Kong-bound students, she 
employed a tutor to help her to improve her English.

The data reveal the enormous challenges that Yu encountered in coping 
with the demands placed on her to learn Cantonese and English and to 
pursue academic studies in Hong Kong. All of these were competing for 
her precious time and in turn were becoming major themes of her lan-
guage learning experiences in Hong Kong. On the one hand, she needed 
to improve her Cantonese so that she could participate in the learning 
community effectively. On the other hand, she appreciated the paramount 
importance of English in the current study in the English medium and in 
future workplaces. Since her academic studies often prevented her from 
investing more time and energy in learning English, like many other main-
land Chinese students, she struggled to improve her English. Eventually, 
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this struggle culminated in her decision to prepare for the GRE test even 
though she was still unsure as to whether she would go to North America 
for graduate studies or not. The following descriptions taken from the 
 longitudinal inquiry highlight the constraints in her language learning 
environments and her frustrated language learning efforts.

Learning Cantonese

In comparison with other mainland Chinese students, Yu’s strategy use 
in learning English was probably most mediated by the collaborative 
learning approach in her Faculty, where the dominant socialization 
medium was Cantonese. As an architecture student, apart from attending 
lectures, she spent most of her time on design work in the studio with all 
the other students from the same cohort. In the i rst semester, she collabo-
rated with a local student in working on a 1:1 model designed according 
to Butterl y Lovers, a famous Chinese folk tale. In another semester, groups 
of 20 students were asked to submit a i nal project, with each group fur-
ther divided into smaller teams, each responsible for a different section of 
the project. According to tradition, Yu was asked to be a helper for senior 
students and took junior students as helpers when she became a second-
year student. The strong emphasis on collective teamwork and the collab-
orative learning environment required a common language for students 
to share their understanding and knowledge with each other, a decision 
beyond the control of Yu and even the ofi cial English medium instruction 
policy in the university. The dominant language for peer interaction was 
Cantonese even though many of Yu’s local group mates were international 
school graduates and non-JUPAS (Joint University Programmes Admission 
System) students who were highly proi cient in English. Thus, the studio 
generated a pressing necessity for her to reach at least a functional level of 
Cantonese:

I try to communicate with my classmates in Cantonese because local 
students, after all, like to use Cantonese. If I use Putonghua or English, 
it will cause barriers in our exchanges. They will not be too willing to 
talk to me. If I use Putonghua, Putonghua will be too difi cult for 
them. (28 September 2004)

If I keep speaking Putonghua, maybe they (local students) do not want 
to speak to me. (Because) They have a lot of chances to speak to other 
students in Cantonese. So I will have less chance to communicate with 
others. [. . .] I speak Putonghua to myself. And I speak Cantonese to my 
classmates in order to be part of them. (20 November 2004)
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Cantonese was not only important in the learning process but also an 
important asset for her future career. The normal path for an architecture 
graduate to become a registered architect in Hong Kong requires the grad-
uate to take a one-year traineeship in an architectural i rm, which is fol-
lowed by a two-year master’s level study and professional examinations. 
This meant that she would have to spend quite some time working and 
studying in Hong Kong before getting her professional qualii cation. As a 
result, there was a great need for her to acquire an appropriate command 
of Cantonese to enable her to function in teamwork with local students at 
the university and colleagues upon graduation. Apart from this, Cantonese 
was also the dominant medium for socialization in the residential hall 
where Yu lived. The residential hall was an even closer social community, 
in which each resident was expected to acquire a shared hall identity 
through participating in all sorts of activities. For this reason, she was a 
member of the hall basketball team for some time. In some sense, the hall 
was a good place for her as well as many other mainland Chinese students 
to learn Cantonese:

I started learning Cantonese in the orientation camp. I just listened to 
Cantonese all days and all the week in the orientation. In the begin-
ning, I could not understand what they talked about, so somebody 
translated for me. I participated in it for three days. I could not under-
stand it totally. I still had barriers. After resting for a few days, I sud-
denly realized that I could understand it much more. I do not know 
why it was so. (12 December 2004)

However, a functional command of Cantonese did not make life and study 
much easier for Yu. There were still many obstacles against her full partici-
pation in the residential and learning community. For instance, she could 
not fully express herself and often felt stigmatized when her accent 
betrayed her true identity as a mainland Chinese student; this would 
happen whenever a local student switched to Putonghua after talking to 
her for a while. Although she appreciated that it was probably a gesture of 
goodwill on the part of the local speaker, she still felt uncomfortable about 
such sudden changes:

I do not feel good about it. (Gao: Why?) It was just like this. If I do not 
speak, they cannot tell me that I am not one of them. They cannot tell 
that I am actually not from Hong Kong. The sudden change in their 
ways of talking to me always reminds me of the fact that I am not from 
Hong Kong. It is an act to differentiate my identity from theirs. I feel 
annoyed for there is always someone who wants to separate me out 
from them. (30 May 2006)
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This extract reveals her feeling of defeat at discovering the apparent fail-
ure in her efforts to learn Cantonese so as to integrate into the local com-
munity. Her experiential account also indicates that her integration 
efforts through Cantonese were not a complete success because of the 
 cultural gaps she had with local students (Ho et al., 2003; Schack & 
Schack, 2005), in some cases leading to great frustration for her. For 
instance,  differences towards study and life that she had with local 
 students tended to constrain their relationships. As a fee-paying main-
land Chinese student, she was much more concerned than her local 
counterparts with her academic performance and willing to put every 
effort into her work. Consequently, she found that she had no time for 
leisure and social activities. Yet her local group members appeared to 
have a different view:

[. . .] their lifestyle is a bit different from mine. They like to sing 
Karaoke. Sometimes they spend too much time on doing something 
meaningless. I think that they are wasting time. (20 November 2004)

In addition, there were tensions in the studio. Yu noted that local students 
tended to play music and chat with each other when working in the studio. 
Music, conversations and other sounds created distracting noises for her 
when she felt that she desperately needed to concentrate on her design 
work in search for inspiration and problem solution. Such tensions gradu-
ally built up after students worked for long hours, often several nights in 
the studio. It was not unusual for local students to have nervous break-
downs and therefore it was understandable for Yu to experience some 
emotional outbursts, which could put further strains on her relationship 
with the others. In other words, the collaborative learning at Yu’s Faculty, 
together with the broader sociocultural gaps that she had with local stu-
dents, somehow undermined her pursuit of linguistic competence in 
Cantonese and English.

Strategy use in learning English

While Yu tried to integrate into the residential and learning communi-
ties through the medium of Cantonese, her struggle with learning English 
also dominated her language learning experiences in Hong Kong. She 
apparently saw the efforts in learning Cantonese to be in conl ict with her 
struggles to obtain a better command of English. For this reason, a recur-
ring theme of the conversations with her in the i rst year was the regret 
that she had ‘been using too much Cantonese and had no opportunities to 
use English’ (4 December 2004, English original). On one occasion, she 
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found herself speaking to a native English tutor in an English language 
class in Cantonese (28 September 2004). This became a serious problem 
because she had to defend her own work and contributions before tutors 
and other group members in English once she i nished her design work 
with her Cantonese-speaking group mates. She understood the critical 
importance of English as English presentations were important in decid-
ing her i nal results:

In fact, English matters more to me than Cantonese. (28 September 
2004)

Yu faced a double-edged language learning struggle, in which she had to 
put extra effort into improving her English and, at the same time, continue 
working on her Cantonese. Like many other mainland Chinese students, 
she managed to expand her exposure to English by watching English TV 
programmes and movies apparently because TV was one of the most 
accessible sources of English input she could i nd in Hong Kong. The sig-
nii cance of watching English programmes and movies shifted as her aca-
demic studies progressed in Hong Kong. At the beginning, she was 
apparently motivated to watch English programmes and movies to 
improve her English, especially after she felt that she had been using too 
much Cantonese. Later on, it also became one of the major means for her 
to relax after a full day’s study:

I watch TV in English. When I watch TV, I just want to improve my 
English. (12 December 2004)

I went to watch English movies for improving my English and relax-
ation. (5 February 2005)

I watch TV, most of the time, English TV, on CCTV, ATV world. I watch 
David Late Show. [. . .] CCTV 9 is much easier for me to understand. 
Maybe because of its accent and the key words they choose. For the 
other English channels, I have difi culty in understanding them. [. . .] 
If I got tired, I would watch TV because I do not need to think too 
much while watching TV. (3 March 2005)

Moreover, the necessity for her to use English in lectures was a source of 
pressure and anxiety, stimulating her to put effort into learning English. In 
the i rst year, she repeatedly talked about a compelling need to improve 
her spoken English and the fear inside her when she was speaking English 
to native speakers, course tutors, English-proi cient local students and 
other strangers. Consequently, at the beginning of her studies, she used 
her dei ciency in Cantonese to seek opportunities to practise English when 
interacting with her local student partners when collaborating on projects. 
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Such practices, although limited, had a positive impact on her pursuit of 
oral English competence:

I cannot express myself in Cantonese efi ciently. So I use English and 
Cantonese at the same time. (20 November 2004)

I still made some progress in English, [. . .] in spoken English. When 
we (my partner and I) were designing the model, I kept talking 
English. (18 December 2004)

Unfortunately, once her Cantonese improved, she lost the opportunities to 
practise English and found herself using more and more Cantonese. Later, 
she was even alarmed to i nd herself speaking less Putonghua because her 
design work had taken up most of her time and drastically reduced her 
social time. For this particular reason, she persisted in having a weekly 
conversation in English in this follow-up study as it became almost the 
only opportunity for her to practise English.

In addition to her speaking problems, at the beginning of her academic 
studies, she felt that she needed to increase her vocabulary to cope with 
academic studies conducted in English. Consequently, even though she 
did not wish to memorize words, she found that she had to do so. Apart 
from memorizing words from a vocabulary book she brought with her, 
she tried to memorize words encountered in textbooks and course materi-
als. However, she found that her memorization effort produced disap-
pointing results since she was not able to remember the words that she 
tried to memorize:

I really need words helping me to understand other people’s English 
[. . .] I just have one book on vocabulary and tried to remember 
words. Every day twenty words or so. Just go through it. Most of 
them I have already been familiar with. I just take out those difi cult 
ones. [. . .] I also tried to memorize words from architecture textbooks. 
(6 November 2004)

I met many of the words I used to memorize before. But I do not 
remember them so I had to check them in the dictionary. Even if I go 
back to the same word many times, I just could not remember its 
meanings. I just become familiar with the word. But most of the words 
I used to memorize, I can remember them because I need to use them 
here. (5 February 2005)

Although Yu reported limited success at improving her English compe-
tence, she continued struggling to improve it against all odds, in spite of 
her stressful academic studies and inability to expand her vocabulary.
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A desperate struggle to learn English

Prior to the commencement of the second academic year, she made a i nal 
major attempt to improve her English and decided to memorize GRE words 
like many other mainland Chinese students. The decision to memorize GRE 
words was mediated by other mainland Chinese students who were plan-
ning to embark on further studies abroad, especially in the United States. Yu 
appeared to have some mixed feelings about her decision. She felt that she 
would be at a disadvantage if she did not do what others were doing. She 
was also worried about whether she would be able to secure a trainee 
opportunity in Hong Kong as the job market for architects had become 
increasingly competitive. Therefore, it was desirable for her to seek overseas 
professional qualii cations. Apart from these practical concerns and worries, 
she did have a strong urge to improve her English. For instance, she always 
tried to improve her English during vacations when she had more time, even 
though she seldom succeeded in achieving anything in learning English. 
This time, she hoped that she would manage to attain some tangible learning 
success by participating in the popular craze for memorizing GRE words:

One of my classmates (mainland Chinese student) who is from Beijing 
went to New Oriental School because she wanted to take GRE or 
TOEFL. She wanted to go abroad after her undergraduate study. I 
have not decided whether to go or not. But I need to take it as well. 
[. . .] I plan to take the course in Beijing in August. I just want to push 
myself to learn more English. [. . .] Everybody else is doing the same 
thing. If I do not do it, I feel that I am losing something. [. . .] They say 
that the school is very good at this thing, guessing exam questions. 
[. . .] a lot of people have decided to take the course even if they have 
not decided whether to go abroad or not. They just said that they 
wanted to improve their English. (16 April 005)

After her return from the test prep school, Yu tried to memorize three new 
lists of GRE words each day in order to i nish all the lists. As there were a 
total of 51 lists, on a particular day she might have to review and memo-
rize 24 lists of words, each list having around 100 words:

I spent about ten days trying to memorize all the GRE words. [. . .] I 
used the Red book and memorized most of them. [. . .] Ten days, I 
just memorized these words. And I did nothing else. [. . .] Our 
teacher told us that we did not need to remember the words’ pro-
nunciation. Because we only used them in the exam and we did not 
have to read them. I just read all the sample sentences for three new 
wordlists for the day. For other lists that I should review for the 
day, I just read Chinese and English. I did not have time to read 
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all the sample sentences if I had to memorize 24 lists on one day. 
(17 September 2005)

Although Yu believed that such memorization efforts helped her to under-
stand lectures better, the whole experience was utterly confusing and dis-
orienting for her. She gave up her memorization effort even before she 
completed all the lists because she found the whole experience unbearable 
and her memorization effort useless. Like her early memorization efforts, 
she again failed to remember the words that were not frequently used in 
her studies and daily life. As she became increasingly busy with her archi-
tectural work, she no longer learnt English in this way. Asked whether she 
would do anything different from memorizing English words in the 
future, she answered:

I would do something else. I do not want to torture myself again. I had 
tried to memorize GRE words. That was enough. I was really fright-
ened. It had such negative effects on me. I may choose to read books 
or watch movies. (30 May 2006)

Yu’s experience of memorizing GRE words again shows how her strategy 
use was mediated by contextual conditions. Driven by great uncertainties 
associated with her investment in academic studies and language learn-
ing, she put considerable effort into memorizing GRE words, which led 
her to some progress in learning English but more feelings of frustration. 
Memorizing GRE words was a desperate struggle for her to gain momen-
tum in learning English since academic studies took up most of her time 
at the university. It was also the pinnacle of the conl ict between her 
agency and contextual conditions in her language learning experiences in 
Hong Kong. She suffered from conl icting desires to have more English 
and better academic results, while she had to endure contextual con-
straints on her language learning efforts, such as the dominance of 
Cantonese in her design studio and group work activities. These con-
straints meant that she needed to put extra time and effort into creating 
and sustaining a social learning space to support her language learning 
efforts. Yet she did not have the required time and energy. Without a sup-
portive social learning network, she was likely to be less effective in deal-
ing with these constraints and conl icts to pursue English competence.

Mengshi

Mengshi was born into an educated professional family with his father 
having received higher education. His father personally taught him his 
i rst English words before sending him to a private tutor for better English 
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instruction. Upon his graduation from secondary school, his parents 
decided to send him to Hong Kong for tertiary education. Based on his 
own account, he was one of those who were hard-working and motivated 
enough to achieve academic success through taking exams. He memorized 
test-preparation materials like many other Chinese students when he was 
in high school. During his preparatory year in a mainland Chinese univer-
sity, he memorized words and prepared for the CET-4 test (College English 
Test, Band 4) to improve his English even though he did not have to take it 
as a Hong Kong-bound student. He appeared to be less critical about the 
learning context on the Chinese mainland than other participants in the 
study and, at the same time, he was vaguely uneasy about his ways of 
learning English. On the Chinese mainland, he spent some three to four 
hours a day learning English during the preparatory year, even though he 
felt he had made little progress in English.

Mengshi’s account of learning English in Hong Kong is a tale of persis-
tent effort and many failures. Like Liu and Yu, Mengshi wished to i nd 
employment upon graduation in Hong Kong and had to deal with the 
task of learning Cantonese in order to collaborate with local students in 
academic activities and daily life. Yet, to succeed in an English-medium 
university in Hong Kong, he knew that he had to have a good command 
of English. To achieve these aims, Mengshi consistently spent time learn-
ing English and Cantonese, at least in the i rst semester. While the univer-
sity provided some opportunities for him to practise English and the hall 
was a good place for him to interact with local students in Cantonese, he 
felt that his progress in both languages was unsatisfactory. Nevertheless, 
he became increasingly active in seizing learning opportunities and was 
stoical in dealing with his failures. The following sections focus on his 
efforts to learn Cantonese by joining a softball team in the hall despite the 
enormous difi culty in identifying himself as one of the hall team (local 
students’ group). In addition, we shall see the continuous efforts he made 
to create more opportunities to speak English and the various barriers that 
discouraged him. Finally, his ongoing English learning efforts will be 
analysed, including his vocabulary memorization in preparation for 
IELTS, which he felt did not help improve his English.

Socializing with local students

Mengshi’s socialization experiences speak of the contextual constraints on 
his efforts in acquiring Cantonese and English. He lived in one of the most 
traditional residential halls for male students in the university. His  residential 
membership came with a compulsory meal plan requiring him to have 
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dinner together with other residents in the hall. The hall was renowned for 
its commitment to sports and student activities. Apart from his life at the 
hall, he had to participate in numerous student projects with other students, 
required by the academic programme he was undertaking. Like many other 
mainland Chinese students, Mengshi had been motivated to come to study 
in Hong Kong as a place with better career opportunities for economics and 
i nance graduates. Therefore, he realized that he needed to learn Cantonese 
although his interest in Cantonese helped his motivation:

I want to learn Cantonese. I think that it is necessary to learn Cantonese. 
[. . .] We mainland students will have to interact with local students. 
[. . .] In tutorials, they may discuss in Cantonese. Not (in) all of them 
but the ones I went to, they did. (2 October 2004)

Actually, in my unconsciousness, I like to learn Cantonese. And I want 
to understand what people think in Cantonese. (5 February 2005)

The student hall was a good place for him to learn Cantonese as most of 
the social exchanges that took place there were in that language. To 
improve his Cantonese, Mengshi realized that he needed to integrate more 
into the hall community. For this purpose, he decided to join a sports team 
in the hall to ‘know local students’ (15 October 2004):

Last week, I played softball with my hall mates. [. . .] You see, I want 
to try a new game [. . .] and also it helps me to have opportunities to 
communicate with local students. (2 October 2004)

The softball team membership gave him more opportunities to socialize 
with local students but also highlighted the cultural differences he had 
with some of them. One particular incident worth mentioning was circu-
lated in the mainland Chinese students’ online forum. Briel y put, 
Mengshi’s hall softball team lost a game when playing against another 
hall. His team members became quite emotional at the end of the game. To 
make matters worse, the winning team started a series of war cries cele-
brating their achievement and deriding Mengshi’s hall team’s downfall. 
As a result, many local team members were reduced to tears of anger. Like 
most online commentators in the mainland Chinese students’ forum, 
Mengshi could not understand why these local team members cried in 
front of others over a match:

The warden said that it (the opponent team’s cheering) was normal. 
Those things happen all the time. But the Hall softball team members 
(local students) cried. I did not cry myself. I don’t know why. I do not 
pay too much attention to the game. I just took it as fun. Nothing 
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 serious. Sometimes I cannot understand it. Why did they cry? [. . .] 
They paid too much attention to it. [. . .] for me, I just wanted to try a 
new game and then know some people. (19 November 2004)

The fact that the local students cried over their team losing a game rel ects 
how much they valued the importance of the community’s honour, some-
thing that perhaps was not fully appreciated by Mengshi who regarded 
himself as a supportive outsider. This widely noted incident among main-
land Chinese undergraduates at the time was one of many reminding him 
that there were considerable differences between his local counterparts 
and himself, especially in terms of what they valued in life (Ho et al., 2003; 
Schack & Schack, 2005). In contrast to most of the local students in the hall 
who liked to enjoy their youth and hall life to the utmost, Mengshi had a 
totally different priority in his life and study:

After two months here, (I realized), if I do not work hard, it does not 
make a difference for me whether I study in Hong Kong or not. [. . .] I 
want to work here. A lot of mainland Chinese students want to work 
here. Me, too. Or I want to go further abroad. [. . .] In order to achieve 
them, I need to improve my languages, both Cantonese and English, I 
need to do well in my academic subjects. (25 October 2004)

Although Mengshi always regarded his hall mates and the warden as nice 
people, he repeatedly complained that the hall was ‘too noisy’ (23 
December 2004; 29 January, 5 February 2005; 17 March, 29 April 2006) 
because they liked to party till late. This cultural clash might have pre-
vented him from becoming fully involved in the residential community:

I do not think that I am a XXX hall member. I am a friend to XXXians 
(members of the XXX Hall) and my local friends. But I am reluctant to 
be one of the XXXians because they are too noisy. (30 May 2006)

By the end of the longitudinal research, Mengshi had not acquired a com-
fortable level of Cantonese and did not appear to be coni dent in dealing 
with local students and people in the language. He had tried but did not 
go too far in Cantonese possibly because he was unable to see things as 
local students did or, as a non-local student, he could not have the same 
life priorities as his local counterparts. Without such shared understand-
ing, it was hardly surprising to learn that he could not integrate well into 
the community of local students and acquire a better command of 
Cantonese. Unlike Liu, he failed to use local students as potential partners 
in pursuing both Cantonese and English competence.
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Challenges in utilizing social learning resources

As he was trying to improve his Cantonese, he committed himself to 
improving his spoken English competence by seizing every possible learn-
ing opportunity available in the residential hall and on the campus. He 
found that many local students in the hall could speak quite l uent English 
and so he attempted to have conversations in English with them after 
arrival in Hong Kong. However, it quickly became apparent that local stu-
dents were more interested in using Putonghua in conversation with him:

I don’t have opportunities to speak English. [. . .] I tried to talk to local 
students in English in the hall but they tried to talk to me in Putonghua. 
[. . .] In my corridor, there are i ve people. Two are from the Chinese 
mainland. Three are trying to learn Putonghua. So Putonghua is the 
corridor language. (25 October 2004)

While the opportunities to use English with local students were limited, 
he had one or two exchange students on the same l oor with whom he 
could practise his English. In the i rst semester, there was an ethnic Chinese 
student from Norway who could speak l uent Cantonese. However, 
Mengshi’s efforts at using English with him were not well received by 
his mainland counterparts in the same residential hall, indicating the pres-
sure he had to withstand when speaking English to other ethnic Chinese 
students:

Sometimes I speak English to my hall mate. He is from Norway. 
Although we do not chat with each other very much, some mainland 
students look at us with strange expressions on their faces. (23 
December 2004)

Such experience did not discourage him from using English with exchange 
students. The inquiry revealed that he frequently attempted to practise 
English with English-speaking non-local students, although conversations 
he managed to have with them were short and often limited to simple 
social exchanges in the beginning. The scope of his conversations expanded 
as he kept working on his English and engaged in reading newspapers. In 
the fourth semester, Mengshi met two exchange students, one from 
Norway and the other from Germany. He was able to have discussions 
about many topics with them although he was often at a loss when the 
two talked about something he had little knowledge about, such as foot-
ball, popular music, politics and history. As a business study student, he 
probably lacked the linguistic resources and relevant knowledge to make 
contributions in such debates. Consequently, he did not i nd such learning 
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experiences satisfactory. Nevertheless, these were the best learning oppor-
tunities that he had ever had to improve his oral competence:

[. . .] so we at least can have some daily conversation. [. . .] all sorts of 
things. Politics, which is news. College, professors. One of the stu-
dents is from Germany. He is a kind of politics person. He is a law 
student. He always talks about politics. Other students talk about the 
Second World War and talk about some nationalists. [. . .] It is kind of 
very interesting. It is kind of strange. (1 April 2006)

In addition, Mengshi saw that the English medium instruction and con-
structive learning provided potential learning opportunities for him to 
improve his oral competence. Group work, if done in English, provided 
learning opportunities for him to improve his oral competence. However, 
it was difi cult for him to insist on using English in group discussions 
when the group included local students who preferred Cantonese. He felt 
that the ‘wall’ (differences) between local students and him made it difi -
cult for him to choose English to communicate, as he would have liked:

They (local students) preferred Cantonese but sometimes we use 
English. [. . .] I think that I would like to use Cantonese because maybe 
some local students felt uncomfortable about using English. I cannot 
determine which language is to be used. We can start with English 
discussion but during the discussion, somebody changes it to 
Cantonese. What can we do? [. . .] If I had a choice, I would probably 
choose English because my Cantonese is even worse. Of course, if we 
insist on using English, they will use English. But when they commu-
nicate with each other, they will use Cantonese. It seems there is a 
wall between them and us. (11 March 2006)

Apart from his unsuccessful efforts to learn English through socializing 
with other students, Mengshi practised using English with Liu for quite a 
long time during the current study so that he could have some regular 
English language-speaking opportunities. Another strategic decision he 
made to improve his English was to join the longitudinal follow-up study 
in order to have some regular opportunities to use English, albeit with a 
non-native speaker. These strategic decisions indicate that he was highly 
motivated to improve his oral English because many other mainland 
Chinese students found it difi cult and unusual to speak to another fellow 
mainland Chinese in English. In this case, the English medium of the uni-
versity might have helped him to justify his actions before others, espe-
cially mainland Chinese students:

It is just quite natural for people to speak English, for example, when a 
professor speaks English, you want to raise a question, you will use 
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English. [...] I think that it is quite normal for mainlanders to speak English 
with mainlanders. Last week, I went to see my probability tutor who is 
a mainlander. I asked him questions in English. (12 March 2005)

Mengshi’s strategic moves in utilizing possible social learning resources 
revealed his agency in his pursuit of English competence, in particular 
oral competence. In this regard, he had displayed persistence in his ongo-
ing efforts to create a supportive niche for his language learning efforts, 
including his use of social strategies. However, his efforts in seeking and 
creating language learning and use opportunities were constrained by the 
linguistic reality in Hong Kong and the dominance of Cantonese as the 
socialization medium in contrast to English as the instruction medium 
(Davison & Lai, 2007; Keung, 2006). In addition, his lack of knowledge in 
relation to issues being discussed might have prevented him from fully 
participating in the interaction with exchange students and hence benei t-
ing from such language use opportunities. As a result, in his eyes, his 
learning efforts failed to produce the success he desired.

Struggle to learn more English

Apart from improving his oral competence, Mengshi consistently 
worked to raise his general English level. He understood that he needed 
to ‘do a lot of things’ in order to learn English (25 October 2004). The prob-
lem was that he often appeared to do many things without much convic-
tion about whether they actually worked or not. At the beginning, like 
many other mainland Chinese students in Hong Kong, he endeavoured to 
improve his listening comprehension and increase his vocabulary knowl-
edge. To this end, he read newspapers to learn new words in context and 
listened to English tapes he had brought from the Chinese mainland. 
However, he did not think that these strategies worked well ‘because I 
tried to memorize words from reading . . . (which) did not work very well’ 
(2 October 2004, English original). Nevertheless, he still continued using 
these strategies, hoping that he could improve his English in this way:

Before I go to bed, I can have some thirty minutes or three quarters on 
learning English. I normally listen to tapes. And at the weekend, I learn 
some vocabulary and read some newspaper. I don’t memorize vocabu-
lary. I just go through the newspaper and learn some new words. I take 
them down, which I did not do on the Chinese mainland. I found it 
very important to learn English but also I found it useless to learn it. I 
don’t know why. Sometimes, I always forgot the new words I learnt 
(Gao: You probably never use the words you learnt.) But the problem 
is where can I i nd places to use them? (6 November 2006)
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As he progressed in his academic studies, he gradually overcame the lis-
tening barrier and subsequently devoted less time to improving his 
 listening comprehension. At the same time, his extensive reading took on 
new meaning. He was initially motivated to read English to expand his 
vocabulary but later on he engaged in reading to increase his knowledge 
about the world and considered it an important opportunity to use the 
knowledge acquired from his academic discipline to interpret events in 
the world:

Sometimes I just keep on i nding interesting news. Maybe I did not 
learn new vocabulary. Interesting news about politics and economy. 
[. . .] Reading the newspaper also helps me to understand economics. 
But sometimes some critical words cause problems. So I try to learn 
these words. (5 March 2005)

In addition, high-stakes examinations were an important motivating factor 
compelling him to put time and effort into learning English. In this respect, 
the popular ways of learning English among mainland Chinese students 
left a clear imprint on Mengshi’s language learning efforts. In 2005, he 
spent a substantial amount of time memorizing words for IELTS, a test that 
he believed that he must take if he wanted to go for exchange studies a year 
later. That summer, he went to take a test preparation course in Shanghai 
for IELTS when Yu was taking a GRE preparation course in Beijing. Like 
other participants, he also had a book containing many wordlists for IELTS 
to memorize, although he found it very difi cult to memorize them:

It is very hard to learn those words in the IELTS wordlist. There are 
seven thousand of them. [...] I spend an hour or half in the morning 
and also in the evening every day on memorizing words. (24  September 
2005)

Moreover, he also had to deal with the conl ict between language learning 
efforts and academic studies. Starting from his second academic year in 
Hong Kong, he found that it was increasingly difi cult for him to control 
his time. As a result, although he completed one round of memorization of 
the wordlists in 14 days, he could not continue his memorization efforts 
because ‘I am always short of time this semester’ (22 October 2005, English 
original). He was then disappointed to discover that his memorization 
efforts did not pay off at all:

I have forgotten all the vocabulary I had memorized this semester. 
That is terrible. [. . .] After spending a year, I do not think that I have 
made any progress (in English)! (16 November 2005)
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However, in spite of the priority that Mengshi gave to academic studies 
whenever they clashed with learning English, he began to view progress 
in learning English as fundamental to his pursuit of an ideal self. Though 
he might have been strongly committed to the learning of English, for 
quite a long time he saw English as an academic subject that he should 
succeed in and lacked the strong will that Liu and Zhixuan demonstrated 
in their accounts of learning English. However, one might argue that 
Mengshi was dei nitely not the only mainland student who had such an 
attitude to the learning of English. Like many other mainland Chinese 
students, he often found it difi cult to struggle with the demands for 
English proi ciency and academic performance in relation to his future 
employment. Both demanded a substantial amount of time and were 
needed to make him more employable:

Gao: What is your ideal self?
Mengshi:  First, I can speak English l uently and coni dently. Maybe I 

can have excellent academic results. Third, I can i nd a good 
job here.

Gao:   So English is more important than your academic study and 
job?

Mengshi:  Yes, it is necessary for everything. Academic results will give 
you an opportunity to promote yourself but how to promote 
yourself will depend on your English level. (5 December 
2005)

Realizing that his progress in English was far from satisfactory, 
Mengshi felt that he was denied one of the most integral parts of the 
ideal self that he wished to achieve, casting a dark shadow on his life 
and study in Hong Kong. Rel ecting on his language learning experi-
ences, I must point out that he did make some progress in learning 
English, for instance, his listening comprehension. However, he seemed 
to concentrate much of his learning efforts on memorizing words or 
reading English materials for new vocabulary, suggestive of his belief in 
learning a language as acquiring blocks of vocabulary and grammatical 
points (Benson & Lor, 1999). This might be interpreted as an indication 
of some dei ciency in his conception of language learning, but his focus 
on memorization might have been associated with his failure (dissatis-
faction) in utilizing social learning resources at the university. Throughout 
the inquiry, he knew that it was important to learn the language through 
socialization, but he failed to build supportive social networks, which 
would have enabled him to use social strategies to experience growth in 
his English competence. Furthermore, academic studies also made it 
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impossible for him to spend the regular amount of time and effort on 
socialization (as in the case of Yu).

Context and Agency in the Participants’ Narratives

This chapter has presented four case study participants’ experiential 
narratives of strategy use in acquiring English, revealing the underlying 
interaction of agency and context. Together with the i ndings in Chapters 
4 and 5, they help create a meta-story of the participants’ strategy use in an 
English-medium university in Hong Kong that can be interpreted at four 
different levels, namely the contextual, institutional, interaction and indi-
vidual levels (see Figure 2.5).

At the contextual level, these accounts reveal that the participants dealt 
with complex linguistic issues and cultural differences in their language 
learning and educational pursuits. The l uid linguistic complexity in 
Hong Kong required them to be ideally competent in both English and 
Cantonese as English plays an important sociopolitical function and 
Cantonese is the dominant medium for socialization. At the institutional 
level, the dominance of Cantonese on the campus and the collaborative 
learning approach tended to oblige many mainland undergraduates to 
acquire Cantonese in order to integrate into the student community. At 
the same time, the English medium instruction of the university also 
compelled them to improve their English. However, mediated by the 
wider sociocultural and political processes at the contextual level, the 
tasks of learning the two languages were often in conl ict with each other. 
The learning of languages also competed with academic studies, the most 
important task in their perception, for time and effort from the partici-
pants. Consequently, at the level of interaction, the participants attempted 
to utilize resources in the new learning setting and broaden their engage-
ment in acquiring English competence. The sociocultural barriers that 
they had with local students, exacerbated by the fact that most of them 
did not speak Cantonese, made them become more likely to be isolated. 
For this reason, three of the case study participants tried to learn Cantonese 
initially and integrate themselves into the student community. However, 
they found that opportunities to learn and use English decreased as their 
Cantonese improved while their integration efforts were often frustrated 
by the existing cultural differences between them and their local counter-
parts (Ho et al., 2003; Schack & Schack, 2005), indicating the mediation of 
existing contextual conditions. In their pursuit of educational objectives, 
they also found that academic studies put further constraints on the 
amount of time and effort that they could put in learning languages.
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At the individual level, these contextual and institutional realities 
played an important role in mediating each case study participant’s expe-
riences of language learning and strategy use in Hong Kong. The four case 
study participants differ from each other in terms of their language learn-
ing experiences and strategy use, which suggests the role of agency in 
each participant’s learning. Upon further rel ection, the differences among 
these participants can be attributed to different values, beliefs, knowledge 
and capacity that they had in learning English. For instance, Liu and 
Zhixuan, in comparison with Yu and Mengshi, clearly articulated a con-
nection between English competence and their identity to sustain their 
learning efforts throughout the inquiry while Yu and Mengshi were less 
certain about the utility of their learning efforts although they persisted in 
undertaking them. Although Liu and Zhixuan did regard the learning of 
English as an important means to gain access to other resources and cul-
tural capital (Norton Peirce, 1995), the rewards that they expected to have 
also included self-enrichment. In spite of moments of uncertainty and 
frustration, both learners were largely able to focus on their self-growth 
and experience a learning process with their ‘will’ to learn and use English 
being continuously sustained rather than undermined. Hence, to cope 
with contextual constraints, Liu and Zhixuan might have different 
responses from Yu and Mengshi. For instance, even though the enduring 
‘us–them’ differences she had with local students might have prevented 
her from participating fully in the student community, Liu persisted in 
taking these strategic efforts in spite of her psychological distancing from 
the community resulting from early failures.

In addition, they also differed in their skills and capacity to cope with 
contextual conditions. Although they may all have similar understanding 
of the context for the learning of the language, Liu and Zhixuan seem to 
have been more skilful in identifying suitable peers, recruiting them into a 
supportive learning network and maintaining such social learning space 
for their language learning efforts. While Liu and Zhixuan were good at 
trading their expertise for language practice opportunities, that is, 
Putonghua for Liu and chemistry knowledge for Zhixuan, Yu and Mengshi 
rarely reported similar learning experiences. Yu might have found it nearly 
impossible to invest time and efforts in learning English and having a 
 supportive social space because of the particularly heavy coursework load 
and learning organization. Mengshi might have also lacked appropriate 
sociocultural knowledge to allow his continuous participation in social 
learning networks as he often found it difi cult to engage in conversations 
with exchange students on particular topics. Yu and Mengshi, like many 
other participants in the study, did use high-stakes examinations to create 
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a learning condition in which they could mobilize their efforts to learn 
more English. What distinguished them from Liu and Zhixuan in terms of 
the quality of their language learning experiences could be their limited 
capacities in constructing and transforming contextual learning condi-
tions to achieve their language learning objectives.

Conclusion

Together with the preceding chapter, these narratives reveal that the 
participants benei ted from rich learning resources and learning opportu-
nities in the new learning context but that they also had difi culties in 
negotiating and maintaining their access to these learning opportunities. 
The data indicate that the participants’ readiness and willingness to endure 
or circumvent the contextual conditions were critical in their pursuit of 
linguistic competence and mediated their satisfaction with their learning 
investment. The i ndings support the argument that those who are satis-
i ed with their language learning progress are likely to be those who are 
able to successfully create and maintain a supportive social learning space 
for their language learning efforts.
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Chapter 7

Agency and Context in Strategic 
Learning

In the previous chapters, I have reported on an inquiry conducted in three 
phases on a group of mainland Chinese undergraduates’ language learn-
ing experiences on the Chinese mainland and in Hong Kong. Drawing on 
sociocultural language learning research, the inquiry explored the dynamic 
relationship between the participants’ strategy use and changing learning 
contexts. This chapter summarizes the main contributions that the inquiry 
may have with regard to the i eld of LLS research and discusses their 
implications for pedagogy and research. As strategy research is often 
related to researchers’ interest in devising programmes to support and 
develop language learners, this chapter places particular emphasis on the 
contention that the i ndings from this inquiry broaden the current under-
standing of language learners’ strategic learning and lend support to an 
expanded vision of learner development programmes.

Overall Findings

In Chapter 4, I described 22 participants’ language learning experiences 
on the Chinese mainland and how their strategic learning efforts had been 
mediated by contextual conditions. Then I identii ed patterns of, as well as 
shifts in, their strategy use during the pre-Hong Kong year. The next step 
was a demonstration of how the participants were exposed to the media-
tion of various social agents, including parents, teachers and peers in the 
previous learning process. I also examined the dominant societal and tra-
ditional discourses in their motivational discourses about learning English 
and the mediation of cultural artefacts such as high-stakes examinations 
on their learning experiences.
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In Chapter 5, in the light of the baseline i ndings from the study in 
Phase 1, the inquiry in Phase 3 revealed both shifts and continuity in the 
participants’ strategy use. Underlying these shifts there were changes in 
the participants’ discourses about language learning, in that they appeared 
to have diverse learning motives, including cultural motives, and yet, at 
the same time, they had further internalized the traditional discourses in 
Chinese culture and were exposed to the mediation of the societal dis-
courses in Hong Kong, both attaching instrumental value to language 
learning. While rich material resources in the new learning context had 
certainly facilitated these changes in the participants’ learning efforts and 
learning discourses, their socialization experiences with local peers were 
indicative of contextual realities, including linguistic complexity and 
sociocultural gaps, which they had to cope with in the language learning 
process. Chapters 4 and 5 present an overall snapshot of the participants’ 
shifting strategy use as a group and also describe the interaction of agency 
and context underlying these changes.

Chapter 6 focused on four longitudinal case study participants’ experi-
ential accounts of learning in Hong Kong, highlighting the strategic respon-
ses that these participants had to the particular benei ts and constraints 
that they experienced when learning English in Hong Kong. These 
responses were often strategic decisions to utilize opportunities and/or 
bypass contextual constraints in the new learning context. These strategic 
decisions played an important role in the participants’ use of particular 
strategies at different stages of their learning career in Hong Kong, high-
lighting the role of agency in learners’ strategic learning efforts. From an 
approach different from that in Chapters 4 and 5, this chapter provides an 
in-depth analysis of how the study participants’ agency interacted with 
contextual conditions in their pursuit of linguistic competence.

Agency, Context and Strategic Learning

Use of a sociocultural perspective enabled the inquiry to move beyond 
a limited focus on individual language learners and their cognitive learn-
ing process, bringing in new conceptions of learner, learning, context 
and LLS, and situating their strategy use in particular learning contexts. 
Given this, the answers to the research questions that frame the research 
are rather complex. The inquiry not only identii ed some shifts in the 
participants’ strategy use, but also revealed certain resilience in the 
 patterns of strategy use after arrival in Hong Kong. These i ndings sug-
gest that there is an ongoing interaction between context and agency 
underlying the participants’ strategy use. This is to say that, if ‘choice’ is 
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a dei ning character of learners’ strategic learning behaviour (Cohen, 1998: 4), 
then learners’ strategy use is often a mediated choice, but nevertheless 
it remains the learners’ choice. The following sections highlight the rele-
vant i ndings from the inquiry and discuss their potential contributions to 
LLS research.

Strategy use as a mediated choice: The role of learning contexts

Previous strategy research recognizes that learning context mediates 
language learners’ strategy use (e.g. Nyikos & Oxford, 1993; Oxford & 
Nyikos, 1989), but previous LLS research lacks an articulation and critical 
conceptualization of context. In contrast, sociocultural LLS research calls 
for a shift in theorizing context (Norton & Toohey, 2001) and sees context 
as being fundamental to learners’ learning (Zuengler & Miller, 2006). This 
study examined how learning contexts, seen as a combination of culture, 
discourses, social agents and material resources or artefacts (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994; Palfreyman, 2006), mediated the participants’ language 
learning efforts. Drawing on the sociocultural interpretative framework 
(Figure 2.5), the inquiry investigated how different layers of contextual 
reality, including macro-social context and micro-institutional setting, as 
well as interaction taking place between participants and contextual ele-
ments, affected their learner actions (i.e. their strategy use).

The i ndings in the inquiry support the view that learning contexts 
mediated the participants’ strategy use in learning English and the learn-
ing discourses underlying their strategy use. For instance, the participants’ 
parents worked closely with teachers to imbue them with the societal and 
traditional learning discourses, including ‘English is a tool’, which became 
a motivational force driving them to memorize words, grammar points 
and texts for high-stakes examinations on the Chinese mainland. The 
abundance of learning resources in Hong Kong encouraged them to use 
strategies to increase their exposure to English. As another example, high-
stakes examinations, as cultural artefacts, mediated the participants to use 
exam-oriented learning strategies on the Chinese mainland and in Hong 
Kong. These examples indicate that contextual realities, such as increas-
ingly competitive educational processes and cultural emphasis on the 
pragmatic values of education, inl uenced the participants to adopt par-
ticular strategies. Thus, these i ndings underscore the important role that 
learning contexts have in mediating learners’ strategy choices (Donato & 
McCormick, 1994; Norton & Toohey, 2001) and support sociocultural LLS 
researchers’ criticisms of earlier LLS research presenting learners’ strategy 
use as ‘largely pertaining to individual will and knowledge’ (Parks & 
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Raymond, 2004: 375). In other words, learners’ strategy use is often a con-
strained choice or choice made possible by learning contexts.

Learners’ strategy use is still a choice: The role of agency

Although the i ndings indicate that the participants’ strategy use was 
mediated by contextual realities, they do not negate the importance of 
learner agency in their strategy use in acquiring English, but rather 
 provide a nuanced understanding of learner agency captured in their 
accounts. Learners’ strategy use is related to their exercise of power, the 
will and capacity to act otherwise, and their strategy use reveals their 
agency in the learning process. The inquiry investigated what constituted 
their power, and the will and capacity to act otherwise in the learning 
process. It also revealed that the participants rel ected and constructed the 
meanings of contextual realities in relation to them.

In addition, the i ndings indicate that the participants were able to criti-
cally rel ect on the impact of exam-oriented strategy use and popular 
exam-related learning discourses on their language learning. Their adop-
tion of exam-oriented learning strategies was deliberate and intentional, 
rel ected in the fact that many of them chose exam-oriented learning strat-
egies in later learning stages, namely during the preparatory year and 
during their stay in Hong Kong, when there were no compulsory exami-
nations. Differences among the participants’ strategy use and language 
learning experiences in Hong Kong also speak for the role of agency in the 
learning process. The study also revealed that some participants were par-
ticularly creative in their attempts to overcome or bypass contextual con-
straints on their language learning. For instance, Liu was able to create 
and sustain a social network supporting her language learning efforts 
through manipulating the relationships between Cantonese, English and 
Putonghua. In contrast, Mengshi found it extremely difi cult to have sus-
tainable access to such supportive social learning resources. These differ-
ences in the participants’ will and capacity to act otherwise (Giddens, 
1976, 1984) led to diverse perceptions of learning contexts and different 
levels of satisfaction over their learning progress among the participants.

Conceptualizing agency in relation to the participants’ use of power, 
this study addresses the reservation that Wenden (1998: 530) had about 
sociocultural language learning research in regard to the ‘underdevel-
oped’ role of learner agency in the learning process. The i ndings develop 
the concept ‘learner agency’ in sociocultural LLS research and support an 
argument that it should be broadened to include a number of elements 
other than learners’ metacognitive knowledge (Wenden, 1998, 2002) or 
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self-regulatory competence (Tseng et al., 2006). Language learners are 
more likely to realize the potential of their LLS knowledge in the learning 
process if they have an appropriate level of sociocultural capacity, includ-
ing a critical understanding of particular social learning contexts and 
identii cation of contextual elements for reconi guration. Their critical 
appreciation of learning contexts helps them to acquire knowledge of 
valuable social and cultural practices that could be used by the partici-
pants to sustain their access to social learning opportunities. For instance, 
Zhixuan’s familiarity with American culture, although limited, proved to 
be instrumental in his socialization with American exchange students in 
Hong Kong and the United States. In contrast, Mengshi’s lack of knowl-
edge of history or pop music became barriers in his socialization with 
exchange students. Moreover, acting upon such understanding of the con-
text and knowledge of valuable practices, the participants’ micro-political 
moves contribute to the participants’ learning satisfaction in the i ndings. 
It was found in the inquiry that the participants who were satisi ed with 
their experiences of learning English often turned out to be those who 
were good at relating to local or other non-local students and recruiting 
them as valuable social support for their language learning efforts (e.g. 
Liu and Zhixuan). As a result, in comparison with other participants, these 
participants were more often able to transform contextual conditions and 
create favourable social networks to support their language learning 
efforts. Finally, participants like Liu and Zhixuan displayed an unwaver-
ing belief in the importance of English in their future life and identity con-
struction and attached a mixture of instrumental and cultural values to the 
learning of it, which resulted from a long socialization process mediated 
by various social agents and artefacts in both contexts. Therefore, this 
study has helped identify a variety of capacities and a motive/belief 
system as the participants’ agency underlying their active strategy use 
and satisfactory learning.

A sociocultural proposal for learner development

Without negating the importance of agency, the sociocultural research 
perspective in this inquiry allows a critical examination of the contextual 
mediation on their strategy use, a lack in most LLS research deplored by 
Parks and Raymond (2004) (also see Norton & Toohey, 2001). In fact, as the 
study probed into different layers of contextual realities in relation to the 
participants’ strategy use, it helped reveal the extraordinary will and 
capacity that language learners may need to mobilize as well as utilize 
to achieve learning success. Apart from strategic learning capacity, the 
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 language learner needs to be empowered with both sociocultural and 
micro-political capacity as well as strong motives and beliefs about learn-
ing English. In particular, the participants’ high motivation could be 
explained by their ongoing exposure to the societal and traditional dis-
courses about learning, their awareness of social competition and an 
enduring belief in the importance of learning as a means to achieve social 
mobility. In other words, they saw learning efforts as a form of invest-
ment (Bai, 2006; Norton Peirce, 1995). For this reason, investment of learn-
ing efforts requires rational calculations on the part of the participants 
because investment means risk and uncertainty. This possibly explains 
why the participants found it problematic to deal with language learning 
and  academic studies in Hong Kong. Their accounts of language learning 
efforts are also suggestive of their attempts to seek assurance for some-
thing that is uncertain.

The contributions to LLS research made by the i ndings from the study 
can be further illustrated by a sociocultural proposal for LLS research and 
development, which reveals an interactive process between learner agency 
and contextual conditions, as represented by Figure 7.1. The illustration 
locates learner agency within immediate settings and broad sociocultural 
contexts with learners’ strategy use connecting ‘agency’ and ‘setting’. 
Constituting elements in ‘setting’ interact with different components of 
learner agency (power) while ‘context’ seems to have indirect interaction 
with learner agency through ‘setting’. Different components of learners’ 
power, their will and capacity, also interact with each other. Thus, a 
dynamic picture of learners’ strategy use as a mediated choice emerges.

Although the illustration points to contextual conditions as the root 
problem for language learners’ learning, it does not negate the importance 
of seeking solutions at the level of learner agency. The i ndings indicate 
that variations in their socialization experiences in both contexts may lead 
to differences in their capacities as well as the underlying motive/belief 
system, which in turn lead to variations in their actual strategy use and 
satisfaction with their learning efforts. They also show that an enormous 
amount of effort is needed to empower language learners with the appro-
priate will and capacities to endure and deal with conditions in particular 
learning contexts. In other words, the i ndings remind researchers that the 
solution to the problems encountered by language learners similar to 
those of the study participants cannot be reached by focusing on language 
learners alone; it needs a concerted effort involving both language learn-
ers and various social agents who both directly and indirectly mediate 
language learners’ learning efforts. Therefore, language teachers and 
researchers need to become committed to an expanded notion of learner 
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development effort that enhances a variety of capacities as well as a 
motive/belief system among learners.

In short, this interpretive inquiry into mainland Chinese undergradu-
ates’ accounts of strategic language learning efforts on the Chinese main-
land and in Hong Kong contributes to the increasing research literature on 
learners learning languages in specii c social, historical and cultural con-
texts (Block, 2003; Morgan, 2007; Zuengler & Miller, 2006). In particular, it 
adds to a limited number of empirical studies dealing with ‘emergence of 
strategy use as a process directly connected to the practices of cultural 
groups’ (Donato & McCormick, 1994: 453, also see Parks & Raymond, 
2004). Moreover, the inquiry has addressed some of the criticisms that 
have been leveled against sociocultural LLS research. It has examined the 
ongoing interaction between context and agency underlying the partici-
pant’s strategy use and developed the concept of agency (power) for 
future sociocultural LLS inquiries. Concerning the practical question of 
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Figure 7.1 A sociocultural perspective on language learners’ strategic learning
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how language learners might be supported, the i ndings argue for an 
expanded notion of learner development fostering a variety of capacities 
as well as a motive/belief system.

Recommendations

This study started with a practical concern: thousands of Chinese stu-
dents abroad are in need of support schemes that help them to survive 
and succeed in new learning contexts. Exploring the participants’ lan-
guage learning experiences and strategy use, the study has now concluded 
that learner development effort, if limited to learners’ strategic learning 
capacity, be it metacognitive knowledge (e.g. Wenden, 1998, 2002) or self-
regulatory capacity (Dörnyei, 2005; Tseng et al., 2006), seems to be insufi -
cient for migrating students like the participants in the inquiry to endure 
the challenges in new contexts for successful learning. New learner devel-
opment effort needs to be based on the understanding of strategy use 
resulting from the interaction between learner agency and context. This 
demands a shift of focus from individual language learners’ capacity for 
strategic learning to their capacities in opening up and sustaining a social 
learning space for exercising their strategic learning capacity or utilizing 
their strategic learning knowledge. In specii c terms, the shifts must be to

(1) Learners’ sociocultural capacity, which enables them to appreciate the 
making and contemporary practices of a particular learning context. It 
helps them to identify appropriate contextual elements for reconi gu-
ration so that their language learning efforts can be supported by 
more facilitative contextual conditions. Learners’ sociocultural capac-
ity also includes knowledge of valued social and cultural practices 
required by them to sustain their social exchanges with other social 
agents. In many senses, learners need to become good ethnographic 
researchers (or social researchers in Norton Peirce, 1995) in the i rst 
place so that they can adopt appropriate strategic responses in a par-
ticular learning context.

(2) Micro-political capacity, which allows them to utilize supportive ele-
ments and agents for their own language learning as well as to estab-
lish and maintain facilitative learning networks or communities in the 
context. Micro-political moves are most likely to be successful if they 
are based on a sound evaluation of the context. In this sense, learners 
are more likely to be successful if they can be both good diplomats 
and excellent ethnographic researchers.

(3) Language learners’ motive/belief system, which constitutes one of 
the most critical parts of learner agency. It relates to the meanings and 
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values that language learners attach to their strategy use, educational 
investment and more broadly to other life pursuits. In most cases, lan-
guage learners acquire such a motive/belief system after extended 
exposure to the societal and traditional discourses about learning and 
education through various social agents’ mediation practices (Oxford, 
1996). They contain the principles that learners use to construct mean-
ings, and, in turn, mediate their will underlying different aspects of 
their agency, as well as their strategy use. Although no dramatic 
changes in learners’ motive/belief system should be expected, the 
model does indicate interaction among different aspects of learners’ 
agency. Hence, a continuous examination and re-examination may 
help learners to re-adjust their motive/belief systems (Yang, 1999) and 
enhance their endurance in learning contexts where they are often 
likely to have unsatisfactory and discouraging learning experiences, 
seriously undermining their strategy use.

Such learner development effort does not predict success in its poten-
tial impact on the language learner since it operates within particular con-
textual conditions. In addition, probably many meaningful interventions 
to develop language learners would take a long time to see their effects. 
However, language teachers may be comforted by the realization that they 
are not alone in the effort to help language learners to learn better. For 
instance, the study identii ed the importance of developing teacher– parent 
partnerships in implementing learner development programmes for 
young learners. If parents can be enabled to guide and supervise their 
child’s language learning more effectively by such family–school/teacher–
parent partnerships, language teachers may receive crucial assistance 
from parents who spend a much longer time with their children and have 
a strong emotional attachment to them. If we could pass on some of the 
wealth of knowledge about learner development in accessible forms to 
parents and other social agents, we would contribute to the creation of a 
wider social environment facilitating learners’ language learning and 
development.

Further Research

The current inquiry has investigated mainland Chinese students’ stra-
tegic learning efforts on the Chinese mainland in Hong Kong; it is an 
exploratory study that has a number of methodological limitations, includ-
ing the limited number and range of the study participants. However, in 
spite of these methodological limitations, this study has generated a 
research narrative highlighting learning strategy use resulting from the 
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ongoing interaction between learner agency and context. The contextual 
constraints and difi culties that the study participants had to deal with in 
the learning process may be similar to the challenges faced by many other 
students from various cultural contexts, who pursue English-medium 
education away from their home countries. As ‘the element of choice’ 
gives a special character to learning strategy in comparison with other 
non-strategic learning behaviour (Cohen, 1998: 4), there is a need to know 
more about how learners make mediated choices in strategy use in par-
ticular contexts. Moreover, this study is also an attempt to examine how 
language learners’ strategy use is engendered by the interaction between 
learner agency and learning contexts, leading to further rei nement in a 
more holistic approach to empower language learners in similar contexts. 
To this end, there are many more issues that need to be addressed in future 
research.

Firstly, further research into learners’ interaction with various social 
agents, including teachers, family and peers, is needed to improve our 
understanding of learner development in a broader context than the 
classroom setting. For instance, parental involvement in young learners’ 
development is clearly becoming a research priority as an increasing 
number of learners start learning English at younger ages and the con-
texts for developing these young learners are ever more diverse. Language 
learners’ out-of-class learning activities should also be systematically 
explored and documented with particular focus on their efforts to sustain 
their learning by creating learning communities and seeking assistance 
among peers. In addition, comparative studies are needed for language 
learners who pursue English-medium education in contexts where the 
dominant language is not English. Findings from such studies are also 
applicable to learners in English-medium institutions in English-speaking 
contexts as many such learners often live in social circles dominated by 
languages other than English. Moreover, of particular relevance to this 
study, future researchers may need to recognize the diversity of Chinese 
learners. While this particular study focuses on some ‘elite’ learners of 
similar ethnic backgrounds, future research needs to explore language 
learning experiences of Chinese learners of various ethnic and regional 
backgrounds, in particular those from less well-off families, to see how 
they overcome constraints on their language learning in the learning 
 process. Finally, recognizing the importance of context, one of the most 
important research aims for strategy researchers is to explore how the 
notion of agency can be further developed to shed light on learners’ 
 strategic learning efforts to enhance their learning in response to parti-
cular contexts.
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Conclusion

The book reported on an inquiry exploring mainland Chinese under-
graduates’ language learning experiences on the Chinese mainland and in 
Hong Kong, with a focus on their strategy use in acquiring English. Taking 
different conceptions of learner, learning, context and LLS from those in 
previous LLS research, the inquiry sees learners’ strategy use as a con-
strained choice resulting from an ongoing interaction process between 
agency and context. It has demonstrated how contextual realities and pro-
cesses mediated the participants’ strategy use and how the participants 
adopted strategic efforts in response to these realities and processes, 
revealing their agency underlying their strategy use. While learners’ stra-
tegic learning efforts like many other human actions are results ‘partly of 
man’s freewill and partly of the law of inevitability’ (Tolstoy, 1991: 1293), 
there are still reasons to believe that their struggles can lead to success if 
they act on appropriate and critical knowledge of learning contexts and 
social agents involved in the process, including themselves, as advised by 
Sun Tsu, the greatest Chinese military strategist. Consequently, these i nd-
ings call for an expanded notion of learner development, which shifts the 
focus on individual learners’ strategic learning capacity to the capacities 
needed by learners to open up and maintain a sustainable learning space 
for the deployment of such strategic learning capacity. In most cases, lan-
guage learners will experience setbacks and failures in their pursuit of 
linguistic competence and as a result, the i ndings in the study also draw 
our attention to appreciate the importance of motive/belief systems, 
which help learners to sustain their efforts. More research is needed to 
explore language learners’ strategic learning efforts resulting from the 
interaction between agency and context so that our effort to empower 
 language learners can be rei ned holistically and benei ts a variety of 
 language learners facing similar challenges to those of the participants in 
this book.
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Appendix 1: Interview Guide for 
the Arriving Mainland Chinese 
Undergraduates

(1) Opening questions:
 (a) How do they feel about studying in Hong Kong?
 (b) How did they come here?
 (c)  What do they think about differences in studying in Hong Kong 

and mainland China.
 (d) What kind of challenges do they think that they are facing?
 (e) How do they feel about their English?
(2) English learning questions asking the learners to describe their  current 

strategy use in general.
 (a) What do you think that you are learning English for?
 (b) What is the most important thing in learning English?
 (c) What are your targets in learning English? Why?
 (d)  What kind of progress do you think that you will make in  learning 

English here?
 (e) Describe how you learn English.
 (f)  What kind of problems do you normally have in learning 

English?
 (g)  What do you do to improve your speaking, listening, writing, 

reading, etc., normally?
 (h) Are you happy with your English?
 (i) What kind of help do you need most?
(3) Experiential questions:
 (a)  Could you share with me your past language learning 

 experiences?
 (b) When did you start learning English?
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 (c) What did you think about learning English at that time?
 (d) What was learning English like at that time?
 (e) What did you normally do in English classes?
 (f) Any memorable event?
 (g) Any memorable people?
 (h)  What kind of problems did you normally have in learning English 

at that time?
 (i) How did you solve them at that time?
 (j) Were you happy with your English at that time?
 (k) What did you think that you had learnt there?
 (l) What kind of help did you think that you needed most there?
 (m) Did you get enough help? From whom? How did they help you?
 (n) Other relevant questions.
(4) Closing questions:
 (a) What kind of support do you expect to have?
 (b) Are you willing to participate in a follow-up study?
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Appendix 2: The Exit Interview 
Guide for Mainland Chinese 
Undergraduates

 (1) How well are you doing with learning English so far?
 (2) Comparing you of today and you at the time when we i rst met, 

what changes have you made in the two years?
 (3) Do the differences include your English or Cantonese? In what way 

has your current level of English (or Cantonese) been meaningful to 
who you are today?

 (4) How is your Cantonese? How did you improve your Cantonese? 
Why did you feel that you have to work on Cantonese?

 (5) How did you get on with your English learning here during these 
years?

 (6) Have you improved your English while working on your academic 
subjects through English medium of instruction or spending spe-
cially allocated time on your English?

 (7) Why are you particularly motivated to learn English at the University? 
Were you motivated in similar ways when you were on the Chinese 
mainland?

 (8) Which particular aspects of English did you think you had problems 
with? Which particular aspects of English have you been mainly 
working on for improvement?

 (9) Why do you think that you have not done much about particular 
areas of English although you feel you have problems with them?

(10) What have you been doing in order to improve your English?
(11) Which particular aspects of English do you think you still have 

 problems with? What kind of activities or behaviors do you normally 
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associate with the idea of learning English? Are they the same as 
those you had on the Chinese mainland?

(12) How much time do you normally spend on learning English? Or 
how much time do you think you spend on learning English? Was it 
always the same during the two years?

(13) Are there any periods that you found yourself particularly involved 
in learning English? Why was it so?

(14) You did have some plans for learning English after your arrival in 
Hong Kong. How did you carry out those plans? Or do you often 
think of planning and monitoring your learning progress? Or do 
you think that your English learning is well organized by yourself? 
Did you have plans to supervise your own learning progress on the 
Chinese mainland?

(15) What do you think of Hong Kong’s English learning environment? 
In comparison with mainland or overseas countries?

(16) Are there any friends, teachers or other people who have inl uenced 
your language learning a lot? If so, can you give me more details?

(17) Do you have any experiences of feeling that you have solved some 
big problems in learning English? How did you feel at that time? 
Why?

(18) How do you relate such experiences to your later English learning 
experiences at the University?

(19) Do you think that English will be important for you in the future? 
In what ways?

(20) Any memorable individuals or things related to your English learn-
ing in Hong Kong?

(21) Any overall comments on your being a student and learning English 
here?
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